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Abstract 

This practice-led, research PhD uses ethnographic research methods in photography to interrogate the 

embroidered motifs of homemade wrestling costume.  Photographic portraits and documentary 

landscapes explore the inherent invention of this English costume.  Delving deeper into the invention 

of tradition, the costume and wrestlers themselves uncover the signs and symbols of place, creating an 

alternative narrative to the English Lake District.  

 

It is intended, through a dialogue between photography and the sport of Cumberland and Westmorland 

Wrestling, that a cultural understanding of photographic representations can be raised to a higher level 

of significance.  The uniquely embroidered costumes of the sport and sites of practice in northern 

England present a dichotomy and a paradox between the ‘post-industrial’ landscape of Cumbria and 

the ‘protected’ Lake District National Park.  

 

The spectacle of wrestlers involved in the 'performance of tradition' in intricately embroidered 

costumes, depicting symbols of pre-industry in the English Lake District on post-industrial sites, is the 

focus for this research.  The outcomes of this research widen the legacy of the Arts and Crafts 

Movement in the English Lake District.  Additionally, the wrestling costume is imagined as an abstract 

symbol of modernity that interrelates the maker and the depiction of a regional identity.  

 

Archival photography of the sport is presented in the thesis itself and as part of a photographic 

publication – the culmination of practice-led research charting the evolution of Cumberland and 

Westmorland Wrestling costume to further critique and reframe the theories relating to the invention 

of tradition, antiquity of dress and a re-alignment to a regional perspective.  The contribution to 

knowledge is brought together as part of a multi-disciplined book, TEK HOD: Embroidered Wrestlers of 

the North, that is a 12-year research project which includes an essay by fashion writer, Lou Stoppard 

that critically underpins a series of portraits of wrestlers and costumes alongside action photographs 

of the sport which depict the picturesque and post-industrial landscapes of Northern England. This 

research links - like no other publication - embroidery, history, and sport into a contemporary 

framework.  
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Introduction 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Left) David Ellison, Abi Marston - Tek Hod Series, Digital photograph, 16” x 20”, 2010, David Ellison Archive.     
                                                        
(Right) David Ellison, Abi Marston – Tek Hod Series, Digital photograph, 16” x 20”, 2016, David Ellison Archive.  
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RATIONALE OF THE THESIS STRUCTURE 

 

The rationale for this thesis is understood through a number of factors.  Firstly, to investigate 

the community of wrestlers as purely photographic documentation and as part of an 

interdisciplinary dialogue. Secondly, ethnographic methods are expanded and clarified, 

specifically in relation to the unique regional character of this research.  Once these factors are 

established, this multi-disciplinary, practice-led research PhD uses contemporary photographic 

portraits and documentary landscapes to explore the costumed figure in the landscape.  

Through an examination of contemporary understanding, the generation of a dialogue 

between the disciplines of photography, costume and design/textiles is undertaken.  This new 

dialogue emerges through the photographing of the phenomenon which is landscape-based 

wrestling.  One leading question is asked through empirical exploration and analysis: In the 

depiction of costume inspired by landscape and the participating rural landscape communities, 

how has our contemporary relationship to the land generated an interdisciplinary dialogue?  

In addition: What current rural identities associated with the documentation of mobility, 

marginalisation and exclusion are reflective of a romantic tradition of viewing landscape? 

 

In order to break down this question, the introduction is split into sections that offers the 

reader a clear roadmap of key findings and original thinking in Costume, Photography and 

Landscape. These findings establish the geographical context to this thesis alongside 

understanding the photographs of this regional style of back-hold wrestling taken between 

2008 and 2012, leading to a second phase of picture-taking from 2013 to 2017. In this 

introduction, back-hold wrestling as a physical sport is introduced, taking into account the 

physical and performative spectacle of wrestling within both picturesque and post-industrial 

locations. The embroidered adornments of Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling have 

historically referenced nature mirroring the prevalent Arts and Crafts revivalist aesthetic; 
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however, the study of archival images of the sport alongside contemporary images of the 

costume has uncovered, in some cases, an alternative style of adornment.  Key findings in 

these areas are visualised as part of a photographic, practice-led research study that 

incorporates and investigates archival images of the traditional costume of the English regional 

folk sport of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling. 

 

The thesis is split into three key chapters explained in this section.  Alongside the written thesis 

is a practice-based component in the form of a photographic book that sets out to visualise 

the interdisciplinary nature to this research.  

 

I. Costume  

In the chapter, embroidered wrestling costume from 1900 is examined as an abstract symbol 

of modernity which interrelates the maker and the depiction of a regional identity. On the 

periphery of the protected Lake District National Park, wrestlers involved in the 'performance 

of tradition', wearing intricately embroidered costumes which depict symbols of pre-industry 

couched in dichotomy and paradox are both a spectacle and the focus of the chapter. The 

research visualises a rhetorical relocation that romantically reframes the regional landscape. 

More recently in a Celtic cultural context, wrestling is seen to establish a closer connection to 

less-dominant celebrations of antiquity.  

 

II. Landscape   

The chapter deals with the regional landscape of the English Lake District, discovering a 

historical discourse where the spirit of the Victorian age tussles for importance in articulating 

the specificity of place.  Here, the research shows an interpretation of landscape in the English 

Lake District linked to the earlier concept of viewing the landscape through the frame of the 
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picturesque.   This legacy continues in the spirit of the Victorian age with a fascination for the 

unusual and exotic in the regional vernacular. 

 

III. Photography 

The chapter focuses on archival photographs used to inform the study of costume as empirical 

data but, most importantly, to feed into the interdisciplinary research on the community of 

wrestlers.  This continues to develop competitive contests based on an almost evangelical 

adherence to the past and the paradox that this attitude has on the setting in which the sport 

is still practised.  Therefore, what is uncovered is a history of photographic practice and a 

clearer understanding of how this research reveals a deeper, more informed version of 

landscape-based photography.  Furthermore, it investigates the consolidation of previous 

photographic practices alongside a new body of photographs.  The resultant new work has 

been edited and produced as a photobook, theorising issues pertinent to research 

methodologies used.  This chapter - and accompanying practice - marks the end point to this 

ethnographic study into the themes of landscape, costume and photography.  

 

The published book is a significant outcome of the research and is split, firstly, into a series of 

documentary landscape images that document the outdoor setting of the sport from 

picturesque to post-industrial locations.  As the book develops two essays are included - one 

by Lou Stoppard and one by the author - which critically unpick the phenomena of the sport. 

Archival photographs of the sport have been curated to demonstrate the disparity between 

early wrestling costumes - which adorned costumes with floral depictions - alongside younger 

wrestlers’ costumes which seem to move away from those depictions to concentrate on 

symbols which best represent the wrestlers themselves.  The book ends with a lengthy section 

of staged portraits of wrestlers photographed against white fabric backdrops, presented to 

celebrate the vest design of the individual wrestler. 
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All three of the chapters in this thesis feed into elements of the practice-based outcome. 

Chapter One – Costume: The Idiosyncratic Symbol looks closely at the embroidered costume 

against the rich cultural backdrop of Northern England, using archival photographs from the 

sport which support the claims in the thesis.  Chapter Two - Landscape and Identity: The 

Ancient Region looks closely at the historical discourse of the English Lake District alongside 

the post-industrial landscape of Northern England where the sport is practised. And, Chapter 

Three - Photography: Documenting the Vernacular focuses on the production and content of 

a photographic practice that brings together a multi-disciplinary approach.  

 

CONTEXT  

In July 2017, the English Lake District became the UK's first national park to win World Heritage 

Status.  This announcement, released within the time frame of this research study by UNESCO, 

will have lasting significance on a place celebrated for its unique contribution to world culture.  

The unique cultural heritage of the English Lake District is often channelled through the 

celebrated poetry of William Wordsworth [1770-1850], perhaps the most celebrated literary 

and cultural contribution to the place.  Later, the critic John Ruskin [1819-1900] was a resident 

in Coniston who promoted the local area.  Ruskin’s thinking and writing had national and 

international significance and informs this study.  This research does not add to the legacy of 

William Wordsworth as an indexical, cultural element to frame and contextualise the cultural 

spectacle that is the focus of this research.  Avoiding the celebration of the picturesque and 

the iconification of hill farming (another symbol of Cumbria), instead, it concentrates its 

analysis on a small community of people who wrestle and who embroider their own costumes 

as part of cultural heritage.  

 

In order to comprehensively disseminate the strands to this research thesis, it looks at the 

landscape of Cumbria, Tyne and Wear, Northumbria, County Durham and Lancashire whilst 
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focusing on the costume of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling and its potential 

connections to place and a photographic visualisation which looks at this costume and 

community.  This study uncovers the intricate cultural signifiers associated with a sport based 

in the North of England specifically connected to the heart of English Lake District cultural 

heritage.  

 
Fig. 1. David Ellison, Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Counties of the North of England,  
Digital Map, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
 

During the outdoor season, wrestling takes place across the North of England with occasional 

appearances in Scotland.  To understand the spread of these events, plotting the counties in 

England which host the sport as part of summer fetes and agricultural displays gives the 

research some context.  

 

The counties highlighted (Fig.1) are Northumberland (Blue), Tyne and Wear (Red), County 

Durham (Green), Cumbria (Yellow), and Lancashire (Black).  Additionally, the sport only travels 

three times to Scotland as part of the summer season and, so, is included in later maps showing 

the locations of the events.  To pin-point the spread of events across the five counties of 
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England and the border events of Scotland, the 58 events have been recorded and numbered 

to provide an indication of the popularity of the sport in each county.* 

 

Plotting these locations, the 2016 list of fixtures is used in this example.  This list is devised by 

the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association (CWWA) which organises the running 

of the sport.  The list of events is dependent on the town councils and village organisations 

which organise them in collaboration with CWWA and other amateur sporting organisations 

which participate in the summer shows.  From it, interested amateur wrestlers find the 

location and date of the event and compete.   Additionally, the events tell interested parties 

where the sport is most commonly concentrated and indicate the popularity of the sport. 

 

In the map of Cumbria (Fig. 1), each wrestling event is plotted according to the total number 

of wrestling events; in this instance, in 2016, 34 events were taking place in Cumbria, the 

largest concentration of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling events than any other 

participating county.  Out of these events, 13 have been identified as taking place within the 

National Park of the English Lake District, marked in red. These events are the main strand to 

the photographic study and place the sport within a designated area of outstanding natural 

beauty.  Other events happening in Cumbria but outside the National Park offer comparative 

studies to the English Lake District.  The remaining events happening in Northumberland, Tyne 

and Wear, County Durham and Lancashire offer the other strands of interrogation into 

landscape inside and outside the National Park.  A total of 14 events take place in 

Northumberland compared with only two events in County Durham, four in Lancashire, three 

in Scotland and one in Tyne and Wear.  The map (Fig. 3) indicates the precise locations of the 

sport in Northumberland.  Additionally, other locations of the sport have been plotted in 

Scotland, County Durham, Tyne and Wear, and Lancashire with maps of these specific locations 

                                                        
* A list of all the fixtures from the 2016 season is located in the appendices (277/2.0) 
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plotted.  The full list of fixtures can be found in the appendices (2.0) to ease the formatting of 

this document. 

           
(Left)  
Fig. 2.  
David Ellison, Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Venues – Cumbria 
Digital Map, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
 
(Right)  
Fig. 3. David Ellison, Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Venues – Northumberland, 
Digital Map, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
 

                   
(Left)  
Fig. 4. David Ellison, Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Venues - Durham, 
Digital Map, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
 
(Right) 
Fig. 5. David Ellison, Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Venues - Tyne and Wear, 
Digital Map, 2017, David Ellison Archive.     
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(Left) 
Fig. 6. David Ellison, Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Venues – Lancashire, 
Digital Map, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
 
(Right) 
Fig. 7. David Ellison, Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Venues – Scotland, 
Digital Map, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRACTICE  

In October 2012, the Towner Art Gallery in Eastbourne exhibited a series of eight, personal 

photographs which depicted the sport of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling. These 

photographs produced over the preceding four years, portrayed amateur wrestlers as both 

action images and staged portraits.  From 2008-2012, travelling to wrestling fixtures across the 

central English Lake District produced more personal photographs which expanded on a wider 

interest in portraying the English Lake District.  During this time, the photographs that were 

taken simply became part of a natural interest in the sport and, potentially, offered the 

foundations of a more extended and concentrated study of the sport with a particular focus 

on the costume worn to wrestle.  These wrestlers wore the unusual, non-contemporary, cotton 

costumes embroidered with folkloric motifs (Fig.8).  During the production of the images, 

Simon Costin, the director of the Museum of British Folklore was curating a group exhibition 

titled, Collective Observations: Folklore and Photography – from Benjamin Stone to Flickr which 

was concerned with the spectacle of performance in relation to folk art in the UK.  The 

exhibition ran from 13th October 2012 to 6th January 2013 and triggered the start of potential, 

practice-led, academic research.  
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As a documentary photographer, several ideas seemed to develop out of this exhibition.  One 

of these involved thinking more deeply about the costumes that had been photographed and, 

more generally, about the cultural meaning of this obscure regional tradition.  This 

preoccupation - in part, ethnological; in part, photographic - would eventually lead to a specific 

research investigation into the subculture of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling and how 

this may be understood through documentary photographic practice.  The research was 

eventually conducted under the auspices of a practice-based PhD at the Belfast Art School at 

the University of Ulster between 2013 and 2019. 

 

WRESTLING: A PHYSICAL SPORT 

The project evolved, then, as a dialogue between photographic practice and an ethnological 

consideration of the English regional folk sport of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling.  

This wrestling is a physical contact sport largely practised in the far North West of England.  In 

the sport, the participants wear uniquely embroidered costumes and the wrestling activity has 

a highly developed performative dimension.   

 

When outdoor competitions take place, each competing wrestler is picked from a hat, 

depending on their weight.  Once called into the ring, wrestlers shake hands and manoeuvre 

themselves to a grip.  They face one another.  Each opponent then places their chin on the 

shoulder of the wrestler and a grip is established by tightly clasping hands in order to lift their 

opponent.  Imagine either two men or two women tightly hugging with chins on shoulders, 

arms locked around the mid-back, and legs bent like a crab!   

 

Once each wrestler has a fair grip, they tussle, grunt, pull and twist their opponent to the 

ground either by gently lowering them to the ground (if the person is considerably stronger 
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than the other wrestler) or in a fit of extreme force if the match is equally balanced.  The winner 

is judged from ‘best of three’ throws.   

 

PERFORMATIVE SPECTACLE AND PHOTOGRAPHIC PRACTICE  

A priority of the project was to explore this performative spectacle and its sites of practice with 

the camera in order to better understand it as a cultural practice and as an expression of 

regional identity. It was also an aim to seek to understand better how the processes of 

photographic representation, mobilised in documentary work, constitute the significance of 

its subject matter for its various publics.    
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Fig. 8. David Ellison, Richard Dixon - Tek Hod Series, Digital photograph, 16” x 20”, 2011, David Ellison Archive. 
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As described earlier, this sporting tradition is found mainly in Cumbria and across Northumbria.  

These counties not only contain large areas of outstanding natural beauty, such as the English 

Lake District and the Pennines, but also sites of coal mining activity and, in Cumbria, a nuclear 

industry installation, Sellafield.  The area has often been pictured in bucolic terms in landscape 

painting and touristic representations.  Recently, photographers have perhaps approached this 

landscape in more ironic terms.  These industrial sites appear as a rupture within the rural idyll.  

The image from contemporary photographer, John Darwell - from his Scratching the Surface 

series produced in 1993 (Fig. 9) - alludes to this rupture.   Industrial modernity is writ large in 

this landscape portrayal, the pastoral idyll is eclipsed. 

 

The wrestlers of Cumbria in their intricately embroidered costumes and ritualised actions seem 

to be a historical anomaly.  Their costume and performative activity seem to signal a pre-

industrial world of the countryside and rural traditions.   Although, as it was discovered, this 

cultural activity may involve what historians Hobsbawn and Ranger (2012) have christened an 

‘invented tradition'; that is to say, the appearance of a manufactured romantic sensibility and 

conventionalised set of cultural expressions generated in a popular reaction to 

industrialisation and social change, rather than representing an ancient 'British' cultural form.   

 

Wrestling has existed for millenia as a cultural activity, a form of exercise and competition 

across the world.  In recent centuries, some formalisation has entered and it has become a 

sport with many varieties and attractive to spectators.  The varieties range from all-in wrestling 

like that seen prominently until recently on television in the WWF and WCW American 

franchises, through freestyle and the Graeco-Roman style (featured in the Olympic Games) to 

regional varieties, spanning ‘traditional’ regional styles like Scottish Backhold wrestling and 

ethnic varieties such as Sikh, Indian and Turkish wrestling. 
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Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling arguably started formally in the early to mid-18th 

century and has had several heydays, i.e. the 1760s and 1770s, the 1830s to 1870s, the 1890s 

to roughly 1930, and the 1940’s.  Since the 1950s, though, it has been in a period of slow 

decline despite attempts to present it as a retro, post-modernist historical tradition, at times 

mounted as a tourist attraction itself.  For around 130 years, the sport has suffered from others 

such as football, rugby, cricket, golf and boxing which have become highly professionalised and 

commercialised, selling themselves to huge audiences at actual events and on broadcast 

media.  Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling has remained steadfastly a semi-professional 

sport, not resistant to change but committed to protecting its regional roots, its traditions and 

assumed wholesomeness. 

 

For over a century, Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling has interacted with other styles.  

Since the 1880s, Scottish Backhold wrestlers have come over the border to compete against 

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestlers and there have been increasing reciprocal 

movements in the other direction, too.  With more leisure time and cheaper transport since 

the 1950s, Cumberland and Westmorland wrestlers have competed against their Cornish 

Wrestling counterparts and, since 1985, when the Cumberland and Westmorland Association 

(CWWA) joined the International Federation of Celtic Wrestling (IFCW), they have competed 

wherever international championships have been held in countries like Spain, Sardinia, 

Brittany, Iceland and Ireland.  Whilst these links have been forged to increase competition for 

wrestlers in an era of declining interest in the sport, they may also have some resonances in 

moves to reinvent regional tradition, particularly a Celtic tradition, an assumed long-lost 

heritage. 

 

Virtually from the outset,  the sport of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling has clung to 

‘tradition’, usually taking place in an outside grassed arena bounded by a perimeter circle of 
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around 15 metres; using a backhold style similar to other British and European styles with a 

wide range of ‘chips’ and throws practised by wrestlers, competition taking place in several 

weight and age categories and all overseen by officials who employ time-honoured 

instructions in Cumbrian dialect.   

 

Another ‘tradition’ has been the costume which has remained relatively constant since about 

1862.  Previously, the costume amounted to a neat-fitting shirt, knee breeches and stockings 

but this standard was superseded by a certain athletic fashion for the age which was white 

tights and shirt and an ornate, decorated centre-piece.  Today, the governing body of the sport, 

the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association, insists on the costume rule of;  

1. a pair of socks, 
2. leggings which fit tightly to the leg (such as long-johns or tights),  
3. a centre-piece elasticated round the waist and legs. 
In the absence of a purpose-made garment, a bathing costume is acceptable.  Please 
note that shorts are not acceptable as a substitute. 
4. a singlet vest or tee-shirt. 
The strip can be of any colour, and of any suitable material.  Torn and muddy strips are 
unacceptable, unless the damage has occurred on the same day.1 

 

ADORNMENT  

Decoration of the costume developed with the ‘new, fashionable, athletic costume’ in the 

1860s, largely instigated by the wrestler who then dominated the sport as none have done 

since, George Steadman. Especially in the 1880s at the start of the Arts and Crafts Movement, 

he was wearing an adornment style to basic (linen) cloth pioneered in the English Lake District 

by Marion Twelves and fellow embroiderers at the Keswick School of Industrial Art and Annie 

Garnett at The Spinnery, Bowness on Windermere. 

 

                                                        
1 Roger Robson. Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling (Carlisle: Bookcase, 1999), 50. 
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The intention was to make plain cloth more attractive (even to men!) by decorating it.  As 

Susan Luckman in Locating Cultural Work: The Politics and Poetics of Rural, Regional and 

Remote Creativity (2012) said of these initiatives:  

 

            Before too long (Marion) Twelves foresaw a limited market for plain, unworked linen   
            and identified its development into an artistic product […] In this way, embroidery,  
            that most ‘worthy’ and feminine of women’s labours was successfully introduced to     
            value-add the basic product. The cloth was decorated with figures of flowers and birds  
            and so on, with the nature of the Lake District as a frequent source of design  
            inspiration.2 
 

Strong parallels can, thus, be seen in the home embroidered costumes of Cumberland and 

Westmorland wrestlers, the effect of which was to produce a distinctive look to the basic 

costume, this ‘value-addedness’. Mike Huggins in The Regular Re-invention Of Sporting 

Tradition and Identity in ‘The Sports Historian’, explored the link between costume 

adornments, the wrestler originators and the makers: 

              Initially there had been little decoration on the costume but the prizes for best  
              costume (which began in the 1860s) led to wrestlers’ wives, mothers, or girlfriends  
              spending time in decorative needlework and this decoration slowly grew more  
              complex as time went on.  At the end of the 19th century, even tights were  
              embroidered as well as singlets and centerpiece.  By the mid-20th century, a Bootle  
              (then, West Cumberland) seamstress could build a reputation as regularly    
              embroidering costumes which won the best costume prize at Grasmere Sports.3 
 

NATURE 

The predisposition towards nature and the rural environment in the designs which feature on 

wrestlers’ costumes is interesting.  Not only can it be directly related to the rural and 

agricultural backgrounds of most of the wrestlers throughout wrestling history but also it can 

be traced back to its origins in the 19th century when nature was foregrounded in English 

Romanticism and, later, in much of the work of the Arts and Crafts Movement. 

                                                        
2 Susan Luckman, Locating Cultural Work: The Politics and Poetics of Rural, Regional and Remote Creativity (London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2012), 68. 
3 Mike Huggins, “The Regular Re-invention Of Sporting Tradition and Identity,” The Sports Historian 21, no.1 (2001): 49.  
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In his book Romantic Ecology: Wordsworth and the Environmental Tradition (1991), Jonathan 

Bate argues that the preoccupation with nature is related to the notion that ‘the economy of 

nature and the cottage economy depend upon one another.  Labour is harmonised with 

nature’4.  Jonathan Bate discusses Sigmund Freud’s conclusions in the Introductory Lectures on 

Psychoanalysis [1916] that humans need nature for the same reason they need mental 

phantasy: ‘The mental domain of phantasy is something like a reservation or a nature park 

which is threatened by encroachment and change by something like industrialisation; 

therefore, it must be protected from becoming unrecognisable’.5   

 

So, from this Freudian perspective, nature is valued and protected within the psyche. Further, 

Bate cites William Hazlitt, referring to our need for nature in his essay, On the Love of the 

Country (1814), where he suggests that the mental processes of humans regarding nature work 

according to the principle of the association of ideas in which, distinctively, human feelings 

become transferable with physical objects, particularly natural objects: 

It is because natural objects have been associated with the sports of our childhood, 
with air and exercise, with our feelings in solitude, when the mind takes the strongest 
hold of things, and clings with the fondest interest to whatever strikes its attention[…] 
it is because they have surrounded us in almost all situations, in joy and in sorrow, in 
pleasure and pain; because they have been one chief source and nourishment of our 
feelings, and a part of our being, that we love them as we do ourselves6. 

  

So, with the natural environment being so much part of the surroundings and existence of 

those within the wrestling fraternity, it is no surprise to see it celebrated so strongly as in 

costume adornment. It is wrong, though, to believe that costume adornment in Cumberland 

and Westmorland Wrestling focuses entirely on the rural environment and flora and fauna.  

Some wrestlers, mainly in their mid to late teens, have diversified away from the dominant 

                                                        
4 Jonathan Bate, Romantic Ecology: Wordsworth and the Environmental Tradition (London: Routledge, 1991) 52.  
5 Ibid. 53 *See Sigmund Freud. Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis (New York: Liveright Publishing, 1989), [1916]. 
6 Ibid. 53 *See William Hazlitt. “On the Love of the Country,” The Examiner, November 27, 1814.  
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embroidery adornments to those stemming from popular culture, especially tattoo culture 

(see Fig 75, p.199 Photography: Documenting the Vernacular).  Fashion is always the weather-

vane for adornment and future change in fashion may well see a reversion to the dominant. 

 

ARCHIVE RESEARCH 

The research project began in 2016 by searching the existing archival sources dealing with the 

sport at local libraries in Carlisle and Kendal.  The Local Studies sections were assiduously 

scoured, discovering newspaper cuttings and donated amateur and press photographs relating 

to the sport.  The research has drawn extensively on the Horsley Collection of photographs, an 

archive of photographs and newspaper cuttings which have documented the sport from the 

1880s to the present day.  

 

This archive is held at the Cumbria County Council Library in Carlisle and contains a range of 

photographic images, providing glimpses of this distinctive sport.  The source has the potential 

to provide the historiographical basis for an exploration of the evolution of the sport of 

wrestling, the costumes which figure in it, and the relationship of this subculture to formations 

of regional identity in Cumbria. A dialogue was begun with ex-wrestler and retired teacher, 

Roger Robson, who wrote a column on the sport in The Cumberland News, a local newspaper, 

and also maintains the sport’s official website.  His own efforts to document the sport and 

keep alive this regional past time have become a labour of love for him and his wife.  As work 

was also begun with a number of individual competitors, access to a range of privately held 

artefacts and sources was granted, enabling an enrichment of the sources.  Indeed, the main 

challenge relating to the research has been the archival search and gathering of 'data' which 

falls outside of what is usually collected in museums.  
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Fig. 9. John Darwell, [Untitled] from Scratching the Surface Series, Digital photograph, 1993, Courtesy of John Darwell Archive.  
 
 

 

Using these sources, the historical evolution of the sport was charted.  It soon led to an 

exploration of the relationship of this wrestling culture to what might be best described as the 

performance of local identity. The approach was to seek to understand the distinctive 

costumes which figure in the sport as a set of social and cultural signifiers.  Not only was this 

research trajectory addressed through a search and analysis of the available photographic 

images pertaining to the sport but also through exploring one particular archival source – a 

range of documents concerning the design of the embroidered sporting costumes which figure 

in this sport.  Personal photography, in turn, was used as a tool to document the patterns of 

vernacular design present in these distinctive costumes.  However, the work went beyond this 

documentary impulse insofar as it sought to interrogate the distinctively performative aspect 

of this local cultural tradition by generating a range of original images intended for publication 

and eventual exhibition which explore this sport and its social and cultural context (Fig.8).   So, 
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the research moved in an arc from a set of ethnological concerns to creative ones that are 

reported here. 

 
Fig. 10. David Ellison, Wrestlers in action at Penrith Show – Tek Hod Series, Digitally scanned photograph, 2012, David Ellison 
Archive 
 
 
 

COSTUME 

This thesis is made up of three strands beginning, firstly, with Costume.  By the 19th century, 

writers like Thomas Carlyle [1795-1881], Robert Southey [1774-1843] and William Wordsworth 

[1770-1850], were beginning to comment on the effects of the Industrial Revolution; not just 

on the landscape but, perhaps more importantly, on people’s lives.  One such writer was the 

poet William Wordsworth who published a book of prose in 1810 on the subject of his beloved 

English Lake District, Guide to the Lakes.  In it, he commented on how the whole balance of the 

rural economy had been affected by the decline of one particular source of income for farmers 

and ‘country folk’, particularly relating to the cottage industry around wool.  
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Previous to industrialisation, it was men who tended the flocks of sheep and the women and 

children who devoted their time to producing various products from the wool in their own 

homes.  In the Guide to the Lakes (1810), Wordsworth remarked on the effect of this decline: 

“But, by the invention and universal application of machinery, this second resource has been 

cut off”.7  

 

It was not until well into the second half of the century that the imbalance in the economy of 

the English Lake District was corrected by the arrival of the artisan revivalist Arts and Crafts 

Movement.  And, it was the connection between an arm of the Movement, specifically in linen 

and embroidery work at the Langdale Linen Industry (1843-1929) and the Keswick School of 

Industrial Arts (1846-1916), that was to impact on the decoration of the costumes of 

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestlers.  

 

These initiatives were encouraged by John Ruskin and Hardwicke and Edith Rawnsley and, 

largely, brought to artistic fruition by Marion Twelves and Elizabeth Prickett.8 Their specialism 

came to be known as Ruskin Lace, a base of locally spun linen yarn enhanced by embroidered 

lace, combining cutwork, drawn thread work and embroidered lace.  The embroidered lace 

designs are widely thought to have derived from lace work practised in many of the 

Mediterranean countries, particularly Italy and Greece, and brought back to the country by 

John Ruskin himself following his travels.  This analysis of fabric is developed in detail in 

Chapter One – Costume: The idiosyncratic Symbol.  

 

 

                                                        
7 William Wordsworth wrote ‘Guide to the Lakes’ in 1810 and this reference is taken from (p.90) where he was writing about 
how machinery and more specifically industrialisation in the Lake District had an impact on the livelihood of local people.  
8 The Langdale Linen industry founded and run by Albert Fleming and Marion Twelves (1843-1929), the Keswick School of 
Industrial Arts founded and run by Edith Rawnsley (1846-1916) and Hardwick Rawnsley (1857-1922). Elizabeth Prickett is the 
author of Ruskin Lace and Lien Work (1985), a manual devoted to the techniques and designs of Ruskin lace.  
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ARTS AND CRAFTS REVIVAL  

Interwoven into the first chapter, Costume: The Idiosyncratic Symbol, this research links 

decorative forms of textile design and production that were characteristic of late 19th century 

England.  In particular, a link between the design of the wrestling costumes and the textiles 

produced by a range of craft designers and textile producers associated with the Arts and 

Crafts Movement.  Annie Garnett [1864-1942] was an influential figure in the Arts and Crafts 

revival in the English Lake District as expressed in local initiatives like the Langdale and Ruskin 

linen industries. The Annie Garnett collection, held at Abbot Hall in Kendal, reveals details of 

her close association with John Ruskin and of her contribution to the creation of a tradition of 

embroidered textile work in the English Lake District. The benefit of specifically featuring Annie 

Garnett’s embroidery for this thesis is the quality of the product she produced alongside the 

detail in which her work has been archived regionally and nationally and, importantly, the 

inspiration she received directly from nature both in her own domestic garden and the wild 

environment of the English Lake District.  

 

Stanley Webb Davies [1894-1978] was steeped in the philosophies of the Arts and Crafts 

Movement as propounded by such figures as John Ruskin, Augustus Pugin [1812-1852], 

William Morris [1834-1896] and Philip Webb [1831-1915].  When Davies arrived in the English 

Lake District, he entered one of the UK’s hotspots of the Arts and Crafts Movement: John 

Ruskin’s base at Brantwood on the shores of Coniston Water; the Langdale Linen Industry 

under Marion Twelves at Elterwater in Great Langdale Valley; the Keswick School of Industrial 

Art (KSIA) at Keswick founded by Hardwicke and Emily Rawnsley; Annie Garnett’s The 

Windermere Industry at The Spinnery, Bowness-on-Windermere; The Handicrafts at Kendal in 

the hands of Arthur W. Simpson, the woodworker and carver.  Also, M. H. Bailey Scott [1865-

1945] and C. F. A. Voysey [1857-1941] had completed magnificent Arts and Crafts houses near 

Windermere. 
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It is important to mention in this introduction that I have an extended knowledge of the Arts 

and Crafts in the English Lake District. As fifth cousin, nine times removed of William 

Wordsworth and with a grandfather Fred Ellison whose employment with notable Arts and 

Crafts furniture maker Stanley Davies, a natural interest in this research thesis has been 

fostered.  In 1934, Fred Ellison began as an apprentice craftsman with Stanley Webb Davies.  

Additionally, apart from war service, Fred Ellison stayed for virtually the remainder of his 

working life with Stanley W. Davies, helping him to close the business in 1960 on his 

retirement. 

 

John Ruskin, and a range of other more minor figures such as Albert Fleming, Marion Twelves, 

Hardwicke Rawnsley and Edith Rawnsley contributed to the Lakeland Arts Revival.  The Arts 

and Crafts Movement embraced an Arts and Crafts aesthetic and, in Cumbria and in the hands 

of someone like Annie Garnett, this involved the articulation of a distinctive, regional, cultural 

identity.  Her work reveals her connections to both the fine art sensibilities of the Pre-

Raphaelites and the Arts and Crafts Movement. Accordingly, there is a need to re-evaluate a 

regional cultural formation such as 'vernacular' textile design in connection with broader 

national currents in the arts in 19th century England.    

With the founding of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood in the 1840s, the Ruskinian 
notion of a return to nature in the arts became an influential (though often challenged) 
theme.  Perhaps, more significantly, for this research, by 1880 the Laxey Mills Project 
had begun to demonstrate the possibility of realising some of Ruskin’s teachings on a 
more practical plane.9 
 

The Laxey Mills Project sought to secure the spinning of flax on the Isle of Man by reviving the 

failing St George’s Mill in Laxey.  This effort to revive a long-standing, rural tradition of textile 

production, in turn, went on to inform the craft industries that were to emerge in the English 

Lake District in the years after the failure at Laxey. This return to pre-industrial crafts in the 

                                                        
9 Sara Haslam, John Ruskin and the Lakeland Arts Revival, 1880-1920. (Chesterfield: Merton Priory Press Ltd, 2004), 12. 
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late 19th century began to reject homogenised industrial processes in favour of the handmade 

and artisanal modes of production.  As Haslam writes: 

So much, in fact, that from 1885 the Langdale Linen Industry developed its own distinct 
embroidery style, largely created in the cottages of its workers and always executed 
by hand.  Every one of the embroiderers was encouraged to create their own designs 
many of which were based on motifs drawn from nature. 10 
 

These cottage industries, involving embroidering at home, (Fig. 11) were identified by Ruskin 

and his followers as the springboard for a potential revival of local industry.   

 
Fig. 11. David Ellison, Annie Garnett Embroidery, Digital photographs, 2012, David Ellison Archive, Courtesy of Museum of 
Lakeland Life and Industry, Abbot Hall, Kendal, Cumbria. 
 
 

The embroidery work developed within this cottage industry adopted and adapted the designs 

of an Arts and Crafts stylistic, transforming these to produce a regionally distinctive 'tradition'.  

                                                        
10 Ibid. 13 
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This 'tradition', in turn, contributed to the designs of the wrestling costumes which emerged 

at this time.  Indeed, both this cottage industry and the forms of folkloric activity around the 

sport of wrestling can be seen as part of a ‘Lakeland Revival’ responsive to the Industrial 

Revolution and a felt loss of communal solidarities and identities.   

 

The designs produced for wrestling costumes over the last 50 years reveal the cultural legacy 

of the Arts and Crafts Movement (though in the last 20 years, the visual design legacy has been 

somewhat obscured by the use of more contemporary motifs, see Fig.8).  This archival research 

and photographic documentation of a range of contemporary wrestling costumes seeks to 

trace this legacy and its translation into more contemporary visual motifs. 

 

 

LANDSCAPE 

Interwoven into the second chapter, Landscape: The Ancient Region, David Matless in 

Landscape and Englishness (1998) highlights the pitfalls of posing a unitary English identity in 

discussions of the distinctiveness of English cultural forms.  He reminds us of the complex 

cultural and geographical factors that have conditioned a range of contrasting English regional 

identities.  Such regional differentiations, it could be argued, tend to run on an East-West 

rather than a North-South axis. Often in popular accounts of these supposed cultural 

differences the West of Britain is associated with the spiritual, the mysterious and the Celtic, 

while the East is seen as the locus of Anglo-Saxon down-to-earth reason.11  What Matless 

alludes to in his analysis is the formulation of mythologies about the legacy of Celtic heritage 

in the West of England which become contrasted to accounts of Saxon heritage deemed to be 

prevailing in the East of England.  

 

                                                        
11 David Matless, Landscape and Englishness. (London: Reaktion Books, 1998) 17. 
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Ironically, while 'Anglo-Saxonism' as a mythic structure has become a major constituent of 

contemporary English nationalism, its pre-eminence as a source of myths of 'Englishness' 

would not have been so obvious to many participants engaged in the search for British ancestry 

during the 18th and 19th centuries and, indeed, a cogent set of arguments was deployed to 

foreground the 'Celtic' past in discussions of British identity:  

The steady eclipse of this ‘rival’ Celticist account of British history and identity towards 
the end of the 19th century and the emerging hegemony of a master historiographic 
discourse of Anglo-Saxon identity in England can be observed. 'Celticism', in turn, is 
increasingly understood in relation to the aspirant Celtic nationalism that flourishes in 
the Celtic periphery of the United Kingdom, in Ireland, Scotland and Wales.12 

 

This research as well as having an ethnological and a photographic aspect also seeks to place 

the analysis of folkloric dress within a distinctive historical perspective concerned with the 

formation of national and regional identities in England.  Central to such formation is the 

portrayal of landscape and, in particular, the romanticised picturing of the English landscape 

and its distinctive local variants such as the rural idyll of the English Lake District and Cumbria.  

Accordingly, the personal photographic work engages with this set of representations of 

landscape as heritage through its exploration of the sites where the wrestling events are 

performed.  In a sense, the landscape itself is imagined as a performance.  The participants of 

the sport parade and re-enact a distinctive expression of place.  Indeed, both the folk costume 

and the rituals of the wrestling bouts can be imagined as a parading of a set of symbols which 

both token an uncertain relationship to industrial modernity and change and which cling to 

residual regional identity.  So, through the practice of wrestling and its modes of performance, 

an expression of an attachment to landscape, to rural custom and practice in an uncertain 

world is sensed.   

 

                                                        
12 Sam Smiles, The Image of Antiquity. Ancient Britain and the Romantic Imagination. (The Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in 
British Art : Yale University Press, 1994) 39.  
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In the ethnographic programme of research to be conducted in the field, it is planned to 

explore this performative aspect of this wrestling tradition while also exploring the historical 

background and design auspices of the distinctive embroidered costumes worn in the sport.   

 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Interwoven into the third chapter, Photography: Documenting the Vernacular, contemporary 

artists Jeremy Deller, Alan Kane and Bruce Haines published the text Folk Archive (2005) to 

accompany a touring exhibition at the Barbican Art Gallery in London.  The project celebrates 

folk art's dynamic and influential role in British society and features an extensive range of 

vernacular work as well as documentation of events, drawings and paintings, many with a 

narrative or commemorative element.  As part of the exhibition, a wrestling jersey was 

exhibited alongside other objects of folk art in an exhibition which, although it has ethnological 

elements included within it, is clearly framed within contemporary art concerns.  

 

This art-based survey has assisted in the formulation a set of problems and challenges in the 

research trajectory concerned with offering not only an ethnologically informed analysis of folk 

cultural formations in the English Lake District but also providing contemporary comment on 

the significance of these today. The Folk Archive exhibition and publication sought to provide 

a contemporary interpretation of peripheral folk culture.  However, by the artists’ own 

admission, this is a partial look at the role of folk and vernacular contributions to British 

culture.  This thesis can contribute to the challenge of documenting and evaluating this rich 

tradition of cultural life.  

 

The PhD will incorporate this body of work and provide the critical context within which it 

might be best read.  If it was not clear in this introductory section of the thesis, it is important 

to state that the thesis is made up of two components: a thesis broken up into three chapters 
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addressing the landscape of Cumbria, the costume of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling 

and establishing, within the framework of this study, how this piece of photographic 

documentation adds to new knowledge in the field of academic photographic research. 

 

What is important to establish here, then, is that from 2008 to 2013 the process of 

photographing the spectacle of wrestling indicated a complexity in the phenomena of the sport 

that was not investigated to its full potential as part of previous commissioned exhibitions.  As 

has been mentioned, the photographs taken by David Ellison of the sport were exhibited 

several times which offered the research to start a deeper line of enquiry as part of academic 

research.  Finally, between 2013 to 2016 as part of academic research at Belfast School of Art, 

the space and time to document and interrogate the phenomena of this costume was provided 

through the supervision of Dr. Joseph McBrinn
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Literature Review  
 
 

                              
 
                              David Ellison, Carl Clarke – Tek Hod Series, Digital photograph, 16” x 20”, 2008, David Ellison Archive. 
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This summary provides an overview of the topics encountered by a selection of geographical 

writers relating to the English landscape with key discussions and theories on English culture and 

preservation in relation to photography and embroidered costume. The research methods 

associated with this practice-led project serve to build a multi-disciplinary approach. 

 

To reiterate, as expressed in the introduction under the sub-heading rationale of the thesis 

structure: This multi-disciplinary, practice-based research PhD uses contemporary photographic 

portraits and documentary landscapes to explore the costumed figure in the landscape.  Through 

an examination of contemporary understanding, the generation of a dialogue between the 

disciplines of photography, costume and design/textiles can be undertaken.  This new dialogue 

will emerge through the photographing of the phenomenon which is landscape-based 

wrestling.  One leading question is asked through empirical exploration and analysis: In the 

depiction of costume inspired by landscape and the participating rural landscape communities, 

how has our contemporary relationship to the land generated an interdisciplinary dialogue?  In 

addition: What current rural identities associated with the documentation of mobility, 

marginalisation and exclusion are reflective of a romantic tradition of viewing landscape? 

 

The literature reviewed here, then, will address these themes and problems and encourage a 

deeper discussion into rural landscape communities which have traditionally been depicted 

within photography, sport and costume, so as to understand our contemporary relationship to 

the land.  Through the analysis and understanding of 18th century dress, a platform for the 

evaluation of modern documents depicting rural costume is a starting point for a full 

understanding of dress and pre and post-industrialisation.   

 

This section contains observations from Vivienne Richmond, John Styles and Sam Smiles on 
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‘working’ clothes and an emergence of a Celtic nationalism.  Patrick Wright, Robert Colls and 

Philip Dodd speaks about the preservation of the state and the discovery of rural England.  John 

Brinckerhoff Jackson addresses the vernacular landscape while E.P. Thompson’s rigorous and 

influential study on the English working class offers a revolutionary response to conditions and 

accounts which will aim to inform the regional perspective.  Matless offers a perspective on 

tradition and modernity through the structure of planning the rural landscape.  Finally, short 

essays by Mike Huggins and Dilywn Porter give a picture of the continuous re-evaluation of the 

perceived Celtic tradition played out in Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling and the Celtic 

revival in Cornish counterculture. 

 

Paul Farley and Michael Symonds Roberts who published Edgelands (2012) – an eponymous 

term first coined by writer/environmentalist Marion Shoard in 2011 - initially inspired this 

doctoral research.  Their poetic analyses of Britain’s most uncelebrated areas chart a landscape 

written about by psycho-geographers such as Richard Mabey and Iain Sinclair.   This work centres 

on nature emerging from areas of significant industrial usage.  In the book, the authors channel 

the way William Wordsworth wrote about nature - the only difference here is that the English 

Lake District is replaced by post industry.  A critique on post-industrial Britain informs this study, 

albeit briefly, as several of the wrestling competitions take place on the edge of cities like Carlisle, 

Newcastle Upon Tyne and towns like Kendal, Maryport, and Workington.  Remarkably, the 

visualisation of the shopping estates, hotel car parks, supermarkets, sorting offices and trading 

estates makes no reference to Cumbria in Edgelands or a comparison of the unique regional 

dichotomy between the nuclear power stations of Sellafield, the submarine shipbuilding industry 

in Barrow-in-Furness and the paradox of wrestlers dressed in intricately embroidered costumes 

in the English Lake District.  Therefore, this research adds knowledge in this particular area.  

 

Firstly, ex-wrestler and Chairman of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association, 
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Roger Robson has helped considerably during this research.  It was an intention to discover his 

love of wrestling and how he had engaged with the sport for over 40 years as wrestler and 

commentator.  This forms part of Chapter 3, and feeds into the use of the Horsley Collection in 

the same chapter.  This collection (Figs. 12-15) of over 100 photographs collected by Bob Horsley, 

an ex-wrestler and columnist for local paper, The Cumberland News, is held at Carlisle Library, 

Cumbria.  This collection is understood to have been collected privately as a photo album, 

consisting of significant events in the wrestling community.  Therefore, a rich untouched 

collection of photographs exists, offering a rare insight into the sport of Cumberland and 

Westmorland Wrestling from a unique perspective*.  

 

Secondly, an interview took place with Adam Sutherland (Grizedale Arts). The interview was 

audio recorded and has been made available as part of the digital submission. Grizedale Arts	

commission artists through encouraging contemporary modes of collaboration to engage 

audiences whilst developing an understanding of the value of art in a community.  Based in 

Lawson Park Farm near Coniston in Cumbria, a workforce of architects, designers, crafts people 

and sociologists all contribute to a thriving, functioning and successful community-based arts 

centre.  Their creative stewardship, most notably, led to Laure Prouvost becoming the Turner 

Prize Winner in 2013 for her ceramic teapots and film-making which were partly inspired by 

celebrated German artist, Kurt Schwitters, who spent the final three years of his life nearby.  It 

is an intention, therefore, to link together the findings of interviews and photographic 

documentation from research with the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association to 

the art consultancy, Grizedale Arts. Julian Germain - a photographer who uses found 

photographs in his collaborative projects and book publications - held an informal conversation 

with me.  No audio recording of this interview was taken; therefore, the informal conversation 

that took place only partially supports this research.  Germain’s use of press and personal family 

																																																								
* Digital audio recordings of the interview in 2015 are available in the digital submission of this thesis. 
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photographs to document the lives of others was one of the first of its kind in an art context.  His 

use of vernacular imagery began in the 1990s before the use of found, press photography was 

used in an art context.  Thus, his use of the vernacular is important in establishing its use in ‘art 

photography’.  Elements of these two meetings are evidenced in the Photography chapter of 

this thesis. 	

             
 
(Left) Fig. 12. Unknown, Cumberland Wrestling, Digital scan of original photograph, 1899,                        
Horsley Collection, Ref. CT01876 – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
 

(Right) Fig. 13. Unknown, Carlisle – Brunton Park, Digital scan of original photograph, 1900,                       
Horsley Collection, Ref. CT01980 – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle 

 

                              
 
(Left) Fig. 14. Peter Hall, Penrith, Digital scan of original photograph, 2006,  
Horsley Collection, Ref. CT07140 - Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
 
(Right) Fig. 15. Unknown. Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling at Grasmere Sports,  
Digital scan of original photograph, n.d.,  
Horsley Collection, Ref. CT22764 – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 

 

It is important to point out at this stage that photographs of the sport of Cumberland and 
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Westmorland Wrestling were taken, beginning in 2008, as a project running alongside other 

work as a professional photographer.  In 2010, photographs were taken of the sport more 

regularly which fostered an interest in the sporting costume and the people who 

participated.  Travelling between each location, wrestling is part of a schedule of rural shows 

which happen between the months of May and October.  Most commonly, the sport is practised 

at agricultural shows or fetes held outdoors in a field in a village or town hosting the event.  The 

costume is worn at larger more prestigious events like, for instance, Grasmere Lakeland Sports 

and Show where participants line up wearing full wrestling costume.  This process is carried out 

for the judging of the most impressively designed costume and a cash prize is awarded to the 

best.  Only when the costume is judged can a full appreciation of the embroidery be made.  The 

costume itself is usually associated with nature where wildflowers and wildlife are 

featured.  More recent costumes feature fewer exotic motifs like domestic pets or sheep 

breeds.  The embroidery is commonly sewn by the family of those who wrestle, often 

abbreviating the initials of the wrestler on the vest and decorating with hand-stitched or 

machine-produced motifs.  In purely descriptive terms, the costume is a white cotton vest, velvet 

underpants and white cotton long-johns. The site of the research is Cumbria and 

Northumberland.  This sport and its costume are challenged and celebrated in relation to 

established theories relating to our perception of landscape and is measured against the 

antiquity of its conception. 

 

The combination of the spectators watching the outdoor wrestling action, the display of 

‘tradition’, the unique vernacular fashion and the community of ex-wrestlers and volunteers who 

keep the sport afloat was fascinating in developing a working method, something akin to an 

‘embedded’ researcher or ‘anthropologist’.  Costumes worn by long-established wrestlers 

usually embody the idyllic, picturesque image whereas recent costumes worn by teenage 

wrestlers represent a more suburban, domestic life.  Therefore, this difference in style between 
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the different age groups represents an intriguing dichotomy which is investigated later in this 

document. 

 

Finally, the photographs taken up to this point - combined with other planned photographs from 

the Horsley Collection - are referenced as empirical data to analyse a photographic documentary 

of the romanticised picturesque as seen through costume.  Furthermore, a critique of the 

existing trends into the embroidered motifs of contemporary costumes of teenage wrestlers 

offers a comparative research model.  Once a full collection of data is completed can a clear 

analysis be made between the embroidered symbols stitched onto wrestling costumes and an 

innovative interpretation of the picturesque landscape. 

 
 
John Styles’s book The Dress of the People (2007) offers an accurate description of working 

English dress in the 18th century.  If the 18th century is viewed as a period which influenced the 

beginning of reliable records and accounts into the state of dress, a clear idea of the context to 

the research can begin to be constructed.  However, this is not a chronological timeline of 

working dress; instead, it offers an understanding of the social conditions which pre-date the 

industrial revolution and, therefore, inform the theories and discussions set out later in this 

review.  Styles’s emphasis is on the North of England and the agricultural poor compared to other 

regional conurbations.  He begins his analysis with Sir Fredrick Eden’s understanding of the 

clothes worn in the South of England to those worn in the North:  

In the midland and southern counties, the labourer, in general, purchases a very 
considerable portion, if not the whole, of his cloaths, from the shop-keeper. In the 
vicinity of the metropolis, working-people seldom buy new cloaths: they content 
themselves with a cast-off coat, which may be usually purchased for about 5s. and 
second hand waistcoats and breeches.  Their wives seldom make up any article of dress, 
except making and mending cloaths for the children.  In the North, on the contrary, 
almost every article of dress worn by farmers, mechanics, and labourers, is 
manufactured at home, shoes and hats excepted: that is, the linen thread is spun from 
the lint, and the yarn from the wool, and sent to the weavers and dyers: so that almost 
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every family has its web of linen cloth annually, and often one of the woollen also, which 
is either dyed for coats, or made into flannel, etc.13 
 

This stark passage highlights the difference in habits between the North to those in the Midlands 

and London, which implies a detached response to the view of the working poor from an 

established angle.  Styles argues,  

Eden (is) merely in keeping with the standard reproduction of ideas on the working poor 
at that time and offers little insight into the actual conditions of the ‘plebian’ dress’[…] 
when he (Eden) described Cumbrian yeomen and labourers of the mid 1790s as being, 
or having recently been, virtually self-sufficient in clothing, Eden simply reproduced what 
was a stock theme in the work of those authors who contributed to the boom in 
topographical writing about the Lake Counties from the 1770s.14  

 

However, what it does provide is the manner in which the North was viewed in relation to the 

South and indicates the attitude towards the ‘industrious’ South and the ‘rural’ North.  One 

should treat Eden’s writings with some degree of caution within the framework of this 

study.  “So, when considering Eden’s interpretation of the North as a remote and desolate place 

in relation to a passage from Dr Richard Pococke, we establish a clearer impression of the state 

of North of England.15  

 

This observation of a regionally specific dress illustrates the functionality related to its unique 

landscape.  However, Pococke’s observation is challenged by Anne Buck in the essay, Variations 

in English Women’s Dress in the Eighteenth Century.  Buck’s observations of English regional 

costume in relation to any prevailing perceived idea of England’s superiority in terms of dress to 

other neighbouring countries in general terms is questioned here:  

If travellers considered English common dress to be superior to that worn elsewhere, 
they were also alert to regional differences within England itself. Eighteenth-century 
England lacked those variations from the mainstream of fashion which appear in many 
countries of Europe, called folk, peasant, or regional costume.16  
 

																																																								
13 John Styles, The Dress of the People: Everyday fashion in the Eighteenth-Century England. (Yale:Yale University Press, 2007) 54. 
see Sir Fredrick Eden, The State of the Poor, 3 vols (London, 1797), 1:554-5.  
14 Ibid 54. see for the boom in topographical writing on the Lake District, see Peter Bicknell, The Picturesque Scenery of the Lake 
District (Winchester, 1990 
15 Ibid 56. see James Joel Cartwright (ed.), The Travels through England of Dr Richard Pococke, 2 vols. (London, 1888), I:44. 
16 Anne Buck, “Variations in English Women’s Dress in the Eighteenth Century”, Folk Life 9 (1971): 5. 
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When considering regional dress, Styles’s comments on the ‘transcended occupational 

boundaries’ in relation to regionally distinctive clothing is explained thus:   

The parts of the country where the three kinds of regionally distinctive clothing 
examined worn here were, the transcended occupational boundaries to a considerable 
extent. What they had in common was cheapness compared with the mainstream 
alternatives in general wear among the common people.  The smock frock in particular 
would subsequently be romanticised as a kind of rural folk costume, in the same way the 
late eighteenth-century Welsh women’s clothing would be re-formulated into national 
costume in the nineteenth century.17 

If it is assumed that the ‘smock frock’ and late-18th century women’s dress was a development 

of our national past as a romanticisation of common dress, then it is right to presume that, in 

the framework of this study, the legacy of Victorian dress is elevated to a perspective of the past, 

thus, shaping the cultural legacy of Cumbria and the English Lake District.  This observation is 

tested later in this review.   What is important to note at this stage is the two counties in the far 

north of England, Cumbria and Northumberland, are the sole focus of this research.  Cumbria, as 

it is now known, was once two smaller counties - Cumberland in the north and Westmorland in 

the south.  Kendal is the largest town in Westmorland and Penrith and Carlisle in Cumberland.  In 

1974, Cumberland and Westmorland merged to become Cumbria, bringing together a shared 

heritage and an awareness of how a future was articulated based on a shared past.  This 

amalgamation brought together a unified understanding, creating a powerful sense of cultural 

togetherness. This is discussed in depth by E.P Thompson:  

On the other hand, the Industrial Revolution, which drained the countryside of some of 
its industries and destroyed the balance between rural and urban life, created also in 
our own minds an image of rural isolation and idiocy. It is a great error to suppose, 
Cobbett insisted, that people are rendered stupid by remaining always in the same place. 
Most of the new industrial towns did not so much displace the countryside as grow over 
it.18 
 

Indeed, E.P. Thompson notes in Making of the English Working Class (1963) that the urban 

culture of 18th-century England was more ‘rural’ (in its customary connotations), while the rural 

culture was richer than we suppose.  E.P. Thompson’s contribution to the field of understanding 

																																																								
17 John Styles, The Dress of the People: Everyday fashion in the Eighteenth-Century England. (Yale: Yale University Press, 2007) 29. 
18 E.P Thompson, The Making of The English Working Class. (London: Pelican, 1968) [1963] 405. 
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on the English working class is unparalleled.  His collection of data re-wrote history and deserves 

particular, focused attention; therefore, his thoughts are not extended here.  Instead, his work 

will be discussed in more depth in later chapters of this thesis. 

 
 
Patrick Wright in his book On Living in an Old Country (1991) and his critique of ‘preservationism’ 

is a theme which associates itself with a perceived national identity and, therefore, places itself 

in the framework of this research.  The emergence of the National Trust is an interesting case in 

point if the strategy of preservation from a regional perspective to its eventual national 

perspective is considered.   

 

The National Trust originated out of work carried out by John Ruskin and Hardwicke Rawnsley 

who both took up residence in Cumbria and promoted embroidery crafts to stave off mass 

industrialisation in Britain and developed many initiatives to save the natural landscape of the 

English Lake District.  One such initiative was the foundation of the Lake District Defence 

Society.  Patrick Wright, significantly was part of a four-person research team (Professor Doreen 

Massey, Professor Patrick Wright, artist Patrick Keiller and PhD thesis student Matthew Flintham) 

who made the film ‘Robinson in Ruins’, an AHRC-funded project which critically examined the 

British landscape through a semi-documentary travelogue by closely observing images 

discovered by Robinson (a fictional character) on his journey around Britain. Patrick Wright 

addresses preservationism in On Living in an Old Country (1991) which will be examined here: 

“Preservationism continues to involve resistance to the inroads of state and capital on traditional 

towns and landscapes, and it does this in the name of a powerful national interest which can 

express itself in socialist as well as Tory terms”.19 

 

																																																								
19 Patrick Wright, On living in an old country: The national past in contemporary Britain. (London:Verso, 1991) [1985]  54.  
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Wright references the national interest in relation to the investment of preservationism.  This is 

exemplified in the foundation of the Lake District Defence Society, which influenced the legal 

framework and which resulted in the foundation of the National Trust.  This study of the 

formation of the National Trust and other such ideas of preservationism is related to a 

preservation of a shared cultural past which is embedded into the fabric of the English Lake 

District and is seen throughout many mechanisms which seek to manage the landscape from 

development or mismanagement.   

A notable contribution to this promotion of art and culture was introduced when a proposal was 

submitted to the Society of Antiquaries (1854).  Liberal MP Sir John Lubbock, in the late 1860s, 

drafted the National Monuments Preservation Bill which was influenced by John Ruskin’s and 

Hardwicke Rawnsley’s 1854 submission to the Society of Antiquaries.  This submission by 

Lubbock was the first of two other submissions for preservation law in 1878 and 1879.  The 

opposition to preservation may have been enhanced by anti-aestheticism, but one fundamental 

objection was raised again and again: the enactment of any of Lubbock’s Bills would introduce 

into ‘the law of the land’ a principle which elevated public interests above private property 

rights.20 

The outlining of preservationism has been established here through the established theories set 

up to protect the English Lake District.  Therefore, with the foundation of The National Trust in 

1895, a period can be established which pre-dates David Matless’s argument that the terms used 

in relation to the culture of preservationism are in relation to the 1920-1930s respectively.  This 

contribution kick-started a relationship between the legal power of ownership and the 

preserving of a culture which celebrates the national past rather than the building and 

progression of the future.  Lubbock’s work in the late 1860s and 1870s created an opening for a 

legal framework for the protection of monuments and transferred a series of initiatives which 

																																																								
20 Ibid., 50. 
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impacted the preservation of the English Lake District. 

 

Wright quotes Michael Hunter (1981): “the increasing influence of historicist values which, at 

this time, come to be articulated against enlightenment ideas of progress and reason, while 

others place more emphasis on an aesthetic and neo-pastoral impulse which turn into a demand 

for preservation and it recoils from the urbanity of a brutal industrial capitalism”.21 Lawyer, Sir 

Robert Hunter’s and social reformer, Octavia Hill’s influence on the National Trust changed the 

terms of this.  The name was registered under the Companies Act and registered as a Trust to 

suggest a benevolence rather than a profit-making organisation. The National Trust was 

essentially a private society acting as a land company, set up not to make a profit but to acquire 

land and property (through donation or purchase) of historical significance, thus protecting it for 

the appreciation of the nation in the future:   

One doesn’t have to take a completely negative view of the National Trust to see that 
the inalienability of the Trust’s property can be regarded (and also staged) as a 
vindication of property relations: a spectacular enlistment of the historically defined 
categories ‘natural beauty’ and ‘historic interest’ which demonstrates how private 
property simply is in the national public interest.22 

 

Here, Wright effectively captured the disturbance of historically established ideas.  He went on 

to mention: “At the ‘vernacular’ level, the unique gains in importance and meaning with the 

rationalisation and disenchantment of everyday life; and despite the many problems implicit in 

the institutional restaging of history there is at least the possibility that real cultural creation – 

albeit of a kind connected to mourning – can occur in the public appropriation of historical 

remains”.23 

Wright makes a valid point on the ‘timeless’ authenticity of historical remains.  This discussion 

																																																								
21 Ibid., 49. see Michael Hunter. The Preconditions of Preservation: A Historical Perspective (London: Temple Smith, 1981) 22-32. 
22 Ibid., 78-79. 
23 Ibid., 80. 
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feeds into the preservation of objects and their ability to truly reflect history and, especially, 

draws attention to the connection between the institutional re-staging of a cultural past through 

a capacity for objects to hold historical importance.  

However an interesting channel of enquiry to this research is the dissemination of 
vernacular objects.  Such a heady blend of antiquity, myth and the occult informed much 
early twentieth century modernism (Yeats, Pound, Eliot, H.D. and also to an extent D.H. 
Lawrence), providing a basis, as has been argued, for various strategies of derangement 
– aesthetic or stylistic assault on the customs, habits and normative perspectives of the 
time.24  

 

The influence of D.H. Lawrence will be investigated further in the chapter dedicated to 

costume.  Therefore, following this review, the research establishes key works which deal with 

masculinity in an era of modernity and apply his work in the context of the post-industrial 

landscape.  Secondly, it will seek out works which focus on masculinity, placing them in an era of 

modernity and change in the rural landscape.  Already, encouraging writing has been found in 

his work, ‘Nottingham and the Mining Countryside’ (1929), which pictures his upbringing in the 

Midlands against the industrial backdrop of a colliery.  This work will aim to draw a comparison 

between the embroidered motifs in early costumes of Cumberland and Westmorland wrestlers 

and those in an era of modernity.  Finally, Patrick Wright establishes a complex argument for the 

National Past in two essays taken from his book On Living in An Old Country (1991): The Past as 

Presence and A Blue Plaque for the Labour Movement: 

While it maintains its attention to unique phenomena of overriding ‘national significance 
(and also especially still to Art and Architecture), the national heritage is now also 
organised in relation to an industrial archaeology, traditional working-class culture and 
skills, local forms of conviviality, the countryside (increasingly projected as an image of 
nationhood) and the family.25  

 

This celebration of national heritage (in this instance, the agricultural shows/fetes where 

wrestling is practised) is a mechanism of providing “an unarguable, deferential version of the 

past that is worthy of celebration and preservation.  When Wordsworth wrote of nature, it was 

																																																								
24 Ibid., 100. See Robin Blaser’s ‘Afterword’ to Mary Butts, Imaginary Letters, (Vancouver 1979) [1928] 
25 Ibid., 146. 
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wild, stupendous and uninhabited except for solitary figures introduced simply to be made 

puny”.26  

In Robert Colls’s and Philip Dodd’s Englishness: Politics and Culture, 1880-1920 (1986), 

Englishness is established in terms of politics and culture in a 40-year period as opposed to David 

Matless’s setting out of Englishness against the renewed connection with the countryside and 

the policy of planning following the two world wars:  

             It is, of course, important to acknowledge, if only in parenthesis, that the emphasis on 
             the ‘localism’ of the working class did answer to one of the strengths: the extraordinary 
             development through the 19th century of Co-operative Centres and halls,  
             Working Mens’ Clubs and a plethora of small often highly local initiatives organised by 
             women and men for their own cultural and political purposes.27  
 

Looking briefly at the formations of groups and cultural initiatives which define the elevation of 

the ordinary person, Dodd set out an example in his Englishness and the National Culture essay. 

Here, Dodd establishes the beginning of the traditional depiction of Labour and the terms it was 

referred to in the rise of the working class.  This is of particular interest in terms of this 

photographic depiction of rural people at leisure. However, Colls and Dodd did establish several 

points which tie a Celtic nationalism to our idea of Englishness and a national culture. Therefore, 

the formation of an alternative perspective is through a sporting or cultural identity which is 

separate from the mainstream.  One parallel worth investigating, in the context of this review 

and final thesis, is the connection of other national formations of cultural identity.  Take the 

example of Ireland as a case in point - the Irish cultural identity through its formation of the 

Gaelic League.  This is unique in terms of how it differentiated itself from British rule, thereby 

creating an authentic cultural identity: 

 

After the failure of ‘Politics’ with Parnell - politics defined in exclusively parliamentary 

terms; the replacement in 1881 of the Land League by the Irish National League. It was 

																																																								
26 Robert Colls and Philip Dodd, Englishness: Politics and Culture 1880-1920 (London: Croom Helm, 1986). 64. 
27 Ibid., 9. See Worpole, Dockers and Detectives, (London: Verson, 1986) 96. 
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the ‘complete eclipse by a purely parliamentary substitute of what had been a semi-

revolutionary organisation’ – the search for an Irish cultural identity was pursued. 

Through such institutions as the Gaelic League (1893), the Gaelic Athletics Association 

(1884), and the National Literary Society (1892) what was sought as an Irish cultural 

identity unsullied by, and morally superior to, English culture.28 

 

The elevating of a Celtic heritage would increase its superiority and independence locally from 

any national perspectives and moving away from the formation of new cultural alliances.  Alun 

Howkins traces the movement away from urban centres and draws our concern to rural England.  

For instance, he outlines a concern for rural affairs from Westminster and begins to establish a 

shift in the political and economic strategies from the urban centres.  He remarks that a “rash of 

books, pamphlets and articles began to appear on rural conditions”.29  Lord Milner, in 1911, 

continues to mention:  

We have to get back to the old conception of the paramount importance of production 
and productive capacity – not merely a material idea…but like the key to the 
maintenance of a healthy, vigorous and moral race.  But of all forms of productive 
capacity there is none more vital, indispensable, and steadying, than the application of 
human industry to the cultivation of the soil.30 

 

Here, he begins to underpin the concern for rural affairs and how England began to think about 

the cultural and economic rewards of an imagined rural England.  For instance, Howkins points 

out that political statements drawn up by the Liberal, Labour and Conservative parties were 

released between 1900 and 1914, concerning issues of the land.  This activity and political 

concern highlight the shift in thought to a social dilemma of engaging political thought with the 

land. 

 

																																																								
28 Ibid., 13. See Michael Davitt, quoted Kelly, “Fall of Parnell,” 6. 
29 Ibid., 67. (Alun Howkins, The Discovery of Rural England 62-88). 
30 ibid., 68. (Alun Howkins, The Discovery of Rural England 62-88). See Introduction to Christopher Turnor, Land Problems and 
National Welfare (London: The Bodley Head, 1911), vi-viii. 
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Howkins continues his journey through the South of England to a period which affected the 

vernacular architecture of Southern England in his essay on The Discovery of Rural England 

(1986).  However, no attention is paid to this in terms of tracing the birth of the English 

vernacular tradition.  Describing the mid-1870s as contaminated with Gothic industrialisation, its 

‘vulgar’ form is a simulation of antiquity that was not seen in the North of the country at this 

time.  However, through children’s books from Beatrix Potter onwards, generations learned that 

“home was a cottage and, if not a cottage, then the ‘Janet and John’ mock-Tudor of the interwar 

suburb”.31  

Finally, it is the discovery of rural England which brought an increased public perception of rural 

affairs whether it be through the series of political articles brought on by Lord Milner or through 

the idyllic, cottage fairytale created by Beatrix Potter.  What does directly associate itself with 

the invention of a perceived notion of ourselves is the revival of English folk music.  Furthermore, 

a national cultural revival brought folk dance and the confirmation of our movement from city 

to country.  This will be elaborated more closely in other chapters where the creation of a Celtic 

identity in Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling is discussed.  Finally, Colls and Dodd make a 

suggestion about the nationalism of schooling and avoiding a togetherness or regional emphasis: 

“Our system of education is, at present, too cosmopolitan; it is calculated to produce citizens of 

the world rather than Englishmen”.32  Therefore, the culture of Englishness is briefly viewed 

through its manifestations in sport, architecture and politics. 

 
John Brinckerhoff Jackson writes from an American viewpoint on landscape, offering similarities 

between a European and American definition.  Jackson goes back to the beginning, breaking 

down ‘landscape’ into its most simplistic terminology.  Only when a multi-national, multi-cultural 

understanding of the term is used, can a regional or vernacular understanding be formulated.  In 

																																																								
31 Ibid., 73. 
32 Ibid., 77. See Sharp, op cit.173. 
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this instance, and most fascinating to this research question, a European definition of landscape 

is established and, further still, an English definition.  Here a contemporary interpretation of 

landscape is measured against a previous, predisposed view on landscape. 

 

Jackson’s views and observations are most interesting when his terms ‘craftsman style’ and 

‘technostyle’ are discussed in relation to the consideration of the figure and vernacular costume 

in the landscape: “I have the feeling that there is evolving a slight but noticeable difference 

between the way the Americans use the word and the way the English do. We tend to think 

landscape can mean natural scenery only, whereas in England a landscape almost always 

contains a human element”.33 

Jackson claims a practical English understanding of landscape which is defined by the 

measurement of land in an agricultural sense.  Mention is made here of Gray’s book, English 

Field Systems (1915).  This understanding of the definition of land is important to the reading of 

landscape.  Jackson goes on to mention German, Dutch, Danish, and Swedish equivalent 

variations of the word ‘landscape’ and how it has been tailored to suit our understanding.  His 

analysis of these beginnings gives a clear introduction to how the term ‘landscape’ has become 

a commonly used term.  He, however, points out the dangerous misuse of the word and points 

out the instances in which either ‘land’ and ‘scape’ are used to describe an understanding of 

‘land’, a domestic term for interior space, or a ‘scape’ or exterior view.  For instance, the 

Yorkshire dialect refers to ‘lands’ as a ‘subdivision of a field’ or ‘in Scotland a land means a 

building divided into houses or flats’.   

The interpretation of land is of interest to the creation of an understanding of vernacular 

costume and landscape.  This is achieved through a regional understanding of the land viewed 

through the vernacular embroidered motifs of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling vests 

																																																								
33 John Brinckerhoff Jackson,  Discovering the Vernacular Landscape. (Yale University Press/New Haven and London, 1984) 5. 
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(see figs.16/17).  Through the embroidered motifs, a vernacular interpretation of the landscape 

is possible and a select identity is portrayed.  Landscape is a compound, and its components hark 

back to that ancient Indo-European idiom, brought out of Asia by migrating peoples thousands 

of years ago, that became the basis of almost all European languages - Latin and Celtic and 

Germanic and Slavic and Greek.34  A clear understanding of the correct terminology needs to be 

established if a coherent research thesis is prepared for doctoral research.  

 

                                    
	
(Left) Fig. 16. David Ellison, Ellie Wilson – Tek Hod Series, Digital photograph, 16”x 20”, 2012, David Ellison Archive.  
(Right) Fig. 17. David Ellison, Richard Dixon – Tek Hod Series, Digital photograph, 16”x 20”, 2012, David Ellison Archive. 

 

 

“The political elements I have in mind are such things as walls and boundaries and 
highways and monuments and public places; these have a definite role to play in the 
landscape. They exist to ensure order and security and continuity and to give citizens a 
visible status. They serve to remind us of our rights and obligations and of our history”.35  

 

A search for an indigenous nation is recorded by Sam Smiles in his Image of Antiquity (1994), 

tracing the romantic imagination.  His work, and that of John Styles, is invaluable in tracing the 

invention of a cultural identity: 

																																																								
34 Ibid., 12. 
35 Ibid., 5. 
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For a while Anglo-Saxonism was indeed to become the major constituent in English 

nationalism, its pre-eminence would not have been so obvious to many participants in 

the search for British ancestry during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; a cogent 

set of arguments was deployed to celebrate the Celtic past as at least equal to the 

achievements of the Saxon.  The steady eclipse of this ‘rival’ history can be observed 

creeping onward as the period progresses, but its eventual subjection to the master 

historiographic discourse of Anglo-Saxonism in England, and its marginal survival as a 

strand within Celtic nationalism in the peripheral counties of the United Kingdom, should 

not blind us to its importance in a time of great intellectual fluidity.36  

 

A Celtic nationalism is articulated more clearly in relation to a Cornish and Cumbrian sporting 

heritage.  However, it would be unfair to use Smiles to articulate a regional use of a sporting 

Celtic heritage.  He does, though, offer an insight into the beginnings of a Celtic perspective: 

“Within England, a celebration of the Britons tended to be orchestrated such that it worked at a 

high level of national generalisation with little more involved than a hazy appeal of patriotism. 

However, within the context of the Celtic periphery, a more focused use of the past can be 

detected”.37  In terms of this research, Cumbria is intrinsically linked to Iceland, Brittany and 

other participating nations of Celtic origin; however, deeper scholarly research is needed to 

create a rigorous argument. 

 
David Matless in Landscape and Englishness (1998) offers a detailed study into Englishness and 

landscape by addressing planning and topography in relation to the English landscape.  Some 

general comment is necessary, however, regarding the ongoing debate on the cultural effects of 

ruralism, nostalgia and a concern for heritage: “For some these are symptoms of cultural health, 

denoting a continuing concern for nature, for place, for roots: for others they signal only cultural 

decline, a country unable to face up to the modern world”.38   

																																																								
36 Sam Smiles, The Image of Antiquity: Ancient Britain and the Romantic Imagination (Yale: Yale University Press: 1994) 40. 
37 Ibid., 40 
38 David Matless, Landscape and Englishness.(London: Reaktion Books, 1998) 16. 
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One concern for this research is placing it within the counties of Cumbria and Northumberland.  A 

dangerous mistake to make is talking in broad terms of England.  The motifs and cultural symbols 

on the wrestling costume are invested in a regional perspective which associates itself with a 

community of nations which associate with a Celtic past rather than any Saxon heritage.   

The use of ‘rural idyll’ as a category of understanding seems often to reproduce that ease and 

slackness which it purports to diagnose.  It might also be argued that “ruralism has not been well 

served by more celebratory attempts of this book is that the rural needs always to be understood 

in terms relative to those of the city and suburb, and approached as a heterogeneous field”.39 

 

What Matless articulates is a tendency on behalf of analysts or historians to contrast and 

compare what he establishes as opposed perspectives. In this instance, city is compared to 

suburb or countryside versus city and as Matless builds on more fully in his book,  Landscape and 

Englishness (1998) opens to national perspective whereby there is a cultural divide between a 

North and South:  

As many have argued,  evocations of English landscape are often specifically regional, 

projecting a Southern Englishness in the name of the whole.  Martin Wiener highlights 

Donald Horne’s analysis of the ‘Southern’ and ‘Northern’ metaphors of 

Britishness/Englishness, with the Southern standing for ‘order and tradition’ and defined 

as ‘romantic, illogical, muddled, divinely lucky, anglican, aristocratic, traditional, 

frivolous’, and the Northern projecting a nation which is ‘pragmatic, empirical, 

calculating, puritan, bourgeois, enterprising, adventurous, scientific, serious’ and 

believes in ‘struggle’.40 

 
 

Responding to Donald Horne’s competing metaphors statement in Martin Wiener’s book, 

English Culture and The Decline of The Industrial Spirit (1981), David Matless begins to establish 

problems with the Southern metaphor, suggesting that preservationist ideals are related to the 

																																																								
39 Ibid., 17. 
40 ibid., 17. See D. Horne, God is an Englishman (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1969) 22; Wiener, op. cit., pp. 40-2. 
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problem.  However, a more complex regional perspective disrupts the oppositional North versus 

South divide:  “Such metaphors run on East-West rather than North-South lines, with the West 

associated with the spiritual, the mysterious and the Celtic, and the East with down-to-earth 

reason and the Anglo-Saxon”.41   

 

A problem with Horne’s statement is discovered which is dangerous in generating any credible, 

cultural analysis.  Firstly, if the landscape is differentiated into upland areas and lowland areas, 

geographical arrangements in the North-West and South-East are generated.  Matless claims 

that the generating of an iconic landscape structure with a lowland ‘garden’ structure and an 

upland ‘wilderness’ structure builds not a differing cultural divide but a variation in a national 

landscape.  This concept by Matless feeds into popular concepts on ‘rewilding’ by George 

Monbiot in Feral (2013).   It is an intention to look into this modern intervention in relation to 

the agricultural debate on reducing the number of sheep on the fells of the English Lake District 

to make way for rewilding experiments to encourage the growth of unmanaged land. 

 
 
A rigorous review of literature relating specifically to Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling 

has been carried out.  Only a small amount of research has been published in relation to 

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling; therefore, it is not surprising to consider the region in 

which this sport is practised and its relationship to the trends of our established sporting 

culture.  Mike Huggins’s essay, The regular re-invention of sporting tradition and identity, was 

published in The Sports Historian (2001).  This publication offers solid information on the history 

of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling but does not offer new knowledge or innovative 

insight into the cultural impact of costume.  However, several points are made in relation to the 

sport which are considered in relation to this research. 

 

																																																								
41 Ibid.,17. See S.Smiles, The Image of Antiquity: Ancient Britain and the Romantic Imagination (Yale: Yale University Press, 1994) 
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Firstly, the heritage of the sport is questioned in relation to its unstable viability.  Secondly, one 

leading question is linked to the ‘reinvention’ of a Celtic heritage.  Mike Huggins writes clearly 

about the ‘regular reinvention of wrestling’ and how this decision to realign the sport to a Celtic 

culture is part of a more established critique of the invention of tradition by Hobsbawn and 

Ranger in their eponymous The Invention of Tradition (2012):  “The role of costume and ritual in 

the sport was upgraded to make events more visually interesting.  Finally, and most recently, the 

sport has been defined and rhetorically relocated in a Celtic cultural context, linked firmly to 

sporting traditions of wrestling in Brittany, Cornwall and Devon, and/or Scotland”.42  

 

The redesigning of the sport is in keeping with other nations which align themselves with a Celtic 

heritage.  This heritage is celebrated annually by the International Federation of Celtic Wrestling 

(IFCW) by hosting a wrestling event in which other member nations wrestle in chosen disciplined 

styles.  Participating nations include Cornwall (Great Britain), Northern England, Scotland, 

Iceland, Sweden, Friesian (Netherlands), Salzburg (Austria), Sardinia, Leon (Spain), the Canary 

Islands and Brittany. 

 

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling shares the same Cumbrian dialect to that of the 

thriving farming culture in Cumbria, further adding to the sport’s regional culture.  Huggins 

mentions: “…like their continued use of ceremonial conduct, and the arcane language of hipes, 

hanks, and chips employed by its participants, this was an attempt to create ‘tradition’ in the 

sense outlined by Hobsbawn, Ranger and Cannadine, since in reality ‘barneying’, the fixing 

buying and selling of matches for pecuniary reward, was a constant threat”.43  This response to 

the impression of wrestling and management of the sport adds to the argument that a certain 

cultivation of the ‘traditional’ values is at play here and is representative of a bygone era where 

																																																								
42 Mike Huggins, “The Regular Re-Invention of Sporting Tradition and Identity: Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling c.1800-2000”. 
The Sports Historian 21 (2001) 41. 
43 Ibid., 41. See the papers by Cannadine and Hobsbawn in Hobsbawn and Ranger, 1983. 
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any threat of manipulation or corruption which existed in the sport was replaced by a more 

romantic, sedate sense of the past, moreover a shared Celtic past. 

 

When considering the parallel between the Cornish style of wrestling to that practised in 

Cumbria and Northumberland, an interesting journal paper introduced by Professor Dilwyn 

Porter is worth considering in the context of this study.  Porter draws attention to this research 

in the 1980s which sets out to prove the hypothesis that Cornwall was ‘rooted in a genetic 

history’.  The hypothesis was designed to test the legitimacy of data, linking blood groups of 

prevailing Cornish and Celtic or Anglo-Saxon identity groupings.  “Significantly, the authors of 

this study did not deny the validity of a Cornish identity, arguing instead that there was clear 

evidence that it existed and that its survival testified to ‘the power of successive Celtic revivals’ 

and to ‘the selective retention of [Celtic] cultural traits”.44  

 

Aside from a Cornish Celtic heritage, Grampus Heritage Limited, based in Wigton, Cumbria, 

released video and audio footage of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling costume, 

introducing wrestling to a wider audience using audio footage to convey the sense of 

tradition.  The research existed online and was contained on the website of Grampus Heritage 

Limited.  However, due to a newly-designed Grampus Heritage Limited website, the data is no 

longer online or retrievable.  The ephemeral nature of this research partly inspired this PhD. 

Therefore, it would have been an intention to investigate this further to find out where this 

research can be accessed and whether or not it is suitable to be used in the context of this 

research.  It is believed that Mike Huggins was part of this funded research and that it was made 

available online by Grampus Heritage Limited.  The data collected featured interviews with key 

exponents of the sport, each reflecting on the sport’s costume and organisational set up. 

																																																								
44 Dilwyn Porter, “Sport and the Cornish: difference and identity on the English periphery in the twentieth century”, National 
Identities Journal (London: Routledge, 2003) 3. 
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Mike Huggins reflects on Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling and its surrounding 

landscape: “In its traditional form it reflected a preindustrial, ritualistic pattern of life in rural 

Cumbria, an area often viewed as struggling or marginal but one which had a thriving leisure and 

sporting culture of a distinctively regional type in the early nineteenth century”.45  Fell running 

and mountain climbing have become well-participated sports for local inhabitants and tourists 

alike.  The English Lake District competes with other major national parks across the world in 

terms of a booming tourist trade.  The perceived middle-class sport of rugby is practised at most 

secondary schools whilst cricket - another perceived middle-class sport - is played against some 

of the most incredible backdrops in the country, increasing its appeal in the summer 

months.  Football thrives as it does across England but Cumbria is not well-known for its local 

football clubs and competition with other top North-West clubs in Greater Manchester, 

Liverpool and Lancashire, making Cumbria unique in terms of its sporting heritage.  

“C&W Wrestling is now largely the preserve of long-standing Cumbrian families, many from a 

farming background.  Paradoxically, as it has declined as a participant sport, it has increasingly 

delineated and confirmed a sense of place, the Lake District as both a geographically entity and 

an ‘imagined community’, to modern Cumbrians and to visiting tourists”.46  

This research has several gaps in current knowledge which are best targeted through the 

discourse of photography.  The photographer, Charles Freger, whose work into folkloric dress is 

extensive and has become a leading practitioner in the field has a style of photographic 

portraiture which is simple and realistic, captures the setting and contextualises the overall 

reading of his portraiture.  However, this photographic practice focuses more on capturing an 

expression (Fig. 16) or a ‘look’ which features the unique facial character of the person taking 

																																																								
45 Mike Huggins, “The Regular Re-Invention of Sporting Tradition and Identity: Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling c.1800-
2000”. The Sports Historian 21 (2001) 36 
46 Ibid., 41. See Anderson, 1972. 
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part.  Freger adopts a straightforward approach which is applied to a wide range of locations and 

nationalities.  The work produced here offers a truly unique regional perspective which applies 

a vernacular aesthetic to a research methodology which simply does not compare to other 

photographic studies into landscape. 

 

Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane used surveyed contemporary folk culture in the Folk Archive (2008) 

publication to create a contemporary interpretation of peripheral folk culture.  In the 

publication, it features Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling (Fig. 18).  In addition, an original 

embroidered vest was hung in the Tate Modern to coincide with Deller’s Turner Prize entry.  The 

use of vernacular cultural scenes and their loose anthropological style make this work an 

important addition to contemporary folk art.  However, this work by the artist’s own admission, 

is a brief look at British culture from a personal perspective.   This research is a much more 

focused interrogation of a specific phenomenon. 

 
	
Fig. 18. Richard Fox attrib., Tom Harrington MBE – Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Champion 1999,  Book photograph, 
190mm x 255mm, 2005, Folk Archive: Contemporary Popular Art from the UK by Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane, London: Book Works 
Publishing. 
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In the discourse of photography, Geoffrey Batchen has written about the power of historical 

photographs in his book, Forget Me Not – Photography and Remembrance (2006).  The book, 

featuring the embellishments ordinary people have made to personal photographs, will 

strengthen the reading by engaging with his work.  Joan Fontcuberta has not featured in this 

review on Vernacular Photography due to the regional perspective this research has taken.   

 

The Horsley Collection Archive (Figs 12-15) and contact with Roger Robson, the current chairman 

of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association, will provide important material in 

this research study.  Roger holds a small proportion of the Horsley Collection at his home which, 

on personal inspection, will be an exciting contribution to previously unseen, photographic 

material.  It is believed that this collection of photographs offers a rare insight into a closed rural 

community which, in turn, offers new perspectives and additional knowledge on an exciting 

scale.  Therefore, a research trip on the 28th July – 15th August 2014 was completed. 

 

The significant impact and unique contribution of this PhD research makes clear the link to the 

promotion of embroidered hand-skills during the Arts and Crafts Movement to previously 

unskilled workers in the English Lake District.  This stylistic of embroidery, which Annie Garnett 

promoted is seen in the embroidered wrestling costumes.  It can be asserted that the Arts and 

Crafts stylistic with its cultural awareness of the importance of nature and beauty in the everyday 

can be seen in the performance of the sport of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling.   

 

This research fills a gap a number of areas, one of which is landscape-based research to support 

the claim that skills practised during the Arts and Crafts Movement in the English Lake District 

were key in establishing a connection with the vernacular, and the principles that the Arts and 

Crafts Movement sought to develop. 
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Following a review of the literature relating to Englishness, preservation, and a realigned Celtic 

heritage in Cumbria, the research contributes to the originality of this thesis and is woven into 

each chapter of the thesis.  
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Methodology 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

    David Ellison, Lone Spectator, Digital photograph, 2016, David Ellison Archive  
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STATEMENT ON METHODOLOGY 

This chapter details the methodologies involved in this photographic, practice-led approach to 

landscape-based wrestling. From the outset, the research proposes: In the depiction of costume inspired 

by landscape and the participating rural landscape communities, how has our contemporary relationship 

to the land generated an interdisciplinary dialogue?  In addition: What current rural identities associated 

with the documentation of mobility, marginalisation and exclusion are reflective of a romantic tradition 

of viewing landscape?  

 

The methodological framework informs the production of a photographic book TEK HOD: Embroidered 

Wrestlers of the North and written thesis.  The new research, containing archival and personal 

photography, is edited and produced as a photobook, theorising issues pertinent to a practice-led 

research methodology. The unique contribution of this PhD research makes clear the link to the 

promotion of embroidered hand-skills during the Arts and Crafts Movement of previously unskilled 

workers in the English Lake District. This practice marks the end point to the ethnographic study into the 

themes of costume, landscape, and photography.  

 

INTRODUCTION TO THESIS STRUCTURE 

Through the review of literature it was established that, in order to rigorously get to grips with the 

research questions of this thesis, generating four strands to this methodology section were necessary. 

To understand the historical research involved in this study alongside the production of a photographic 

publication, the methodological structure has been broken down into the four categories.  First, The 

Camera & Practice-led methodology; second, Ethnology and Performance; third, Gathering Primary Data 

and, finally, Archival Methods. This chapter investigates how the camera is used as a tool of enquiry 

within research. Prior to doctoral study, a series of documentary landscapes were produced in 2008 

alongside a series of portraits of costumed wrestlers. Limitations to this working method were 

established and a more rigorous and broader methodological framework took place once doctoral study 

started in 2013.  
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Before this section is split into more detailed sections which specifically break down the decision-making 

processes relating to methodology, it is important to offer an introduction to the historical research and 

practice led research that works itself throughout each chapter.  

 

COSTUME  

Firstly, in the Costume chapter, examples of specific wrestling costumes are researched to support a 

photographic practice that documents contemporary designs embroidered onto everyday cotton. The 

history of the costume is told in relation to an ethnographic methodology using both archival 

photography and personal practice as the only form of surviving material (as its data) to chart the 

evolution of its conception.  

 

LANDSCAPE 

Secondly, in the Landscape chapter, a historical discourse is established where the spirit of the Victorian 

age tussles for importance in articulating the specificity of place.  Here, the research shows an 

interpretation of landscape in the English Lake District linked to the earlier concept of viewing the 

landscape through the frame of the picturesque.   This legacy continues in the spirit of the Victorian age 

with a fascination for the unusual and exotic in the regional vernacular. 

 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

Thirdly, in the Photography chapter, a focus on archival photographs informs the study of costume as 

empirical data but, most importantly, to feed into the interdisciplinary research on the community of 

wrestlers.  Therefore, what is uncovered is a history of photographic practice and a clearer 

understanding of how this research reveals a deeper, more informed version of landscape-based 

photography.  Furthermore, it investigates the consolidation of previous photographic practices 

alongside a new body of photographs.  The resultant new work produced has been edited and produced 

as a photobook, theorizing issues pertinent to research methodologies used.  This chapter – and 
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accompanying practice – marks the end point to this ethnographic study into the themes of costume, 

landscape, and photography. 

 

Sarah Pink, states in Working Images; Visual Research and Representation in Ethnology (1992) that the 

inherent use of photography deals with a deeper interpretation of observation. She writes: 

Instantaneity, strong focus in detail and fragmentation of reality are inherent characteristics of 
photographic images. By fixing the image photography allows us to observe more details than 
we would see in the moving image, which has the same characteristics as ordinary observation. 
Photography: (a) shows what the anthropologist/photographer wants to show in its framing, (b) 
allows us to see what had not been intended to be shown but which appears in the image 
accidentally, (c) calls attention to those aspects which are invisible to the ordinary eye. This is 
what Kirsten Hastrup has 71conceptualised, albeit critically, as the effects of the photographic 
images and its uses in ethnographic research: the show up effect, the blow up effect and the 
make-up effect respectively.47 

 

To develop this, Sarah Pink continues here articulation by suggesting photography enables a higher level 

of observation. As has been theorized by the popular critic, Roland Barthes [1915-1980] in his study of 

the symbolic structure of Photography (Camera Lucida 1980) where he states the simultaneous 

manifestation of the terms, ‘punctum’ and ‘studium’, on the reading of a photograph. ‘Studium’ is 

thought to invoke a general interest in the image whereas ‘punctum’ a duality of elements, or a prick, 

that are not necessarily logically connected.  In contrast to this conceptual use of photography, this 

research uses Photography (as is mentioned above) to capture in detail the physical motifs of costume 

and the geographical locations the sport is practised.  

 

In order to work in this way, it was decided to investigate the community of people who wrestle, building 

a collection of photographic documentation as part of an interdisciplinary dialogue. Then, tracing the 

evolution of embroidery seen in the wrestling costumes as part of a wider cultural reaction to 

industrialisation in the English Lake District, it was important historically to use photographs as data to 

help chart the evolution of wrestling costume.  Secondly, clarity on the use of photography as a practice-

led methodology is detailed alongside ethnographic methods that are expanded and clarified in this 

                                                
47 Sarah Pink, Working Images Visual Research and Representation in Ethnology, (London: Routledge, 2004), 35. 
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section, specifically in relation to the unique regional character of this research.   

 

 

1 CAMERA AND PRACTICE-LED METHODOLOGY 

 

Photography is at the centre of this thesis and its characteristics are used in different ways.  The 

‘Photography: Documenting the Vernacular’ chapter focuses specifically on the practice element of this 

research which is a body of photographs to be disseminated as part of a monograph.  It is designed to 

incorporate portraits of wrestlers, documentary landscapes of the sites of the sport and vernacular 

images of the sport displayed alongside images.  ‘Landscape: The Ancient Region’ uses photography as 

a historical discourse where the spirit of the Victorian age tussles for importance in articulating the 

specificity of place.  Finally, ‘Costume: The Idiosyncratic Symbol’ uses archival photography as ‘data’ to 

disseminate the aesthetics of a regionally specific style of embroidery.  Thus, this methodology section 

dedicates itself to the explanation of the theoretical underpinning of these uses of photography which 

interrelate as a combination of methods.  

 

To investigate camera and practice-led methodologies, Desmond Bell (2019) provides clarity on artistic 

research.  The book Research in the Creative and Media Arts: Challenging Practice investigates the 

development in research methods in art.  Particularly pertinent here are examples of research which 

use photography as a historical discourse.  Bell almost suggests recent innovations in arts-based research 

methods strive to compete with more established social science methodologies and are founded within 

a new set of ideas which concentrate on discovery in the act of ‘making’.  Bell writes: “…we have to 

continually remind ourselves that artistic research is discovery-led rather than hypothesis-driven.  The 

forms of understanding that emerge from such research activity are intimately bound up in creative 

endeavours and professional practices”.48  In this same spirit, the process of simply making visible 

something that was imagined drove this research. 

                                                
48 Desmond Bell, Research in the Creative and Media Arts: Challenging Practice (London: Routledge, 2019), 298. 
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The project aims to explore the cultural significance of embroidered motifs of the regional sport of 

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling. Embodying the idyllic picturesque image, this costume 

represents, on the one hand, a celebration of rural life and, on the other, a view of human displacement 

depicted by vernacular embroidered symbols.  Usually associated with nature, the costume embroidery 

is sewn by members of the family who wrestle, often abbreviating the initials of the wrestler and 

decorating with flora, fauna and the features of the native landscape.  The costume is a cotton vest, 

velvet centre-piece and cotton long johns.  An interesting aspect of the intricate needlework is that 

expensive material is used to embroider onto cheap cotton fabric, making the designs potentially fragile 

after years of competition.  Thus, this study of embroidered objects focuses on production not just on 

aesthetics and, ultimately, investigates the Arts and Crafts legacy of hand-making and a subjective 

investment in the costume, linking the labour of such embroidery to the natural landscape which 

inspired its creation. 

 

Archives are one element to this research method and concern themselves with uncovering 

photographs of ex-wrestlers and their costumes in order to trace the style of costume and establish 

what is embroidered; for instance, flowers, animals, landscape and the aesthetic of this embroidery. 

Additionally, these archival photographs are used as part of the documentation process which is 

something that is expanded further in the ‘Photography: Documenting the Vernacular’ chapter. 

 

What is being uncovered, potentially, is a vernacular style of photography which supports the vernacular 

nature of this costume. Therefore, archival photographs are used as a form of documentary 

photography. What is important to establish here is the length of time the whole project has taken and, 

latterly, the influence of methodology on what emerged as an academic project. Before doctoral study 

started, a comprehensive collection of photographs was amassed. However, problems existed in this 

process which is partly the reason for resolving this study at Belfast School of Art. 
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Taking place in fields on the periphery of post-industrial towns and cities, the embroidered motifs on 

costumes worn by wrestlers, depict flowers and nature which often contradict the setting, referencing, 

in its stead, the natural world. The intricate embroidery of the costume reflects each wrestler’s heritage 

and ancestry, a storytelling through the land. This costume is a vehicle through which he/she explores 

the complex nature of the surrounding social and environmental landscape.  

 

The act of wrestling embodies the contradictory elements of nature, at once brutal and gentle, majestic 

and mundane.  These wrestlers live within the site of the research; they respond to and engage with the 

land.  The sites of events are on fields, across Cumbria and Northumberland, ranging from those of 

quintessentially picturesque village fetes and agricultural shows, celebrating the best nature has to offer; 

also, contrastingly, in gatherings on the scorched, post-industrial scrubland which exist outside the Lake 

District National Park. The spectacle of witnessing wrestlers wearing what is, essentially, a piece of 

‘Victorian memorabilia’ re-appropriated on the site of former industrial land, sets up a paradox – a scene 

that is incongruous, seemingly unbefitting the lie of the land.  

 

The personal photographic work in progress has been exhibited prior to this research and the project 

itself has been discussed in presentations at international photography conferences in Europe, bringing 

the work to an international audience. Prior to doctoral research, the photographs were taken to depict 

the participants of a folkloric sport. Mainly in portrait format and simply constructed to exaggerate the 

person and costume, they were photographed at the Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show event which 

is the highlight of the traditional sports calendar in the English Lake District.  At that time, as a freelance 

photographer, a section of a show field was reserved to set up a simple outdoor studio which consisted 

of lights and a white paper background.  Once the wrestling had begun, wrestlers agreed to have a 

portrait taken in full costume.  After approximately 20 wrestler portraits were taken, the series of 

photographs was used as a set of images which illustrated the costume. 
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2 ETHNOGRAPHY AND PERFORMANCE 

Photographers have been telling stories through their art ever since the medium was first 
invented, staging scenes of one kind or another, and directing the actors posing before their 
cameras. The theatrical photograph has assumed an enormously varied range of forms over 
the past century and a half, and its interactions with the related arts of theatre, film, and 
video, and the realms of advertising and journalism have taken fascinating directions. One can 
only wonder why such a rich vein of photographic history has been so little studied. 49 
 

As is suggested here, staging and performing for the camera is historically linked to the medium of 

photography. Therefore, in order to engage international audiences and allow critical momentum, the 

project (in its unfinished state) was ‘pitched’ to an audience in Amsterdam in 2012.  The concept of this 

event was to raise funds from a crowd funding opportunity whereby the audience were each given 

voting rights on the best presentation by voting their entrance fee to the best speaker.  To make the 

presentation less mundane and, perhaps, somewhat novel, I appeared in full wrestling costume as a 

‘conceptual performance’ (Fig.19).  Particularly for the audience in Amsterdam, this gave the viewers a 

glimpse of the costume and the project in its current level of development.  Further, for the audience, 

an opportunity to engage with the costume first-hand (as well as with the photographic project).  

                                                
49 Claudia Mitchell, Doing Visual Research (London: Sage, 2012), 67. *(Theberge, 2006: 7) 
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Fig. 19. Ton Hendriks, David Ellison pitching for funding at Unseen Photo Fair 2012, Digital photograph, 2012, Ton Hendriks 
Archive 
 
In another instance of engaging an audience, again in 2012, a live wrestling event/conceptual 

performance was staged in the gallery café as part of the private viewing at the Tullie House Museum 

and Art Gallery, Carlisle exhibition to bring the rural participants of the sport to an art gallery 

environment and showcase the sport to a wider audience.  This action of hosting a live wrestling event 

in the gallery café appealed to gallery curators to encourage wider participation in the arts but also 

fostered a closer working relationship between the artist and the participating wrestling community. 

This gave the project participants an opportunity to see the photographic work exhibited on a gallery 

wall, creating a sense of open transparency; for the people who visited the exhibition private view, it 

offered a chance to indulge their pleasure in the photographic art on show and to engage with the 

people who contributed to the project themselves. 

 

Looking back on this decision to host a live wrestling event/conceptual performance speaks directly to 

engaging audience and participants as part of ethnographic methods.  To develop this point further, 
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Desmond Bell wrote about artistic research and the human sciences: 

 

As we have seen, the art process itself is now conceived as a field of cultural investigation and 
as a sort of social research. Artists conceive of themselves as researchers entering a field of 
culture to pursue an investigation and subsequently report on this via the work they make. The 
art involved is seen as a question of process as much as the business of product. Artists seek to 
both respect and decode the “otherness” of the social subjects they encounter. They develop 
art strategies and fashion works through their engagement with the cultural artefacts, 
discourses and lives of their “subjects”, navigating the culture of the other with some degree of 
awareness of the ethical issues likely to arise around representation and participation.50 

 

Desmond Bell dedicates many pages of text to examples of burgeoning artistic research.  From his 

previous senior positions in arts research, namely at the National College of Art Dublin, he is well placed 

to reflect on developing academic research in the arts.  In the book Research in the Creative and Media 

Arts: Challenging Practice, large sections of text add new knowledge and complexity to the function and 

definition of classifying the methods of arts practice.  

 

Working with ‘images as data’ is complex, in this instance, and establishing a dominant methodological 

structure avoids the unique nature of this research.  Specifically, here, using archival images which depict 

wrestlers in action, wearing embroidered costume is very much a quantitative process – in terms of 

collecting good quality photographs of the costume and, then, establishing the development of this 

vernacular design against dominant arts and crafts makers. This line of enquiry is developed in detail 

with a chapter dedicated to establishing links between the style of embroidery seen on wrestling 

costumes to that of Arts and Crafts makers.   

 

Clearly, ethnographic description can be captured not only in written forms of documentation 
but also by means of photographic and film practice and, indeed, by employing any process of 
artistic representation mobilized to explore and portray a field of cultural relations.51 

 

 

 

 

                                                
50 Desmond Bell, Research in the Creative and Media Arts: Challenging Practice (London: Routledge, 2019),259.  
51 Ibid., 260. 
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The overall aim of this investigation is to create a coherent series of photographs documenting 

embroidered wrestling costumes to support a written thesis investigating landscape photography 

in the English Lake District.  Therefore, “Ethnography provides an approach to recording and 

analysing data in a flexible fashion that can help in understanding the dynamics of the human 

social world that the researcher will encounter as she goes about her investigation”.52 

 

A publishing agreement for a photographic book was finalised in 2019 with Centre Centre, a 

publishing house set up to publish forgotten items of culture.  Building on previous professional 

practice, the project plans to enhance and reinforce rigorous doctoral research incorporating 

archival materials collected from the Horsley Collection at Cumbria County Council’s Libraries and 

Archives Service at Carlisle. This archival material is available to view in person by appointment 

and, also, to access online. 

 

 

 
Fig. 20. David Ellison, A proposed front cover for Tek Hod: Embroidered Wrestlers of the North, Digital photograph and text, 2019, David Ellison 

                                                
52 Zoe Bray, Donatella Della Porta and Michael Keating. Approaches and Methodologies in the Social Sciences: A Pluralist Perspective 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 298. *See Campelli 1996.  
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Archive. 

 

3 GATHERING PRIMARY DATA 

 

Interviews took place with Adam Sutherland (Grizedale Arts) and Roger Robson (retired wrestler). 

Both interviews were audio recorded and have been made available as part of the digital 

submission.  

 

A site visit was made to Adam Sutherland at Lawson Park Farm in Coniston in 2015 to ask several 

questions about the creative output Grizedale Arts.  The Coniston-based art consultancy, 

Grizedale Arts, has also established national and regional perspectives on art and is best placed to 

speak about how a regional culture has inspired their globally recognised, art consultancy 

business. During the 34-minute interview, issues relating to John Ruskin, the Arts and Crafts 

Movement and Ruskin’s specific knowledge of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling were 

discussed. After the interview, it was decided that the interview did not reveal or offer significant 

insight on already publicly available material; therefore, no sections have been included in this 

section or any other part of the thesis.  However, in the interests of transparency an audio copy 

of the interview has been provided for the digital submission of this thesis. 

 

A second site visit was made to the home of retired wrestler Roger Robson who has been actively 

involved with Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling for most of his life.  Now in old age, a visit 

was made to his home near Carlisle in 2015 and two audio recordings were made - one for a 

duration of 10 minutes and another for 3 hours and 25 minutes. A range of issues relating to 

wrestling and his involvement were aired. Following the visit and listening to the audio recordings, 

again, no new knowledge was uncovered that has already been documented in the book 

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling; A documentary history (1999). Therefore, in the 

interests of transparency, an audio copy of the interview has, again, been provided for the digital 

submission of this thesis.  
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An informal conversation with Julian Germain took place in Belfast when he took part in exhibition, 

How We Learn (2014). This conversation was not recorded but many interesting references were 

suggested that have been included in the Photography: Documenting the Vernacular chapter. 

Discussions continued relating to the book Steel Works. Consett, from steel to tortilla chips (1990) 

which contained local newspaper archives combined with his own style of photography. This 

informs the use of archival material from the Horsley Collection to offer a broader contextual basis 

for the project. 

 

The late Curator of Photography of Collections at the Library of Birmingham, Pete James, 

developed a contemporary library of photographs which offered a different perspective to 

collecting and exhibiting work to that of Timothy Prus who controls a private budget for the 

Archive of Modern Conflict and uses found photography in his vast collection of contemporary 

photography.  Only limited research has been done into the embroidered costumes particularly 

using photography as a medium to visualise the transience of competing at summer fetes.  Thus, 

documenting the summer season as the sport moves from village to town in Cumbria and 

Northumberland provided opportunities to record the participants of the sport - before, during 

and after they had wrestled. 

 

The following procedure was followed when undertaking photographic fieldwork: 
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Fig. 21.  David Ellison, The procedure of communication between the researcher event organisers and participants, Flow chart, 2014, David 
Ellison - PhD Ethics Submission, Belfast: University of Ulster. 

Telephone general 
secretary of the 

agricultural show. 

Book a site to pitch 
gazebo/studio tent

Confirm insurance cover 
for e.g. public liability 

(prior to event)

Arrive on the day of 
event via car and unload 

equipment before 
general public arrive.

Make myself known to 
the sports organisers 

Before competition 
(when wrestlers have 
arrived) ask subjects if 

they want to 
participate. 

Ask participants, 
parents and guardians 
to fill in consent form

Allow 1 hour cooling off 
period

Ask the subject for a 
suitable opportunity to 

have a photograph 
taken and sign consent 

form.

Print and send chosen 
photograph to the 

subject
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Copies of the data are stored in a safe and secure, locked cabinet in the research institute.  The data will 

be stored for 10 years.  All accompanying documents including consent and assent forms will be housed 

in a locked cabinet. Pete James, the late Chair of the Committee of National Photographic Collections 

(CNPC) and the late Curator of Photography Collections at the new Library of Birmingham, provided a 

supporting reference for the proposal prior to acceptance for doctoral research. Furthermore, Pete James 

has acquired 12 archival inkjet photographic prints by the research student for the Library of Birmingham.* 

 

As a way of informing the participants after the photoshoot, a free photographic print was sent to each 

participant to keep as a memento or record.  This ‘act of goodwill’ gave the person(s) taking part in the 

research a finished photograph. The process is used by many top professionals working as documentary 

photographers; most notably, by the University of Ulster Visiting Professor, Martin Parr, a distinguished 

‘master of photography’.* This successful model reinforced his desire to make his working process 

transparent, open and ethical. Parr belongs to the prodigious photo-agency, Magnum, recognized 

worldwide as a respected and established organisation for photo-journalism and documentary/art 

photographers as does fellow photographer and lecturer at University of Ulster, Donovan Wylie.  Wylie, 

like Parr, photographs on public land and includes people in his photographic work without seeking 

permission as the law permits. 

 

Several legal restrictions apply to the use of photography.  First, The Counter-Terrorism Act 2008 is most 

commonly referred to in association with the use of photography in a public space.  This applies to specific 

photographic reproduction(s) of constables or a member(s) of the armed forces to be used by someone 

preparing an act of terrorism.  This does not apply remotely to the subject matter in this research. The 

Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1998 outlines a complex list of allowances and restrictions to allowing 

                                                
* The curators of 12 or more great national collections of photography forming the Committee of National Photographic Collections gather 
occasionally to exchange ideas, share procedures and good models of practice.  Pete James’s acquisition of the above work suggests that the 
work is recognised as, potentially, of national importance. The work has developed a rigour that has been strengthened by early validation by 
such highly-regarded figures in the industry as Pete James and Timothy Prus 
* Parr photographed the rural town of Hebden Bridge in the 1970s, documenting village life; for instance, the architecture of the Methodist 
churches and the parishioners from that community.  When this work came to an end, he displayed the photographs at the locally accessible 
village hall where all the people he photographed were able to collect a copy of the photograph they were pictured in as an act of goodwill. 
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the broadcasting or photographing on private and public land. In this legislation, it states that 

photographing on public land is not restricted and is allowed.  

 

The industry standard for commercial photography is to employ a ‘model release’ and/or ‘licence 

to use’ form if a human subject is involved.  The ‘model release’ and ‘licence to use’ forms are drawn 

up by the Association of Photographers (AOP) and can be obtained via their website in a pdf format.  

Alternatively, a hard copy can be purchased direct from AOP which includes a copy white/pink 

carbon copy receipt.  The white copy is kept by the photographer and the pink copy by the 

model/subject(s).  Similar documents can be created independently and used as a legal document 

to allow photographers to retain copyright of the photographs produced.* 

 

STAGES OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS AND THE ENGAGEMENT WITH PARTICIPANTS 

 

It is important to offer a breakdown of what was photographed, and when this took place to offer a 

chronology.  This gives more clarity to the amount of fieldwork produced and exactly how the resolution 

of this research has responded to the research questions.  In order to accurately depict wrestling costume 

and offer significant details on how costume is  inspired by landscape and the participating rural 

landscape, communities have been interviewed, site visits have been made and weeks-worth of 

photographing across the North of England has resulted in a comprehensive series of photographs that 

have been curated and carefully positioned with the publication of a book TEK HOD: Embroidered 

Wrestlers of the North which is with the appendix of this thesis. A contemporary relationship to the land 

is generated by an interdisciplinary dialogue between photographic practice-led research study that 

incorporates and investigates archival images of the traditional costume of the English regional folk sport 

of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling.  

 

                                                
* In this research study, a consent/assent form(s) has been signed by the participating parent(s) or legal guardian along with an information 
sheet stating the nature of the research and an option to opt out of the research at any time.  This is the most transparent, ethically rigorous 
model that can be implemented.  The University of Ulster is confident that the correct and proper ethical procedures have been taken to allow 
the participants a fair representation. 
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2008 First photographs were taken of wrestlers at Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show.  

2009 Portraits were taken at Kendal Leisure Centre at a training session of Kendal Wrestling Academy. 

2010 Photographs were taken at events in July and August: Ambleside Sports, Ings Sheepdog Trials, 

Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show 

2011 Photographs were taken in off-season at several training sessions in March. Outdoor events were 

photographed at; Hethersgill Vintage Rally, Wasdale Show, Egremont Crab Fair 

2012 Photographs were taken at  

Patterdale Show, Coniston Show, North Lonsdale Show, Ambleside Sports, Langholm Common Riding 

Dalston Show, Penrith Agricultural Show, Crosby Ravensworth Show and Vintage Rally, Silloth Vintage 

Rally, Ennerdale Show, Westmorland County Show  

Exhibition: COLLECTIVE OBSERVATIONS: Folklore and Photography – from Benjamin Stone to 

Flickr 13.  Towner Gallery, Eastbourne.  13 October, 2012 – 13 January 2013.  

Exhibition: TEK HOD: Fields and Faces of Cumberland & Westmorland Wrestling.  Tullie House 

Gallery, Carlisle.  8 December, 2012 – 10 March, 2013 

2013 Doctoral research began at Ulster University. Visit to Roger Robson, President of the Cumberland 

and Westmorland Association.  Archival images were obtained and interview took place.  

2014 Interview with Adam Sutherland (Curator, Grizedale Arts).  

2015 Appointment at Carlisle Library and Archives to view the Horsley Collection. Visit to Nora and Peter 

Hayhurst, Burton-in-Kendal. 

2016 Photographs were taken at a visit to Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show and Ambleside Sports.  

2017 Exhibitions: NORTH: Identity, Photography, Fashion.  Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool and NORTH: 

Fashioning Identity.  Somerset House, London.  08 November, 2017 – 04 February, 2018 

2019 Exhibition: NORTH: Fashioning Identity.  The Civic, Barnsley.  14 September, 2019 - 21 December, 

2019. Publishing agreement with Centre Centre, London.  

2020 Thesis Submission
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4 ARCHIVAL METHODS 

This research thesis benefits from the assistance of several individuals who have assisted in directing 

the researcher to public and personal archives of photographs.  Roger Robson has contributed his time 

and given access to his own archive of photographs and memorabilia.  His collection of artifacts has 

improved the historical research into the sport and culture.  

 

Nora and Peter Hayhurst, alongside Mrs. Brocklebank, have allowed access to examples of 

embroidered costumes (Figs 23 and 24), to photographs and their study alongside examples of arts 

and crafts embroidery. This has allowed a comparative study to trace and delineate similarities 

between handmade amateur wrestling costumes and professionally produced arts and crafts products.  

Understanding the photographic element to this study is an important component of this 

interdisciplinary thesis.  Uncovering archival photographs of the sport gives the analysis a rigour which 

supports any contemporary interpretation.  The photographs researched at Carlisle Library and 

Archives offer a vivid visualisation of the sport, placing it within a context defined through costume 

and landscape and, now, photography. 

  

This section explains a development in the project which came about following an examination of 

image archives charting the history of the costumes and their role in the creation of identity of the 

particular landscape.  Particularly, the examination uncovered how consistent the costumes were in 

terms of the particular landscape.  Furthermore, the images revealed how consistent costumes were 

in terms of design and how photography had been a part of that process of their social use. The archive 

images were examined initially for information in order to learn more about this sporting phenomenon 

of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling and the unique costumes. Subsequently, the archive 

helped to shape the technical, aesthetic and theoretical approaches. 

 

This research uses the Horsley Collection of photographs (Fig.22).  This is an archive of amateur 

photographs and newspaper cuttings which document the sport of Cumberland and Westmorland 
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Wrestling from circa 1880 to the present day.  Now held at Carlisle Library and Archives, the 

photographs have the potential to trace the evolution of wrestling costume and its association with 

the mainly working-class, agricultural labourers who wore the costume.   In 2016, a visit was arranged 

to inspect the entire collection of artifacts on Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling.  A selection 

of photographs from Carlisle Library and Archives has been useful in charting the evolution of the 

wrestling costume.  In fact, some good quality vintage photographs depicting wrestling costume have 

been subject to botanical scrutiny to establish if inspiration was taken from locally existing flora and 

fauna in the design of wrestling costume.  In this instance, photographs are used as quantitative 

material to rigorously analyse the costume of wrestling.  

 

Fig. 22. David Ellison, Private study area in research visit to Carlisle Library to view Horsley Collection in Cumbria Image Bank and others, Digital 
photograph, 13th April 2016, David Ellison Archive. 
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Fig. 23. David Ellison, Embroiderer, Nora Hayhurst, in her front room in Burton in Kendal laying out the vests she collected on my behalf from a 
number of wrestlers to be photographed as part of the photography chapter, Digital photograph, 13th April 2016, David Ellison Archive. 
 
 

     
Fig. 24. David Ellison, Ex-wrestler, Peter Hayhurst, in his front room in Burton in Kendal, shows  copies of old photographs from his own collection,  
Digital photograph, 13th April 2016, David Ellison Archive. 
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Fig. 25. David Ellison, Ex-wrestler, Peter Hayhurst holds a copy of an old photograph (n.d.) which documents a past wrestling demonstration event at 
Levens Hall near Kendal, Digital photograph, 13th April 2016, David Ellison Archive. 

 

This methodological structure informs the following chapters and helps to give clarity on decisions and 

processes involved in conducting academic research in this area. These processes have been developed 

to support the rigorous research into a multi-disciplinary thesis. Now, this thesis moves into its first of 

the main chapters which detail the wrestling costume of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling.  
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Chapter One. Costume 
The Idiosyncratic Symbol 
	

 

Unknown, Wrestlers in action with spectators, Digital copy, n.d., Horsley Collection, Ref. No. CT1313, Cumbria Image Bank, 
Carlisle. 
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In this chapter, embroidered wrestling costume from 1900 is examined as an abstract symbol 

of modernity that interrelates the maker and the depiction of a regional identity. On the 

periphery of the protected Lake District National Park, wrestlers involved in the 'performance 

of tradition', wearing intricately embroidered costumes which depict symbols of pre-industry 

couched in dichotomy and paradox are both a spectacle and the focus of this chapter. This 

research visualises a rhetorical relocation that romantically reframes the regional landscape. 

More recently in a Celtic cultural context, wrestling is seen to establish a closer connection to 

less-dominant celebrations of antiquity.   

Leading on from the methodology chapter, this first chapter uses examples of specific 

wrestling costumes to support a photographic practice that documents contemporary designs 

embroidered onto everyday cotton. The history of the costume is told in relation to an 

ethnographic methodology using both archival photography and personal practice as the only 

form of surviving material (as its data) to chart the evolution of its conception. Research has 

established that, from the 1870s, imagery contained on costume for wrestling contests 

commonly depicted elements of nature and the local landscape.  

 

Annie Garnett 

As there is a wealth of photographic material in existence to support the claim that skills 

practised during the Arts and Crafts Movement in the English Lake District were key in 

establishing a connection with the vernacular, then the principles that the Arts and Crafts 

Movement sought to develop are the legacy that is researched in this chapter. It draws from 

extensive research throughout Cumbria at Carlisle Library, (Francis Frith and Norman 

Nicholson Collections); Kendal Library; Abbott Hall Art Gallery and Museum of Lakeland Life 

and Industry, Kendal; Blackwell, the Arts and Crafts House, Bowness-on-Windermere; Armitt 

Museum, Ambleside; Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery, Carlisle; and, the private 

collection of retired wrestler, Roger Robson. 
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During the Arts and Crafts period (1880-1920) and beyond, a network of skilled designers and 

craftspeople became established in the English Lake District including Arthur Simpson [1857-

1922] (woodwork), Stanley Webb Davies [1894-1978] (woodwork), Henry Mawson [n.d.] 

(metalwork), Harold Stabler [1872-1945] (metalwork), Marion Twelves [1843-1929] 

(lacemaking), Elizabeth Pepper [n.d.] (lacemaking) and Annie Garnett [1864-1942] (spinning, 

weaving and embroidery).  

 

The designer and maker of central concern in this context is textile designer, Annie Garnett. 

Annie Garnett was the daughter of William Garnett and grew up in Bowness-on-Windermere 

into a middle-class family. Like most women of that generation, she did not receive the same 

opportunities as her brothers to develop her skills and knowledge in any conventional sense. 

She, however, enjoyed the prosperity of her social status as an aspirational woman keen to 

develop her interest in the beauty of her surroundings. It is well documented by critics and 

academic experts - Sara Haslam, Jennie Brunton and David Ingram* - of her indirect dealings 

with the respected art critic, John Ruskin, and the appraisal of a watercolour she produced 

from nature. She enjoyed her most successful time in business which thrived between 1890 

and 1914. From this period of production, Garnett had her most successful time in 

embroidery.53 

 

Her work has been subject to several recent academic studies by Jennie Brunton (2001) and 

Sara Haslam (2004). It is claimed that the work of Annie Garnett, had a far-reaching legacy 

																																																								
* See Sara Haslam, John Ruskin and the Lakeland Arts Revival, 1880-1920 (Whitchurch: Merton Priory Press, 2004). Jennie 
Brunton, The Arts and Crafts Movement in the Lake District: A Social History (Lancaster: Centre for North-West Regional 
Studies, University of Lancaster, 2001). Exhibition; Annie Garnett: Her Garden and Fabric Designs. At The Ruskin Museum, 
Coniston, Cumbria (2018) Curated by Rachel Roberts and David Ingram.  
53 Dates were taken from Professor David Ingram’s lecture, ‘Annie Garnett and her entrepreneurship in the textile industry’ at 
Blackwell, the Arts and Crafts House, Bowness-on-Windermere, on Thursday 14th April 2016, in relation to the business she 
established, The Windermere Industry at The Spinnery, Bowness-on-Windermere. 
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which influenced novice and amateur embroiderers to adopt a vernacular style that came 

from an Arts and Crafts aesthetic. Brunton and Haslam concentrate on the Arts and Crafts 

Movement in the Lake District, Haslam writing John Ruskin and the Lakeland Arts Revival, 

1880-1920 (2004) which consistently reasserts the notion that the arts and crafts in Lakeland 

were a ‘revival’ during the Art and Crafts Movement, suggesting that the English Lake District 

had its own rich history, rivalling and pre-dating the established notion that the Arts and Crafts 

Movement responded to a more centred vernacular.  

 

This can be compared to Jennie Brunton in The Arts and Crafts Movement in the Lake District: 

A Social History which avoids concentrating on altering the Lakeland connection with the Arts 

and Crafts Movement.  Instead, she concentrates on specific case studies, uncovering 

evidence of (or lack of) a connection to the influence of nature on the technique and materials 

used in design.  What both authors share in common is the influence of John Ruskin on the 

promotion and active involvement of cultural change to the 19th century.  Also worthy of note 

is the work of Anglican clergyman, Hardwicke Rawnsley* [1851-1920], one of Ruskin’s keenest 

acolytes.  

 

In 2016, Professor David Ingram’s curated exhibition and lecture  at Blackwell, the Arts and 

Crafts House in Bowness-on-Windermere, have given fresh insights into her style of 

embroidery based on her archive at Abbott Hall Museum of Lakeland Life and Industry, 

Kendal*.  Principally a plant scientist, Professor David Ingram added clarification to the work 

of Annie Garnett, particularly the influence that her garden had on her designs (seen in 

Garnett’s colour photographs using the early colour process, ‘Auto Chrome Lumiere’, taken 

between 1910-1930).  

																																																								
* The National Trust originated out of work carried out by John Ruskin and Hardwicke Rawnsley through their foundation of the 
Lake District Defence Society.   
* A collection of embroidered work is housed in the archives at Abbot Hall Gallery, Kendal (Museum of Lakeland Life & Industry		
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This points directly to the methods she used which inspired how nature impacted her garden 

and indeed how, in the future, she would be influenced by a wilder set of influences from the 

landscape which grew outside of her immediate surroundings. The dying of her materials by 

the likes of Sir Thomas Wardle of Macclesfield [1831-1909] added a sophistication to her 

embroidery which reflected the accurate rendition of the colour palette she worked on a daily 

basis.  

 

Jennie Brunton’s dissemination focuses predominately on the four English Lake District 

industries: the Langdale Linen Industry; The Handicrafts, Arthur Simpson’s firm of 

woodcarvers and furniture-makers; the Keswick School of Industrial Art and The Windermere 

Industry at The Spinnery, Bowness-on-Windermere headed by Annie Garnett.  Whilst these 

industries are relevant to contextualise the English Lake District vernacular, Annie Garnett 

offers an ideal focus based on the evidence that exists of her strategies and ethos of training 

unskilled workers: how that may have influenced the men and women who are known to have 

embroidered as part of Ruskin’s ‘cottage industries’ as well as others who were influenced by 

the legacy of the ‘domesticated hobby culture’. 

 

Jennie Brunton, The Arts & Crafts Movement in the Lake District: A Social History (2011), 

closely considers how Garnett was influenced by Ruskin and the Arts and Crafts Movement.  

She says that nature was the main source of inspiration for Garnett’s poems and prose writing 

and it was the colours and forms she observed in the countryside around her which inspired 

her textile creations.54  

																																																								
54 Jennie Brunton, The Arts & Crafts Movement in the Lake District. A Social History (Lancaster: Lancaster University Press, 
2001), 133. 
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When critiquing, Jennie Brunton expands that, from 1885, the Langdale Linen Industry also 

developed its own distinct embroidery style which was largely created in the cottages of its 

workers and always executed by hand. Every one of the embroiderers was encouraged to 

create her own designs, many of which were based on nature.55  

Later in the chapter, David Ingram identifies specific plants seen in the embroidered wrestling 

costumes around the turn of the 20th century. Additionally, through an ethnographic 

approach, he links the Arts and Crafts aesthetic developed in the vernacular to examples of 

embroidery seen in later wrestler costumes. Ingram himself has published widely about the 

interconnection between art and science in the book, The Gardens at Brantwood: Evolution 

of John Ruskin's Lakeland Paradise (2014).  

It is important to indicate that this chapter is certainly not an addition to the work of the 

authors already mentioned in relation to textile history.  Instead, it reimagines landscape (and, 

by association, costume) in terms of the physical embodiment of the land and further 

contributes towards an unresearched area of cultural production which widens the legacy of 

the Art and Crafts Movement in the English Lake District.  

 

Annie Garnett and the Arts and Crafts Movement combine with a vernacular expression of 

regionality (using Ruskinian ideas of rural social cohesion expressed through his Guild of St 

George founded in 1871 and relevant to the training of rural people).  Such interventions are 

suggested to have developed a deeper appreciation of the culture of expression in the Lake 

District.  Initiatives like the Guild of St George may have inspired other followers of Ruskin to 

develop similar practical responses to industrialisation.  

 

																																																								
55 Sara Haslam, John Ruskin and the Lakeland Arts Revival, 1880-1920. (Chesterfield: Merton Priory Press Ltd, 2004), 33. See The 
Langdale Linen Industry Under Marion Twelves.  
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Cumbria, like most other industrial cities in the North, “exercised the extraction of coal, lead, 

iron, copper and slate, together with the production of gunpowder that led to the need for a 

reliable transport network that also benefitted the early fell-walkers”.56 It is well documented 

and set out in the previous chapter that transport links into the central English Lake District 

were rejected in the mid 19th century.  However, tourism was to become the driving force 

behind the promotion of the Arts and Crafts Movement, bringing with it an outlet for the 

products of previously unskilled workers. 

 

The training of unskilled workers was one such Ruskinian idea which followed the 
ideology set out in the Guild of St George.  Annie Garnett benefitted from this 
exchange of skills and perspectives.  All profits from the Guild of St George were paid 
into a bank and distributed among the workers at the end of each year.  Because it 
was a true Ruskinian industry, efforts were made to ensure that the workers remained 
at home (rather than be moved into large studios, mills or factories) so that they 
worked in the best possible conditions.57  

 

The ideological connection to the home and to entrepreneurship in this regard is crucial to 

establishing a network of men and women who embroidered - embodying the vernacular.  

Evidence of men involved in the process of embroidery at The Windermere Industry at The 

Spinnery, Bowness-on-Windermere is scant.  But, men and women did work together to 

develop the final embroidered material according to the personal entries which Garnett kept 

in her private business documents.  

 

Many reformers felt that erratic seasonal work left women, in particular, 
underemployed and thus the reintroduction of craft industries could be seen both as 
a means towards self-help, part-time work in the home, adding to the family’s income, 
and as a way of occupying ‘idle hands’. 58  

 

																																																								
56 Jennie Brunton, The Arts & Crafts Movement in the Lake District. A Social History (Lancaster: Lancaster University Press,2001), 
23. 
57 Sara Haslam, John Ruskin and the Lakeland Arts Revival, 1880-1920. (Chesterfield: Merton Priory Press Ltd, 2004), 33.  
58 Ibid., 33. See Brian Harrison, “Philanthropy and the Victorians”, Victorian Studies, 9 (1966), 371.	
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Other makers (like Arthur Simpson) sold embroidery. No other maker from this Lakeland 

group, actively trained unskilled men and women to embroider like Annie Garnett.  In 

Windermere, Arthur W. Simpson opened his shop, ‘The Handicrafts’, as a showroom for the 

carvings and furniture made at his workshop in Kendal. “His wife and son also sold 

embroideries and had a variety of textiles and fabrics on display”.59  

 

Evidence of embroidery sold by other makers in the Arts and Crafts style 
demonstrates that this was designed for the home.  Such promotion of these skills 
benefitted from the main tourist centres in the Lake District at the beginning of the 
20th century like Bowness and Ambleside on Windermere and Keswick on 
Derwentwater.60 

 

Ruskin moved to Brantwood near Coniston in 1871 and was already a leading figure in the art 

world.  Therefore, gaining critical recognition from such a respected figure was vital to any 

artist.  Allowing for Ruskin’s position, the promotion of improved working standards came in 

the form of maintaining the local industries.  It can be seen again in the formation of the Guild 

of St George, which became a legally recognised company in 1878.  This promotion of civic 

duty was adopted into the public conscious furthering the promotion of Ruskin and his ideas. 

 

Annie Garnett is used here to demonstrate that embroidery and the skills she embraced in 

the English Lake District trickled down into the lives of mainly the rural working class who are 

known to have entered into local wrestling events and, therefore, benefitted from such 

accomplished embroidery skills.  

 

Besides the movement of people, the overall population in England and Wales had doubled 

within the first half of the century, all of which contributed to a growing concern in the ensuing 

																																																								
59 Jennie Brunton, The Arts & Crafts Movement in the Lake District. A Social History (Lancaster: Lancaster University Press,2001), 
12. 
60 Ibid., 12. 
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years about the living conditions and social consequences for those residing in newly formed 

towns and cities.61  This assertion from Brunton certainly echoes earlier scholarly critique by 

E. P. Thompson:  

On the other hand, the Industrial Revolution, which drained the countryside of some 
of its industries and destroyed the balance between rural and urban life, created also 
in our own minds an image of rural isolation and ‘idiocy’.  It is a great error to 
suppose,” Cobbett insisted, that people are rendered stupid by remaining always in 
the same place…Most of the new industrial towns did not so much displace the 
countryside as grow over it. 62  

The embroidery from the Annie Garnett Collection at Abbot Hall Museum of Lakeland Life and 

Industry, Kendal is certainly the best example of embroidery most connected to that seen in 

early wrestling costumes (Figs 26-29).  Jennie Brunton remarks on the vernacular that is 

certainly relevant to this research: “It is within this context that the appeal of an Arts and 

Crafts Movement, which in its architecture represented a return to the vernacular and within 

its internal decoration celebrated the individual skill of the craftworker, was so readily 

accepted in this area”.63  

 

Brunton describes the acceptance of the Arts and Crafts Movement in the English Lake 

District.  However, what is key to establish is the influence of the style and parity of such skills 

onto the embodiment of these designs.  Clearly the location in which Garnett placed her 

studio is integral in understanding the influences she developed. Probably, the isolated 

situation of the farms in the mountainous counties of Cumberland and Westmorland and the 

abundance of wool, added to the fact that the stormy weather of the long winter created a 

need for indoor occupation, all helped to account for the survival of hand spinning and 

weaving when it had died out in other parts of the country.64   

																																																								
61 Ibid,9 
62 E.P Thompson, The Making of The English Working Class. (London:Pelican, 1968) [1963], 405. 
63 Jennie Brunton, The Arts & Crafts Movement in the Lake District. A Social History (Lancaster: Lancaster University Press, 
2001), 15. 
64 Ibid., 11. See, H. Fitzrandolph and M. D. Hay, Decorative Crafts and Rural Potteries’, The Rural Industries of England & Wales 
Part III (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1927), 11.  
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Fig. 26. David Ellison, Embroidered sampler by Annie Garnett, Digital photograph, 31st March 2015, Museum of Lakeland Life and 
Industry, Abbot Hall, Kendal Cat. No. 85/713, David Ellison Archive. 
 
 

  
 
Fig. 27. David Ellison, Embroidered sampler by Annie Garnett (Detail), Digital photograph, 31st March 2015, Museum of 
Lakeland Life and Industry, Abbot Hall, Kendal Cat. No. N/A, David Ellison Archive. 
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Fig. 28. David Ellison, Embroidered sampler by Annie Garnett (Detail), Digital photograph, 31st March 2015, Museum of 
Lakeland Life and Industry, Abbot Hall, Kendal Cat. No. N/A, David Ellison Archive. 
 

     

Fig. 29. David Ellison, Embroidered sampler by Annie Garnett, Digital photograph, 31st March 2015, Museum of Lakeland Life 
and Industry, Kendal. Cat No. N/A, David Ellison Archive. 
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Other exponents of the Art and Crafts are Arthur Simpson and his connection with the 

celebrated Ann MacBeth.65 Through this connection, both artists spoke of their commitment 

to a ‘simpler life’ which for Ann MacBeth became the rural setting of Patterdale. Certainly, 

employment for working people was the first step in developing an enriched and more 

fulfilling future. Annie Garnett states in her unpublished diary that she preferred to work with 

middle class women: 

In Bowness the embroidery work was given to outworkers, ‘chiefly village girls; 
tradesmen’s daughters, who work in their spare time; or College women and girls; I 
have tried poor ladies, a class that needs help more than any other, but they are most 
disappointing; hemmed in by tradition, and so hopeless.66  

 

Unskilled workers were used as part of an organised workforce in a number of different ways.  

Firstly, as part of social reform to improve and ‘up skill’ the work force of local men and 

women to engage with and profit from skills like embroidery.  However, secondly, judging 

from a section of her unpublished diary, she was unconvinced of the work ethic of some of 

her employees.  The agenda to bring unskilled workers out of unemployment was achieved 

but the product they produced was essentially not passed down to them in the form of 

improved living standards.  

 

What Garnett represents in this context is the promotion of embroidered hand skills to 

previously unskilled workers.  This stylistic of embroidery which Garnett promoted is seen in 

embroidered wrestling costumes worn by wrestlers.  It can be assumed that the Arts and 

Crafts stylistic with its cultural awareness of the importance of nature and beauty in the 

everyday can be seen in the performance of the sport of Cumberland and Westmorland 

Wrestling.  

																																																								
65 See ‘Needlework’ together in 1926 
66 Jennie Brunton, The Arts & Crafts Movement in the Lake District. A Social History (Lancaster: Lancaster University Press,2001), 
138. See Unpublished diary, 24 February 1904.  
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Through researching and analysing the Arts and Crafts Movement in the English Lake District 

alongside the unresearched wrestling costumes, it is relevant to this study to closely observe 

and pinpoint exactly what the Annie Garnett’s embroidery represented.  The implication that 

they [Garnett] may have been participating in something ‘socially and artistically radical’ is 

often moderated by the view, as expressed by Anthea Callen, that “it in fact reproduced 

perpetuated and thus reinforced dominant Victorian patriarchal ideology”, which in turn has 

become part of our inherited history.67 

 

Such a powerful argument certainly exists, in terms of evaluating how the embroidered 

designs Garnett produced were publicly received and sold.  Details of precisely who  Garnett 

sold her work to are seen later in this chapter.  However, what is of concern is  not who Garnett 

sold her designs to but how, through ideas propounded by Ruskin, she trained and enforced 

a method of working that would be seen and celebrated.  

 

Brunton again points to how in Langdale another pocket of craft workers developed and took 

to the training of unskilled workers:  “As at Langdale no charge was made in teaching pupils 

how to spin and once they were proficient they were allowed to take a spinning wheel home, 

again at no charge, and were paid as out-workers once the flax had been spun into linen 

thread”.68  

 

Again here, Brunton points to a specific time scale where Garnett enjoyed her most successful 

period in business.  During the period 1891 to 1914 when the bulk of silk, linen and tweed 

textiles were produced, it was ‘thrown’: “Perhaps the most interesting of all stuffs woven at 

																																																								
67 Jennie Brunton, The Arts & Crafts Movement in the Lake District. A Social History (Lancaster: Lancaster University Press,2001), 
121-122. taken from quote by Anthea Callen, Sexual Division of Labour in the Arts and Crafts Movement in Attfield and Kirkham 
(eds), A View from the Interior, Women and Design The Arts and Crafts Alternative in ibid., 165.  
68 Ibid., 128. 
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The Spinnery that earned her reputation and gained the most attention”.69  The period has 

already been highlighted by Professor David Ingram.  This clearly indicates that Brunton and 

Ingram are in accord, working in terms of precisely evaluating Garnett’s influence.  

Additionally, 1891-1914 saw a rise in the local popularity of Cumberland and Westmorland 

Wrestling along with a fashion for ornately embroidered costumes. Again, this is evidence 

which links the most successful time in business of a textile designer to the most ornate 

versions of wrestling costume.  

 

In order to appreciate this connection, it is necessary within the framework of this thesis to 

look closely at earlier wrestling costumes, seen on pages 17 to 29, against those examples of 

Annie Garnett’s embroidery.  

 
 
Fig. 30. David Ellison, Embroidered sampler by Annie Garnett, Digital photograph, 31st March 2015, Museum of Lakeland Life and 
Industry, Kendal. Cat No. N/A, David Ellison Archive. 

	
Annie Garnett became a very successful business woman who, generating such a high number 

of sales, not only demonstrated her accomplished work but, most interestingly in the context 

																																																								
69 Ibid., 135. see Art Workers’ Quarterly (1905), 143.  
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of this research thesis, clearly demonstrated that such a style of embroidery was to the taste 

and style of her such influential people.  

 

Annie Garnett’s success ran counter to Anthea Callen’s argument in her journal article, Sexual 

Division of Labour in the Arts and Crafts Movement (1984, p1) that even though the Arts and 

Crafts Movement was socially and artistically radical it reproduced and perpetuated – and 

thus reinforced – the dominant Victorian patriarchal ideology where men’s and women’s roles 

in the design, production and retailing of products were differentiated.  On the other hand, 

Annie Garnett was middle class and seen as, at least, the equivalent of men in relation to 

artistic and business matters.  Brunton again points to the archive of Garnett’s work at the 

Museum of Lakeland Life and Industry in Kendal, that “242 names appear in the initial period 

from April 1899 to the beginning of 1900”.70  

Among the list of names in Garnett’s visitor books contain royal patronage from 
Queen Alexandra, (who) was responsible for the commissioning of one of the most 
lavish pieces of woven silk of eighteenth century brocades. The ‘Fritillary’ design is 
one of the largest samples of Garnett’s work still known to be in existence with an 
orange, green and white colour-way in the Victoria and Albert Museum and a lilac, 
green and white combination in Abbot Hall Museum of Lakeland Life and Industry, 
Kendal.71 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
70 Ibid., 142.  
71 Ibid., 144.  
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Examples of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Costume 

  
 
 

Fig. 31. Unknown, Kendal Union Wrestling Society poster, Digital copy, 1840, Horsley Collection, Ref. Image 22822 – Cumbria 
Image Bank, Carlisle. 
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Fig. 32. Unknown, Oval Portrait of Richard Wright, Digital copy, 1872, Horsley Collection, Ref. Image 01974 – Cumbria Image 
Bank, Carlisle. 
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Fig. 33. Basil Bladle, Westmorland Sports - Heavy Wrestling, Grasmere, Engraved by Horace Harral,  London: The Graphic, 19th 
August 1876, Print (newspaper print), Horsley Collection, Ref. Image N/A – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
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Fig. 34. C. G. Mason, Lord Lonsdale presenting prize to heavyweight wrestler, J. Bowman, Digital copy, 1906, Horsley Collection, 
Ref. Image 09421 – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
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Fig. 35. Mary Fair, Two men wrestling with crowd watching, Digital copy, 1920, Horsley Collection, Ref. Image 13135 – Cumbria 
Image Bank, Carlisle.  
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Fig. 36. Joseph Hardman, Cumberland Wrestlers in Best Costume Competition at Grasmere Sports, Digital copy, n.d., Horsley 
Collection, Ref. Image 35292 – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle.  
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Fig. 37. Joseph Hardman, Cumberland Wrestlers in Best Costume Competition at Grasmere Sports, Digital copy, n.d., Horsley 
Collection, Ref. Image 35366 – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle.  
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Fig. 38. Unknown, Hexham Clarke and George Steadman take grip, Digital copy, 1909 (contested), Horsley Collection, Ref. 
Image 02002 – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
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Fig. 39. Reinhold Thiele/Stringer, Wrestler, George Steadman, Web copy, 1st January 1905 (contested), Getty Images/Hulton 
Archive, Ref. Image 97r/28/huty/7376/02, 
https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/photos/georgesteadman?family=editorial&phrase=George%20steadman&sort=best#license 
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Fig. 40. Unknown, Wrestlers line up before competition at Grasmere Sports, Digital copy, n.d., Horsley Collection, Ref. Image 
22764 – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
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Fig. 41. Peter Hall, Wrestler, Paul Murray, costume (reverse angle), Digital copy, 2006, Horsley Collection, Ref. Image 07142 – 
Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
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Fig. 42. Fig. 18. Richard Fox attrib., Tom Harrington MBE – Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Champion 1999,  Book 
photograph, 190mm x 255mm, 2005, Folk Archive: Contemporary Popular Art from the UK. by Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane, 
London: Book Works Publishing. 
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Fig. 43. Roy Lomas, Mrs Molloy with son(s) at Grasmere Sports, Digital copy, 2002, Grasmere Sports - The First 150 Years, 
Thame: Roy Lomas and MTP Publications. 
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Professor Ingram has demonstrated, in the form of a public lecture at Blackwell House*, that 

nature is intrinsically linked to the Arts and Crafts aesthetic ideology.  Ingram’s research, which 

builds upon previous research on Ruskin in his capacity as Director of The Ruskin Foundation 

at Lancaster University, offers insights into the interface between art and science whilst 

presenting detailed research on the inspiration drawn from nature by Garnett.  What is of 

interest in the following pages is the positive analysis of flowers and plants that have been 

embroidered onto wrestling costumes.  Arguably the most relevant and unique element to 

this research is the identification of the precise flora and fauna embroidered onto the 

wrestling costume.  

 

The research as a whole is the manner in which Garnett built her business around the craft 

skills of spinning, in danger of being lost forever in the small pockets of the rural English Lake 

District which could have threatened the extinction of these methods forever. The extent to 

this legacy has sadly been denied through the absence of Garnett’s business ledgers which 

evidenced the exchange and sale of materials to and from the business. However, as 

mentioned previously, records from her visitors books provide evidence of the calibre of 

people to whom her work was sold.  Such notable sales demonstrate the extent to which her 

designs fitted the Arts and Crafts aesthetic in Cumbria during her most successful period in 

business from 1891 to 1914. Details of this analysis is contained in the appendix section.  

 

When drawing a parallel between the costume of Cornish style of wrestling to that practised 

in Cumbria and Northumberland, an interesting journal paper introduced by Professor Dilwyn 

Porter is worth considering in the context of this study.  Porter draws attention to a research 

study in the 1980s which set out to prove the hypothesis that Cornwall was “rooted in a 

																																																								
* Professor Ingram public lecture at Blackwell House (Thursday 14th April 2016) and exhibition; Spinning the Colours of 
Lakeland: Annie Garnett’s Spinnery, Textiles and Garden at Blackwell The Arts and Crafts House from 24th September 2016 – 
29th January 2017 
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genetic history”.  The hypothesis was designed to test the legitimacy of data, linking blood 

groups of prevailing Cornish and Celtic or Anglo-Saxon identity groupings.  Significantly, the 

authors of this study did not deny the validity of a Cornish identity, arguing instead that there 

was clear evidence that it existed and that its survival testified to “the power of successive 

Celtic revivals” and to “the selective retention of [Celtic] cultural traits”.72  

In forming a credible, evidence-based research model, cultural and sport historians have 

suggested a link to the reframing of a Celtic heritage to Cumberland and Westmorland 

Wrestling. The theories connected to the ‘invention of tradition’ attributed to historians 

Hobsbawn and Ranger have been used by Mike Huggins in his ‘regular reinvention’ argument 

which links the framing of Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling into a Celtic cultural 

context.   

Only a small amount of research has been published in relation to Cumberland and 

Westmorland Wrestling; therefore, it is not worthwhile primarily to consider the region in 

which this sport is practised and its relationship to the trends of established sporting culture.   

 

Mike Huggins’s essay, The regular re-invention of sporting tradition and identity was published 

in The Sports Historian (2001).  This publication offers solid information on the history of 

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling but does not offer new knowledge or innovative 

insights into the cultural impact of the costume.  However, several points are made in relation 

to the sport that are considered in relation to this research. 

 

Firstly, the heritage of the sport is questioned in relation to its unstable viability.  Secondly, 

one leading question is linked to the ‘reinvention’ of heritage.  Mike Huggins writes clearly 

																																																								
72 Dilwyn Porter “Sport and the Cornish: Difference and identity on the English periphery in the Twentieth Century, National 
Identities” 16:4, (2014) 311-326.  
See Jarvie, 2013.(Harvey, Smith, Sherren, Bailey & Hyndman, 1986), 3. 
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about the ‘regular reinvention of wrestling’ and how this decision to realign the sport to a 

Celtic culture is part of a more established critique of the invention of tradition by Hobsbawn 

and Ranger in their eponymous, The Invention of Tradition (2012).  Huggins writes: “The role 

of costume and ritual in the sport was upgraded to make events more visually interesting. 

Finally, and most recently, the sport has been defined and rhetorically relocated in a Celtic 

cultural context, linked firmly to sporting traditions of wrestling in Brittany, Cornwall and 

Devon, and/or Scotland”.73  

 

The redesigning of the sport is in keeping with nations that align themselves with a Celtic 

heritage.  This heritage is celebrated annually by the International Federation of Celtic 

Wrestling (IFCW) in the hosting of a wrestling event in which other member nations and 

regions wrestle in chosen disciplined styles.  Participating nations include Cornwall, Northern 

England, Scotland, Iceland, Sweden, Friesia (Netherlands), Salzburg (Austria), Sardinia (Italy), 

Leon (Spain), the Canary Islands (Spain) and Brittany (France).    

 

As Porter argues, the Cornish perspective has often helped to foster a close symbolic link 

between specific sports and specific places.74 He explains further that the realignment 

towards a Celtic heritage reinstates a collective name, “a myth of descent, a shared history, a 

common culture, a territorial homeland, and a sense of solidarity”.75 Such territory and sense 

of solidarity is seen in Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling which shares the same 

Cumbrian dialect to that of the thriving farming culture in Cumbria, further adding to the 

sport’s regional culture.  Huggins mentions that, like their continued use of ceremonial 

conduct, and the arcane language of hipes, hanks, and chips employed by its participants, this 

																																																								
73 Mike Huggins, “The Regular Re-Invention of Sporting Tradition and Identity: Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling c.1800-
2000”. The Sports Historian 21 (2001), 41. 
74 Dilwyn Porter “Sport and the Cornish: Difference and identity on the English periphery in the Twentieth Century, National 
Identities” 16:4, (2014) 311.  
75 Ibid., 311. 
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was an attempt to create ‘tradition’ in the sense outlined by Hobsbawn, Ranger and 

Cannadine, since in reality ‘barneying’, the fixing buying and selling of matches for pecuniary 

reward, was a constant threat.76  

 

This response to the impression of wrestling and management of the sport adds to the 

argument that a certain cultivation of the ‘traditional’ values is at play and is representative 

of a bygone era where any threat of manipulation or corruption that existed in the sport was 

replaced by a more romantic, sedate sense of the past, moreover a shared Celtic past.  Porter 

continues his analysis of Cornish separateness in Cornish wrestling by explaining that 

“community identities are rooted in living cultures, shaped by experience and subject to 

change over time.  Sport often has an important role in the making and remaking of identities; 

it helps to make the imagined nation real”.77 Finally, and perhaps most powerfully, Porter 

finishes his analysis of the cultural significance of Cornish wrestling by mentioning that it helps 

if the sport in question has a claim to antiquity that justifies the appellation, ‘traditional’.78 

 

Cumberland and Westmorland Dress  

John Styles in his book, The Dress of the People (2007) offers an accurate description of 

working English dress in the eighteenth century.  If the 18th century is viewed as a period 

which influenced the beginning of reliable records and accounts into the state of dress, a clear 

idea of the context to the research can begin to be developed.  However, this is not a 

chronological timeline of working dress; instead, it sets out to offer an understanding of the 

social conditions which pre-date the industrial revolution and, therefore, inform the theories 

																																																								
76 Mike Huggins, “The Regular Re-Invention of Sporting Tradition and Identity: Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling c.1800-
2000”. The Sports Historian 21 (2001). See the papers by Cannadine and Hobsbawn in Hobsbawn and Ranger, 1983. 
77 Dilwyn Porter “Sport and the Cornish: Difference and identity on the English periphery in the Twentieth Century, National 
Identities” 16:4, (2014) 311-326, 333. 
78 Ibid., 334. 
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and discussions set out in this chapter.  

 

When considering regional dress, John Styles comments on the manner in which 18th century 

dress was subject to the ’transcended occupational boundaries’ in relation to regionally 

distinctive clothing:   

The parts of the country where the three kinds of regionally distinctive clothing 
examined worn here, were the transcended occupational boundaries to a 
considerable extent.  What they had in common was cheapness compared with the 
mainstream alternatives in general wear among the common people. The smock frock 
in particular would subsequently be romanticised as a kind of rural folk costume, in 
the same way the late eighteenth-century Welsh women’s clothing would be re-
formulated into national costume in the nineteenth century.79		

 

It is acknowledged that using John Styles’s rigorous critique pre-dates this research; however, 

it does contextualise the attitudes and problems relating to generating a credible response to 

the ways in which dress is viewed in terms of class.  Therefore, Styles’s emphasis on the North 

of England and the agricultural poor compared to other regional conurbations is particularly 

interesting.  He begins his analysis with Sir Fredrick Eden’s understanding of the clothes worn 

in the South of England to those worn in the North:  

In the midland and southern counties, the labourer, in general, purchases a very 
considerable portion, if not the whole, of his cloaths, from the shop-keeper. In the 
vicinity of the metropolis, working-people seldom buy new cloaths: they content 
themselves with a cast-off coat, which may be usually purchased for about 5s. and 
second hand waistcoats and breeches. Their wives seldom make up any article of 
dress, except making and mending cloaths for the children. In the North, on the 
contrary, almost every article of dress worn by farmers, mechanics, and labourers, is 
manufactured at home, shoes and hats excepted: that is, the linen thread is spun from 
the lint, and the yarn from the wool, and sent to the weavers and dyers: so that almost 
every family has its web of linen cloth annually, and often one of the woollen also, 
which is either dyed for coats, or made into flannel, etc.80 

 

																																																								
79 John Styles, The Dress of the People: Everyday Fashion in the Eighteenth-Century England. (Yale: Yale University Press, 2007), 
29. 
80 John Styles, The Dress of the People: Everyday fashion in the Eighteenth-Century England. (Yale:Yale University Press, 2007), 
29. see Sir Fredrick Eden, The State of the Poor, 3 vols (London, 1797), 1:554-5. 
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This stark passage highlights the difference in habits between the North to those in the 

Midlands and London, which implies a detached response to the view of the working poor 

from an established angle.  Styles argues:  

Eden (is) merely in keeping with the standard reproduction of ideas on the working 
poor at that time and offers little insight into the actual conditions of the ‘plebian’ 
dress.  However, what it does provide is the manner in which the North was viewed 
in relation to the South and indicates the attitude towards the ‘industrious’ South and 
the ‘rural’ North.  When he (Eden) described Cumbrian yeomen and labourers of the 
mid 1790s as being, or having recently been, virtually self-sufficient in clothing, Eden 
simply reproduced what was a stock theme in the work of those authors who 
contributed to the boom in topographical writing about the Lake Counties from the 
1770s.81 

 

If it is assumed that the ‘smock frock’ and late 18th century women’s dress was a development 

of the past as a romanticisation of common dress, then it is right to presume that, in the 

framework of this study, the legacy of Victorian dress is elevated to a perspective of the past 

thus shaping the cultural legacy of Cumbria and the English Lake District.  However, this 

sporting costume is celebrated by other means to that of the smock: 

C&W wrestling is now largely the preserve of long-standing Cumbrian families, many 
from a farming background. Paradoxically, as it has declined as a participant sport, it 
has increasingly delineated and confirmed a sense of place, the English Lake District 
as both a geographical entity and an ‘imagined community’, to modern Cumbrians 
and to visiting tourists.82  

 

The performance of this costume is seen most clearly in the way the costume is judged in 

terms of neatness and sophistication of its decorative embroidery.  Such judging (Figs.11/12) 

takes place at the larger summer fetes where tourists are more openly accepted to take part 

in the various activities, celebrating a specific Cumbrian flavour.  

																																																								
81 Ibid., 30.  For the boom in topographical writing on the Lake District, see Peter Bicknell, The Picturesque Scenery of the Lake 
District, (Winchester, 1990) 
82 Mike Huggins, “The Regular Re-Invention of Sporting Tradition and Identity: Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling c.1800-
2000”. The Sports Historian 21 (2001), 36. 
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Huggins reflects on Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling and its surrounding landscape: 

“In its traditional form it reflected a preindustrial, ritualistic pattern of life in rural Cumbria, 

an area often viewed as struggling or marginal but one which had a thriving leisure and 

sporting culture of a distinctively regional type in the early nineteenth century”.83 Fell running 

and mountain climbing have become well-participated sports for local inhabitants and tourists 

alike.  The English Lake District competes with other major national parks across the world in 

terms of a booming tourist trade.  Rugby is practised at most secondary schools whilst cricket 

is played against some of the most incredible backdrops in the country, increasing its appeal 

in the summer months for tourists.  Football thrives as it does across England but Cumbria is 

not well-known for its local football clubs and competition with other top North-West clubs 

in Greater Manchester, Liverpool and Lancashire, making Cumbria unique in terms of its 

sporting heritage.  

Aside from a Cornish Celtic heritage, Grampus Heritage Limited, based in Wigton, Cumbria, 

released video and audio footage of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling costume, 

introducing wrestling to a wider audience, using audio footage to convey the sense of 

tradition.  This research existed online and was contained on the website of Grampus Heritage 

Limited.  However, due to a newly designed Grampus Heritage Limited website, this data is 

no longer online.   

 

It is believed that Mike Huggins was part of this funded research and that it was made 

available online by Grampus Heritage Limited.  The data collected featured interviews with 

key exponents of the sport, each reflecting on the sport’s costume and organisational set up.  

 

As an ex-wrestler and correspondent on the sport, Roger Robson wrote regular updates, 

																																																								
83 Ibid., 36.	
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reporting and celebrating it in The Cumberland News.  He mentions that pictorial and 

photographic images of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling have been around for over 

200 years: “A watercolour of two fat men, with very serious faces, tekkin hod at the Swift's 

Racecourse, Carlisle is dated 1813.  Woodcuts of wrestlers featured in advertisements in the 

Carlisle Patriot/ Cumberland News from its first inception 200 years ago”.84  

 

Such early woodcuts are unreliable in the context of this research and take it in another 

direction.  However, early photographic images of the sport, depicting its costumes, are seen 

here as more reliable research material.  Some Records of the Annual Grasmere Sports by 

Hugh W Machell (1912) document the annual Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show85 through 

formal photographs by a number of photographers, most notably William Baldry, appointed 

official photographer to the Grasmere Sports Committee in 1872.  

 

The oldest image in the book shows a young George Steadman (Figs.13/14) grasping Richard 

Wright, now in a natty modern strip, surrounded by studiously motionless wrestlers, lots of 

top-hats and misty mountains. There is no action but plenty of atmosphere. Images of the 

mentioned George Steadman are more rigorously detailed in the next chapter.  However, 

details on the origins of the sporting costume, hidden away in several large cardboard boxes 

in the Jackson Collection in Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery, Carlisle, are photographs of 

individual wrestlers from the 1860s: Richard Wright (Fig.7), known as The Longtown Joiner; 

Robert Atkinson, tagged The Sleagill Giant, Champion of England in 1851, and Thomas 

Longmire of Troutbeck, another Champion of England (Fig.59).  

 

																																																								
84 Roger Robson, “From the Archive,” Last modified December 3, 2015, http://www.cumberland-westmorland-wrestling-
association.com 
85 The Annual Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show, now celebrating 166 years of existence, has been a regular annual event 
since 1868, unbroken except for the two periods of the First and Second World Wars. Now one of the most popular traditional 
events in the English Lake District, participants compete in a variety of sports, including Cumberland Wrestling, Fell Running 
and Hound Trails. 
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The photographs are old enough to pre-date what is now regarded as the sport's traditional 

wrestling strip which emerged around 1865: the wrestlers are dressed all in white, with a long-

sleeved shirt, knee-length britches and long stockings. A sash round the waist and garters 

round the stocking tops are the only ornamentation.86  These images, contained in the Jackson 

Collection at Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery in Carlisle, provide further clear evidence 

which develops the relationship to the stylistic of the Arts and Crafts Movement in the English 

Lake District.  This is a development of the idea that training unskilled rural people the craft 

of embroidery by providing the spinning equipment free of charge by designer’s like Annie 

Garnett was advantageous.  Therefore, it can be assumed that unskilled workers used these 

new found skills to embroider costume for participation.  A detailed account of the costume 

is described in the Carlisle Journal (1870):  

The variety and picturesqueness of costume which has of late become an 
indispensable feature in the wrestling arena, was also largely displayed. Some indeed, 
either from a proud contempt of outward show, a want of taste, or some other 
influence equally potent with them, deviated from the conventional rule, and 
competed in the vest and trousers of everyday corduroy or “hodden grey;” but these 
cases were few, and the majority conformed to the established custom many of them 
indeed, carrying their selections of partial coloured fleshings to a somewhat 
extravagant extent, and appearing in attire strongly resembling that of 
mountebanks.87 

 

Most commonly in recent years, the sport is practised at agricultural shows or fetes held 

outdoors in a field in the village or town hosting the event.  The costume is worn at larger 

more prestigious events like Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show where participants line up 

wearing full wrestling costume.  This process is carried out for the judging of the most 

impressively designed costume and a cash prize is awarded to the best costume.   

 

The costume itself is usually associated with nature where wild flowers and wildlife are 

																																																								
86 Roger Robson, “From the Archive,” Last modified December 3, 2015, http://www.cumberland-westmorland-wrestling-
association.com 
87 Roger Robson, Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling: A Documentary History (Carlisle: Bookcase, 1999), 47. 
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featured.  More recent costumes feature less-exotic motifs like domestic pets or sheep 

breeds.  The embroidery is commonly sewn by the family who wrestle - often abbreviating 

the initials of the wrestler on the vest and decorating with hand-stitched or machine-produced 

motifs.  Therefore, when witnessing this spectacle of outdoor wrestling whilst stood on post-

industrial land - as wrestlers wear, what is essentially Victorian costume - the display of 

tradition is vividly disrupted. Conversely this spectacle, when witnessed in a picturesque 

setting (most commonly in the English Lake District), its unique vernacular fashion befits the 

occasion, becoming the visualisation of an invented tradition.  This is seen in costumes which 

were worn by long-established wrestlers, then passed down to younger children and 

grandchildren to continue the embodiment of tradition.  Some ‘new’ embroidered costumes, 

mainly worn by teenage wrestlers, seem to relate more to contemporary urban culture than 

rural design. The displacement of the sport from an essentially rural sport to a suburban sport 

is a consequence of this change in design.  Therefore, this difference in style between the age 

groups represents an intriguing dichotomy which will be investigated fully in the Photography 

chapter.   

 

In order to create a contemporary response to the land, using embroidery, Kenneth Dow 

Barker is one little known and undercelebrated artist who used embroidery as part of his way 

of battling disability.  His pictures, stitched in sylko on linen, depict scenes of rural life in and 

around his native Ingleton. They are the outpouring of a man who loved the country with 

passionate devotion and yearned to farm, yet could well have succeeded in the world of art. 

In his youth no such opportunities came Kenneth Barker’s way.  “He was sent to the colliery 

where, as a trammer, he sought consolation in the company of his favourite dapple grey pit 

pony”.88  

																																																								
88 Taken from ‘Art Centre at Lanercost’ leaflet (1987) in Kendal Library, Local Studies Section.  
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One surviving publication gives a taste of his style similar to the naïve depictions embroidered 

onto ‘new’ wrestling costumes.  In the collaborative book, Stitch and Stone (1975), which 

features his embroidered landscapes set beside celebrated Millom poet Norman Nicholson’s 

poems, are 10 artworks which depict traditional working life. Modernity is not featured 

anywhere in his work, choosing instead scenes of Lakeland life most commonly depicted by 

amateur artists.  Perhaps this work reflects an example of original folk art similar to work 

chosen for British Folk Art at Tate Britain (2014).  Martin Myrone accurately summarises 

several sceptical responses to Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane’s Folk Archive: Contemporary 

Popular Art from the UK (2005) in 2014.  Myrone wrote (based on comments by art critic, 

Waldemar Januszczak): 

His comments help expose a constellation of assumptions and prejudices that have 
shaped approaches to folk art in Britain, at least as it has been considered according 
to the European, ethnographic model developed in the nineteenth century (often 
identified as ‘peasant art’): that modernity (urbanisation, industrialisation, consumer 
society) arrived in Britain earlier than elsewhere, alienating Britons from rural origins 
(except perhaps in the more isolated regions).89  

 
 

																																																								
89 Martin Myrone, British Folk Art. London:Tate, (2014), 137.  
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Fig. 44. Kenneth Dow Barker, Embroideries of Cumbrian Landscapes, Digital photograph of book pages, 1975, Stitch and Stone:  
A Cumbrian Landscape by Norman Nicholson and Kenneth Dow Barker, Sunderland: Ceolfrith Press.  
 
 

This is a fascinating insight into the research and most accurately highlights the limited 

research into Folk Art in Britain and Ireland.  Deller and Kane featured an image of wrestler 

Tom Harrington, wearing floral costume in Folk Archive (2008), signifying the peculiarity of 

Britishness.  Deller and Kane celebrated the vernacular costume alongside other public 

intervention folk art; for instance, ‘Durham Miners Gala’, ‘Loyalist and Republican Street 

Murals’, and the ‘World Gurning Championships’.  The tradition of such expressions of 

vernacular folk art are defined by Cahill as “untainted by fleeting aesthetic trends and 

academicism”.90  Such scholarly work in this area of Folk Art is hard to find.  One observation, 

from analyzing the work by Kenneth Dow Barker (Fig 44) and photographs seen in Folk Archive 

(Fig 42) by Kane and Deller alongside more contemporary costume worn by younger wrestlers 

featuring less floral or rural costume just highlights again the displacement of the sport from 

																																																								
90 Ibid., 137. See seminal texts Simon J. Bronner, Grasping Things: Folk Material Culture and Mass Society in America, Lexington 
1986; John Michael Vlach, Plain Painters: Making sense of American Folk Art, Washington and London 1988; Simon J.Bonner and 
John Michael Vlach (eds.), Folk Art and Folk Worlds, Anne Arbor 1986. 
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essentially rural sport now featuring more ‘suburban’ motifs or emblems like tattoo motifs 

and domestic pet badges seen throughout the Photography chapter.  

 

Most problematic is the curation of such artwork which, as Myrone points out in his essay Re-

instituting British Folk Art (2014), displaying examples of Folk Art are commonly confused with 

historical records by way of organising them in an order of historical events that detracts from 

the object itself.  Myrone here mentions his approach as a curator of choosing and displaying 

the examples of folk art for exhibition at Tate Britain:  

We shared a scepticism about, or perhaps a simple lack of interest in, the legibility of 
these objects as authentic records of historical social practices, and a greater interest 
in the modes of making (particularly where these appeared idiosyncratic and 
improvised) and re-making (in the form of repainting, repair, re-fabrication, or in a 
few cases, suspected or demonstrable fraudulence).91  

 

Elements of this debate are extended in the dissemination of the research and are integrated 

into the practice-led approach to this research. Through archival photographs, wrestling 

costumes, log-books and newspaper cuttings which have not been widely seen in the history 

of the sport, the collection of research offers new academic study across costume, 

photography and landscape respectively.  This is a detailed account of the sport and the visual 

significance of the costume and the progression from 1850 to the present.  Evidence does 

exist of the costume before this time.  However, records are difficult to research, due to a 

number of factors: the spread of records in personal possession, the rural setting of the sport 

and its participants, access to costumes and difficulties regarding dating and tracing. In this 

instance, photographs are the only method of accurate description.  

 

Finally, the established records in the history of dress and costume are used to critically 

underpin this form of rurally specific embroidery.  Coupled with this new and innovative 

																																																								
91 Ibid., 138.	
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research, an alternate history is established that looks at key embroiderers as much as it does 

photography.  Through the analysis and understanding of eighteenth-century dress, a 

platform for the evaluation of modern documents depicting rural costume is a starting point 

to a full understanding of dress, pre and post-industrialisation in England. 
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Chapter Two. Landscape and Identity  

The Ancient Region 
 

 

Joseph Hardman, Cumberland Wrestlers in Best Costume Competition at Grasmere Sports, Digital copy, n.d., Horsley Collection, 
Ref. Image 35366 – Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle.  
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This chapter deals with the regional landscape of the English Lake District, discovering a 

historical discourse where the spirit of the Victorian age tussles for importance in articulating 

the specificity of place.  Here, the research shows an interpretation of landscape in the English 

Lake District linked to the earlier concept of viewing the landscape through the frame of the 

picturesque.   This legacy continues in the spirit of the Victorian age with a fascination for the 

unusual and exotic in the regional vernacular. 

The research study, looking at the English Lake District through a prism of a physical and 

imaginative interpretation of landscape, makes it necessary first to consider the factors that 

reflect a Romantic tradition of viewing landscape.  It further encourages the extension of this 

dialogue critically to evaluate the picturesque.  It extends a short historical perspective on the 

romantic poets and painters of the English Lake District to examining how the Arts and Crafts 

aesthetics may manifest this Romantic legacy more than any other regional/aesthetic 

ideology.  

As far back as the 1740s, the notion of landscape was achieved by the increased distribution 

of images of the English Lake District92.  This distribution of images through mass-produced 

prints meant that countless thousands could be reached comparable to the much more 

limited readership for influential works in paint, prose or poetry.93 The maps produced by 

George Smith [1713-1776] in the mid 16th century were designed to generate an 

understanding of the area.  The view ‘on the ground’ by travellers, though, was one of 

ruggedness and wildness.  Daniel Defoe [1660-1731], in 1726, said the area was “the wildest, 

most barren and frightful of any that I have passed over in England, or even Wales itself”. 94 

                                                        
 
92 Cecilia Powell, and Stephen Hebron. Savage Grandeur and Noblest Thoughts - Discovering the Lake District 1750-1820.    
    (Grasmere: Wordsworth Trust, 2010), 16. 
93 Ibid., 16. 
94 Daniel Defoe, A Tour Thro’ the Whole Island of Great Britain. Vol.III Letter X (Lancashire, Westmoreland and Cumberland).   
    (1726), 176. 
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In 1786, William Gilpin [1724-1804] described the area as ‘picturesque’ and, at the same time, 

other writers like guidebook writer, Thomas West [1720-1779], were encouraging visitors to 

appreciate its formal qualities and to apply aesthetic values.  William Wordsworth, in his Guide 

to the Lakes of 1810 was to replicate this approach. 

 

In the works of Gilpin, West and Wordsworth, the idea of landscape is being developed.  Also, 

in the work of John Barrell, a start can be made to understanding the notion of landscape and 

the manner to which it is referred.  In Barrell’s essay, The Idea of Landscape in the 18th 

Century, ‘landscape’ is used in its earliest terms.  In using the word, notions of value and form 

which relate not only to seeing the land, but also to seeing it in a certain way - pictorially - are 

introduced.95 

The contemplation of landscape, both in nature and in any artistic sense, was initially 

attributed to the Italian painters, Nicolas Poussin [1594-1665], Salvador Rosa [1615-1673] and 

Claude Lorrain [1600-1682].  It is, perhaps, accurate to conclude that, by the middle of the 

18th century, the predominant influence on English taste in landscape representation was 

Italian.96  This growth of interest is seen in the work of Gilpin where a development in 

contemplation of landscape is a result, primarily, of the emergence of visual guides developing 

the idea of the picturesque.  The first of these guides developed the idea of viewing landscape.  

Cecilia Powell writes, “If the war with France - and the impossibility of travel in continental 

Europe - was a major factor in the growth of English interest in the country’s own natural 

                                                        
95 John Barrell, The Idea of Landscape and the Sense of Place 1730-1840 An Approach to the poetry of John Clare (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 1. 
96 Ibid., 4. 
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splendours and architectural heritage, an even more important catalyst has been the idea of 

‘picturesque’ beauty’’.97 

To develop this further, William Gilpin in his Essays on Picturesque Beauty (1794) employed a 

method of engaging wider audiences with the landscape of the English Lake District through 

the format that the picturesque demanded.  The landscape was viewed, even mechanically 

initially, using the Claude looking glass; for instance, where the composition could be 

manipulated and judged according to a set of formal elements. A contemporary 

understanding of composing the landscape of the English Lake District, similar to those formal 

elements according to Gilpin, still applies; evidence of such paintings and photographs exist 

in almost every magazine about the promotion of the English Lake District.  

One simply needs to view a brochure or search for any number of landscape artists profiting 

from this perspective to understand the formal elements of constructing a scene. As Jesse 

Alexander writes: 

William Gilpin proposed in his Observations (1772), the picturesque might still reside 
in exotic territories and tourism, but today it occupies our routine existence. The 
proliferation of picturesque landscapes in myriad vernacular contexts (in our homes, 
on computer screen savers, within advertising, and displayed in public and corporate 
spaces) points to a compulsion toward escapist imagery.98 

 

The popularity of Gilpin at that time and other such guides established a broader interest in 

landscape in the English Lake District which saw a particularly higher level of interest from 

English writers and painters. The period was a rich era in the history of art. Distinguished 

painters like Thomas Gainsborough, Joseph Mallord William Turner and John Constable99 all 

travelled in and depicted the English Lake District.  By 1821, the ‘tour’ was conveniently 

                                                        
97 Ibid., 16. 
98 J.A.P. Alexander, Perspectives on Place: Theory and Practice in Landscape Photography (London: Bloomsbury, 2015), 69. 
99 See Thomas Gainsborough “The Bridge” (1786), John Constable “View in the Lake District” (1806), Joseph Mallord William 
Turner, “Buttermere Lake, with Part of Cromackwater, Cumberland, a Shower” (1798) 
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arranged into a series of picturesque ‘stations’, or viewpoints: “The Lake District in the North 

of England steadily grew in the nation’s consciousness a privileged zone of aesthetic 

experience and antiquarian interest for artists and travellers who came to view the 

landscape”.100 These developments are in stark contrast to any previous interpretation 

whereby the English Lake District was:  “A barren and dark empty space…. A space that 

generated fear of emptiness and desire….The fear of the sublime, a natural fear of the 

unknown, an inbuilt mechanism that generated notions of ‘enclosure’ and ‘repulsion’”.101 In 

the depiction of landscape and the participating rural communities in this research, the 

contemporary relationship to the land generated an interdisciplinary dialogue.  

The English Lake District is a place considered bound by, and articulated through a history of 

literary and artistic output.  It may have started with Edmund Burke’s Philosophical Enquiry 

into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful in 1757 and progressed through the 

works of Wordsworth, Coleridge and Ruskin. This recognition, certainly in modern thinking, 

profits from a thriving tourism industry, attracting an abundance of industries which embrace 

domestic and international visitors. Therefore, it comes as no surprise to realise that the 

English Lake District is one of the UK’s most popular tourist destinations attracting nearly 20 

million visitors in 2019.102 

One such attraction is the village of Grasmere in the central part of the English Lake District. 

This place is hugely dedicated to William Wordsworth and his literary imagination.  Therefore, 

in developing an understanding of the history of landscape writing and thinking, then, 

Grasmere and the English Lake District are at the centre of ‘landscape tourism’ in the UK.  

                                                        
100 The Lakes Tour, (1837). 38. *See The Discovery of The Lake District: A Northern Arcadia and Its Uses (London: The Victorian 
and Albert Museum, 1984), 11-13. K.A.Hanley, Notes from John Ruskin’s Romantic Tours 1837-1838 Travelling  
  North, (Edwin Mellen Press Ltd., (2007), 22.  
101 Ibid See Darby 2000, 54. Also see Tolia-Kelly, Divya P. Fear in Paradise: The Affective Registers of the English Lake District 
Landscape Re-visited, Senses and Society Journal, Vol.2, Issue 3 (2007), 329-352. 
102 Source STEAM Tourism Data (Scarborough Tourism Economic Activity Monitor, Cumbria Tourism.) 
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However, the focus is not about William Wordsworth or, for that matter, other English Lake 

District literary luminaries such as Samuel Taylor Coleridge or John Ruskin (although much 

research has been done in this area); instead, it is more on the visual heritage of the district, 

underpinned by a romantic spirit focusing on vernacular textile production and design, 

inspired by the natural landscape of the English Lake District.  

To return to the aforementioned Grasmere, the village hosts the biggest sporting occasion of 

the English Lake District calendar with hound trails, dog shows, guide races, and wrestling as 

the main attractions.  Local records suggest that Grasmere Sports (as it used to be known) 

began in 1852 103 and, almost instantly, attracted large numbers of spectators (Fig. 45).  If a 

true analysis of landscape and identity is established in this chapter, then Grasmere is home 

to both the sporting arena of ‘invented traditions’ and the largest literary research centre 

about beauty in the UK in the Jerwood Centre for the study of British Romanticism.  

 
Fig. 45. C. G. Mason, General View of the Wrestling Paddock at Grasmere Sports, Digital copy, 1907, Horsley Collection, Ref. Image 
N/A, Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
 

                                                        
103 “History,” Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show, last modified July 26, 2020, https://www.grasmeresports.com/history/. 
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It is necessary, at this point, to give further detail of the geographical background to this study.  

The English Lake District is a National Park situated in the administrative county of Cumbria. 

The county is now a single entity made from two previous geographical and administrative 

counties.  In 1974, Cumberland in the North and Westmorland in the South became known as 

Cumbria as a result of the Local Government Act of 1972.  

This amalgamation is more significant than might first appear.  To begin to understand the 

English Lake District historically and culturally, it is necessary to engage with the specific 

geographical tendencies or characteristics that have become synonymous with the place 

today.  

Cumberland always was the most heavily industrial half of Cumbria.  The discovery of iron ore 

on the west coast of Cumbria contributed to the manufacture of British steel and there was 

significant coalmining in the Cumberland coalfield.  Barrow-in-Furness (formerly in 

Lancashire), with shipbuilding as its prime industry, was a heavily industrialised port, too.   

Westmorland, in contrast, was mainly agricultural with sheep farming predominating and the 

town of Kendal noted for its successful wool and flax spinning industries.  Elements of these 

industries are discussed in fine detail in relation to the artisan makers that generated an 

understanding of the landscape through embroidery in the chapter dedicated to the costume 

element of the research.  Here, particular attention is paid to the literary history of the central 

English Lake District and how that engages and proliferates everything familiar to the place 

today.  The romantic poets and painters who travelled to Cumbria are prominent in this.  

Robert Colls’s and Philip Dodd’s book, Englishness: Politics and Culture, 1880-1920, challenges 

complex themes of nationalism.  Particularly pertinent here is Alun Howkins’s chapter, The 

Discovery of Rural England, which develops notions of Englishness where an ideological 
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tendency to elevate and familiarise the ‘south’ is examined.  If this ideological dependency on 

the ‘south country’ dynamic is evident in advertising and society in general between 1880-

1920, then, it may be possible to develop an understanding of place through the depiction of 

embroidered costumes that speak of a regionally distinctive revival.   

Howkins begins his chapter by mentioning the regionality of writers that came to articulate 

landscape.  When Wordsworth wrote of nature, it was “wild, stupendous, and uninhabited 

except for solitary figures introduced simply to be made puny”.104  This was countered by 

Edward Thomas’s poetry who developed the ‘south country’ as an idealised and unified 

landscape.  But, whereas Edward Thomas in the 20th century was a detached observer of the 

rural scene, William Wordsworth was more of a romantic pastoralist. 

Perhaps the most notable development during the Romantic period is the shift in the visual 

interpretation of the English Lake District before any romantic imagination took hold.   

Nostalgia for rural living and the idea that socially coherent traditions could be ‘rediscovered’ 

in the byways of the English countryside was prompted by writers such as Henry Morton, 

author of In Search of England (1927), the most celebrated example of the genre to leave 

London and extol places which are still the ‘guardians of the traditions of the race’.105 

The interdisciplinary element to landscape is viewed here in relation to Englishness and our 

geographical preconceived notion of our relationship to place and identity. David Matless 

develops this notion in some detail in terms of articulating the memory, nostalgia and 

invention in post war England and the way in which the closure and boundary-making of this 

era developed a way in which we engage with the countryside.  

                                                        
104 Robert Colls and Phillip Dodd, Englishness Politics and Culture 1880-1920 (London: Bloomsbury. 2nd Ed. 2014), 87. 
105 Claire Westall and Michael Gardiner (Eds.), Literature of an Independent England: Revisions of England, Englishness and  
    English Literature (Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 91. 
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David Matless in Landscape and Englishness (1998) highlights the pitfalls of posing a unitary 

English identity in discussions of the distinctiveness of English cultural forms.  He reminds the 

reader of the complex cultural and geographical factors which have conditioned a range of 

contrasting English regional identities.  Such regional differentiations, it could be argued,  tend 

to run on an East-West rather than a North-South axis.  Often in popular accounts of these 

supposed cultural differences, the West of Britain is associated with the spiritual, the 

mysterious and the Celtic, while the East is seen as the locus of Anglo-Saxon down to earth 

reason.106  What Matless alludes to, in his analysis, is the formulation of mythologies about 

the legacy of Celtic heritage in the West of England which is contrasted to accounts of Anglo-

Saxon heritage deemed to be prevailing in the East of England. 

The National Trust originated out of work carried out by John Ruskin and Hardwicke Rawnsley 

through their foundation of the Lake District Defence Society.  It is developed by Patrick 

Wright after briefly mentioning his extensive collection of writing on ‘conservationism’ and 

‘preservationism’ connected to English history and scholarly understanding of historical 

nostalgia in modern Britain today; most significantly, his part in a research team (Professor 

Doreen Massey, Professor Patrick Wright, artist Patrick Keiller and Matthew Flintham) that 

made the film ‘Robinson in Ruins’, an AHRC-funded project which critically examined the 

British landscape through a semi-documentary travelogue by closely observing images 

discovered by Robinson - a fictional character - on his journey around Britain.  Patrick Wright 

addresses preservationism in his earlier book On Living in an Old Country (1991): 

“Preservationism continues to involve resistance to the inroads of state and capital on 

traditional towns and landscapes, and it does this in the name of a powerful national interest 

which can express itself in socialist as well as Tory terms”.107 

                                                        
106 David Matless, Landscape and Englishness. (London: Reaktion Books,1998), 17. 
107 Patrick Wright, On living in an Old Country: The National Past in Contemporary Britain. (London: Verso, 1991) [1985], 54. 
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Wright references the national interest in relation to the investment of preservationism.  This 

is exemplified in the foundation of the Lake District Defence Society which influenced the legal 

framework resulting in the foundation of the National Trust.  This study of the formation of 

the National Trust and other such ideas of preservationism is related to a preservation of a 

shared cultural past which is embedded into the fabric of the English Lake District and is seen 

throughout many mechanisms which seek to manage the landscape from development or 

mismanagement.  A notable contribution to this promotion of art and culture was developed 

when a proposal was submitted to the Society of Antiquaries (1854). Patrick Wright, notes: 

Liberal MP Sir John Lubbock in the late 1860s drafted the National Monuments 
Preservation Bill which was influenced by John Ruskin’s and Hardwicke Rawnsley’s 
1854 submission to the Society of Antiquaries.  This submission by Lubbock was the 
first of two other submissions for preservation law in 1878 and 1879;  The opposition 
to preservation may have been enhanced by anti-aestheticism, but one fundamental 
objection was raised again and again: the enactment of any of Lubbock’s Bills would 
introduce into “the law of the land” a principle which elevated public interests above 
private property rights.108 

 

The outlining of preservationism has been established here through the established theories 

set up to protect the English Lake District.  Therefore, with the foundation of The National 

Trust in 1895, a period can be established which pre-dates David Matless’s argument that the 

terms used in relation to the culture of preservationism are connected to the 1920-1930s 

respectively.  

This contribution kick-started a relationship between the legal power of ownership and the 

preserving of culture which celebrates heritage over the building and progression of the 

future.  Lubbock’s work in the late 1860s and 1870s created an opening for a legal framework 

                                                        
108 Ibid., 50. 
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towards the protection of monuments and transferred a series of initiatives which impacted 

the preservation of the English Lake District. 

Cumbria contains different post-industrial sites. These sites are explored in the practice 

element of this research which supports and engages the reader in thinking more deeply 

about the way in which the ‘rural’ is disseminated.  The ‘rural’ is used as a general term which 

successfully talks about countryside but not about the way it is constructed. If this thought 

process is continued, one may begin to exercise one’s mind to the ‘site’, a place chosen not 

for its view but for it geographical location.  This location has not been chosen for its romantic 

elements but, rather, for its convenience and situation.  

A ‘site’ is the fixture of a wrestling match; a town or a village, for instance.  However, this is 

not necessarily the case.  It can be, simply, a field - a field, preferably, which is convenient for 

public transport or near a major road.  These ‘sites’ or wrestling locations are used to form a 

‘fixture list’.  This fixture list, in turn, becomes a guide: a physical ‘narrative’ which weaves its 

way through the heart of the English Lake District and, importantly, through Cumbria (and, 

indeed, certain parts of Northumberland, South Scotland and North Lancashire).   

This reaching outside of Cumbria is particularly important in lots of ways.  It generates a wider 

axis, a way of engaging with the post-industrial landscape.  It sets up something of a paradox. 

Previously, the ‘romance’ of the English Lake District spoke directly to tourists. To those 

interested in developing an engagement with the landscape and this traditional spectacle. 

However, the costumes of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling straddle romantic 

aesthetics.   

Matless talks both about the geographical arrangements of England and the assumption that 

regions are founded on a connection to Celt, Anglo-Saxon or industrial activity: “For some 

these are symptoms of cultural health, denoting a continuing concern for  nature, for place, 
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for roots; for others, they signal only cultural decline, a country unable to face up to the 

modern world”.109 

In any concern for roots and rootedness, James Rebanks’s book, The Shepherd’s Life (2015), is 

particularly relevant.  Set in the northern half of the English Lake District, it is a telling of a 

‘peopled landscape’ exactly like that of A Shepherd’s Life by W. H. Hudson (1910), this time 

with a northern rather than a southern metaphor.  Most of A Shepherd’s Life grows out of the 

shepherd just as in Hudson’s earlier book Nature in Downland (1900) where there are chapters 

devoted to the human inhabitants as well as flora and fauna.110 

This viewpoint on place which was chronicled in Rebanks’s The Shepherds Life (2015) best 

seller is very much a view of the landscape from the first person, a person invested in and 

making a living from maintaining it.  Indeed, it would be appropriate to use a term that 

Rebanks refers to and is used a lot in the maintenance of sheep; in this case, the Herdwick 

sheep.  The term is ‘hefted’.  The Herdwick sheep breed has become the emblem of the English 

Lake District.  A wirey self-sufficient animal that exists in the extreme remoteness of the high 

fells.  A rare breed so the cliché goes.  A certain connectedness is bound up in the word 

‘hefted’ - returning to the heft of its birth almost like Cumberland and Westmorland wrestlers. 

James Rebanks’s contemporary story touches most interestingly on the period around 1750 

where visitors began to imagine and idealise the English Lake District to illustrate philosophies 

generated by the romantic poet William Wordsworth.  

 

In A Guide Through the District of The Lakes In The North of England (1810), William 

Wordsworth elevates the Shepherd and depicts a harmony between farmer, animal and 

landscape.  Later in the same book, the Herdwick sheep is a vehicle through which a lifestyle 

                                                        
109 David Matless, Landscape and Englishness. (London: Reaktion Books,1998), 16. 
110 Robert Colls and Phillip Dodd, Englishness Politics and Culture 1880-1920. (London: Bloomsbury. 2nd Ed. 2014), 97. 
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can be imagined and transcended.  A shift in thought is noted away from the philosophical 

understanding of landscape as lived with animals to a first person:  

Towards the head of these dales was found a perfect republic of shepherds and     
agriculturalists, among whom the plough of each man was confined to the 
maintenance of his own family, or to the occasional accommodation of his neighbour.  
Two or three cows furnished each family with milk and cheese.  The chapel was the 
only edifice that presided over these dwellings, the supreme head of this pure 
commonwealth: the members of which existed in the midst of a powerful empire, like 
an ideal society or an organised community, whose constitution has been imposed 
and regulated by the mountains which protected it.  Neither high-born nobleman, 
knight, nor esquire was here; consciousness that the land, which they walked over 
and tilled, had for more than five hundred years been possessed by men of their name 
and blood.111 

 

This inbuilt mechanism is something that is relational to indigenous people, the farming stock 

who have existed on this land through tenant farming families.  This characteristic is, of 

course, perfect marketing material for a place, an invention which, perhaps, speaks directly 

to the notion of home and belonging.  

Research by academics Giovanni Aioli and Steve Baker on the visualisation of animals in art 

practice has been personally extended and refocused in a conference paper entitled The 

Iconification of the Lakeland Herdwick in Photographic Practice for the University of Cumbria, 

presented in June 2015. 112 

Inherently, this was a demonstration that land and heritage and all the other connotations of 

such a meaning are invested in an object.  This interdisciplinary dialogue is the dissemination 

of heritage.  Sheep are emblems, and represent ‘wilderness’.  If one is to use this method, the 

object (in this case, a Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling vest, containing an 

embroidered emblem) represents ‘wilderness’.  This ‘wilderness’ is ‘tamed’ - the taming of 

the sign (the sheep).  It is an example of engagement, a contemporary relationship to the land 

                                                        
111 William Wordsworth,  A Guide Through The District Of The Lakes In The North of England. (1810), 32.  
112 Carlisle Photo Festival produced this exhibition in collaboration with Visualising Conferences; a series of biennial academic 
conferences bringing together theorists and practitioners to debate socially and culturally relevant themes as visualised 
through the medium of photography.  
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divorced from reality.  This commercial emblem is the antithesis of the vest or costume and 

is, in fact, ‘at war’ with it in terms of the manner in which the land is depicted.  As Glenn 

Adamson mentions in Thinking through Craft (2007), shepherds are emblematic of the 

pastoral: 

The shepherd is, then, an allegorical figure, who stands for removal not only from the 

city but from history itself. The countryside that the shepherd inhabits is an asylum 

that, even in the earliest pastoral poems, seems to be in the process of slipping 

away.113 

 

If one addresses, momentarily, the depiction of the landscape on the wrestlers’ costumes, 

these costumes together with the performative activity of the wrestlers signal a pre-industrial 

world of the countryside and rural traditions.  As this research discovers, this cultural activity 

may, in fact, involve what historians Hobsbawn and Ranger (2012) christened as ‘the invention 

of tradition'.  That is to say, the appearance of a manufactured romantic sensibility and 

conventionalised set of cultural expressions generated in a popular reaction to 

industrialisation and social change, rather than representing an ancient 'British' cultural form. 

As Glenn Adamson continues:  

 

The crucial feature of pastoral, then, and the aspect of it that makes it so useful as a 
stance in everything from art to literature to the crafts, is that it occupies two levels 
of meaning simultaneously.  While reading a pastoral text, we are aware that the 
action is intended as a symbolic ideal, rather than as narrative for its own sake; 
furthermore, we are aware of our own awareness of that fact, and it is this higher 
order pleasure that constitutes the interest when reading the text.114 

 

For the purposes of this study, a dialogue was initiated with ex-Cumberland and Westmorland 

wrestler and retired teacher, Roger Robson, who writes a column on the sport in the local 

                                                        
113 Glenn Adamson, Thinking through Craft (Oxford: Berg, 2007), 104. 
114 Ibid., 105 
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paper, The Cumberland News, and also contributes to the sport’s official website.  His own 

efforts to document the sport and keep alive this regional past time have become a labour of 

love for him and his wife.  

  

 
Fig. 46. David Ellison, Wrestler, William Atkinson, costume (reverse angle)  – Tek Hod Series, Digital photograph,  16” x 20”, 
2012, David Ellison Archive. 
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As work was started with a number of individual wrestler competitors, access was granted to 

a range of privately-held artefacts and sources enabling an enrichment of sources.  Using 

these sources, the historical evolution of the sport was established. This soon led to an 

exploration of the relationship of this wrestling culture to what might be best described as 

'the performance of local identity'.  The approach was to seek to understand the distinctive 

costumes which figure in the sport as a set of social and cultural signifiers.  This is seen most 

clearly in Fig.46. 

 

The research trajectory was addressed through a search and analysis of the available 

photographic images pertaining to the sport and also through exploring one particular archival 

source – a range of documents concerning the design of the embroidered sporting costumes 

which figure in this sport.  Personal photography, in turn, was used as a tool to document the 

patterns of vernacular design present in these distinctive costumes.  However, the work goes 

beyond this documentary impulse insofar as it seeks to interrogate the distinctively 

performative aspect of this local cultural tradition by generating a range of original images 

intended for publication and eventual exhibition which explore this sport and its social and 

cultural context. 

 
Ironically, while 'Anglo-Saxonism' as a mythic structure has become a major 
constituent of contemporary English nationalism, its pre-eminence as a source of 
myths of 'Englishness' would not have been so obvious to many participants engaged 
in the search for British ancestry during the 18th and 19th centuries and, indeed, a 
cogent set of arguments was deployed to foreground the 'Celtic' past in discussions 
of British identity.  The steady eclipse of this ‘rival’ Celticist account of British history 
and identity towards the end of the 19th century can be observed with the emerging 
hegemony of a master historiographic discourse of Anglo-Saxon identity in England 
itself.   'Celticism' has become understood in relation to the aspirant Celtic nationalism 
which flourishes in the Celtic periphery of the United Kingdom, in Ireland, Scotland 
and Wales.115 

                                                        
115 Sam Smiles, The Image of Antiquity: Ancient Britain and the Romantic Imagination, (Yale: Yale University Press, 1994), 39. 
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As well as having an ethnographic element alongside a series of photographic reproductions, 

this research places the analysis of folkloric dress within a distinctive historical perspective 

concerned with the formation of national and regional identities in England.  Central to such 

formation is the portrayal of landscape and, in particular, the romanticised picturing of the 

English landscape and its distinctive local variants such as the rural idyll of the English Lake 

District and Cumbria. Accordingly, the photographic work engages with this set of 

representations of landscape as heritage through its exploration of the sites where the 

wrestling events are performed.  

 

In a sense, the landscape itself is imagined as a performance.  The participants of the sport 

parade and re-enact a distinctive expression of place.  Indeed, both the folk costume and the 

rituals of the wrestling bouts can be imagined as a parading of a set of symbols which both 

token an uncertain relationship to industrial modernity and change and which cling to a 

residual regional identity.  So, through the practice of wrestling and its modes of performance, 

there is a sense of the expression of an attachment to landscape, to rural custom and practice  

in an uncertain world.   

 

Before this thesis continues by exploring antiquity of dress, it is worth considering regional 

identity expressed through early costumes in comparison to modern younger wrestlers.  As 

the photographs in the practice element of this research demonstrate, there is some 

suggestion through the objects depicted on the modern costumes that some degree of 

displacement is visualised.  Additionally, as the photographs demonstrate, there is a marked 

difference between the style and manner of embroidery. For instance, the early costumes are 

romantic in style, handsewn with floral designs symptomatic of the Arts and Crafts aesthetic.  

Examples of modern costumes are remarkably different from older wrestling costumes.  
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Antiquity of Dress 

To address the motifs depicted on the costumes of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling, 

this thesis would not be complete without considering the ‘Celtic revival’ and how the 

Victorians downgraded the Celts and replaced this heritage with a more Anglo-Saxon image 

of antiquity.  As part of a wider argument which concerns itself with the Victorian mentality, 

an enlightened mentality emboldened by the vigour of work and leisure is addressed in 

relation to the answering of the key question in this thesis.  This leisure time is categorised in 

the way clothes were used and functioned and also the way in which other types of costume 

have been articulated previously.  

 

Sam Smiles, the art historian, has written in depth about dress and the antiquity of its 

conception in The Image of Antiquity (1994).  Here, he invests heavily in the belief that one’s 

cultural heritage plays a significant role in the way one is viewed.  This belief relates, briefly, 

to the notion of a united cultural heritage belonging to, and manifesting itself in an Anglo-

Saxon belief, perhaps more closely aligned to the South of England rather than the North due 

to the terms of separateness in a belonging to a national outlook.  

 

It is considered, therefore, that Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling manifests a uniquely 

English identity. This identity is seen most in the manner of its embroidered symbols but 

mostly in its naïve and primitive design.  The stylistic and structure of its design concerns itself 

not with order of place but, instead, order of living.  Furthermore, it is viewed alongside other 

displays of Celtic heritage and, so, distances itself from a prevailing central English 

nationalism: 

For a while, Anglo-Saxonism was to become the major constituent in English 
nationalism; its pre-eminence would not have been so obvious to many participants 
in the search for British ancestry during the 18th and 19th centuries.  A cogent set of 
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arguments was deployed to celebrate the Celtic past as at least equal to the 
achievements of the Saxon. The steady eclipse of this ‘rival’ history can be observed 
creeping onward as the period progresses, but its eventual subjection to the master 
historiographic discourse of Anglo-Saxonism in England, and its marginal survival as a 
strand within Celtic nationalism in the peripheral counties of the United Kingdom, 
should not blind us to its importance in a time of great intellectual fluidity.116 

 

This fluidity which Smiles draws upon in the romantic imagination is something that 

manifested itself amongst later, wealthier Victorians connected to a centralised Anglo-Saxon 

identity.  This will be investigated at the end of the chapter where this research will go into 

more detail on how the sport and its costume develops a Celtic heritage.  Robert Colls has 

again developed his analysis on English nationalism in his book, The Identity of England (2002); 

in the same manner he wrote of Englishness, so it is necessary to investigate it fully, 

retrospectively.  

 
Fig. 47. Unknown, Wrestlers in action with spectators, Digital copy, n.d., Horsley Collection, Ref. No. CT1313, Cumbria Image 
Bank, Carlisle. 

 

                                                        
116 Ibid., 39. 
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To return, then, more specifically to the manner in which the Victorians engaged with sport, 

a richer vain of information is found (see Fig. 47 to visualise the custom of wrestling during 

this period).  Here Bruce Haley in The Healthy Body and Victorian Culture (1978) comments:  

No wonder eminent Victorians were fond of Wordsworth. His physical vigour, his love 
of rivers, and mountains, and his sense of the interdependence of the outer world of 
nature and the inner life of man were in perfect keeping with the high culture of the 
age.117 

This is developed further by Richard Holt in Sport and the British (1990) in which he addresses 

directly the origins of professional sport from amateur games.  Elements of this type of 

academic study link directly with early academic explanations of why wrestling clothing was 

adapted as a costume and why motifs depicting nature were used on the underclothes of early 

wrestling clothing.  The link which emerges, in this case, is the interface with costume and 

sport.  This mentality of the Victorian age is central to the research.  The wrestlers of Cumbria 

and, indeed, Northumberland in their intricately embroidered costumes and ritualised actions 

seem to be a historical anomaly.  Their garb and performative activity signaled a pre-industrial 

world of the countryside and rural traditions. The costume is made up of ‘embroidered 

underwear’, it is proposed, from the original adaptation, following the knitted wool boothose 

in the 1640s.118 In fact, what is actually more accurate is an example of a stocking after 1829 

which was a knitted and embroidered silk stocking.   

The ritual of stripping off to underclothes was an idea which came to avoid the wearing of 

overclothes when wrestling.  Potentially, overclothes were more expensive than underclothes 

and cotton was easier to wash. What is of central concern is the demonstration of a Victorian 

mentality.  The overarching understanding of what it was to have been Victorian and what 

principles were evident which enhanced an understanding of them:  

The redefinition of masculinity and the new concept of ‘manliness’; divisions within 
the church of England and the desire to promote active religion; the influence of the 

                                                        
117 Bruce Haley, The Healthy Body and Victorian Culture (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1978), 20. 
118 As seen in the Victoria and Albert Museum exhibition Undressed: A Brief History of Underwear (2016/2017).  
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biological and evolutionary theories of Spencer and Darwin; the powerful ethic of 
commercial competition and imperial endeavor linked to the equally strong traditions 
of elite solidarity and assimilation of new wealth. 119 

In the English Lake District during the height of industrial production, wealth from 

Manchester, Barrow-in-Furness and the West Cumbria was demonstrated in the houses and 

architecture springing up.  Wordsworth himself lived at Allan Bank, Grasmere for a number of 

years, the rented summer villa of a Liverpool lawyer and businessman.  So, the wealth of the 

factory-owning and professional middle class was demonstrated both in the cities and the 

rural areas, resulting in the growth of villages into small towns in the English Lake District.  The 

transport infrastructure also developed, especially the railways bringing more visitors from 

the industrial towns and cities in search of clean air.   

The opening up of these rural idylls for the wealthy Victorians not only furthered the 

prosperity of the area but also allowed the Victorian spirit to manifest itself in the trickling 

down of competitive sport to the native populace.  See the image below (Fig.48) to 

comprehend the setting of such a sporting occasion in Cumbria.  

The highly competitive nature of industry produced grand and spectacular sporting occasions 

in the English Lake District.  Perhaps, the greatest spectacle was Grasmere Sports. Like others 

in the area, it possessed the trappings of traditional English summer galas but with an 

emphasis on sport.  Fell running and wrestling were (and, still are) played to the tune of folk 

songs and military bands. This has always been the historic centre-piece of the celebration of 

summer:  

This is the ultimate display of amateurism and sporting ability by the demonstration 
that manliness was emphatically not to be confused with sexuality; manliness was to 
be an antidote to the precocious development of adult male sexuality by providing a 
new moral and physical definition of what masculinity was.120 

                                                        
119 Bruce Haley, op. cit., 87 
120 Richard Holt, Sport and the British, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,1991), 89. 
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Fig. 48. Unknown, Wrestlers in action with spectators, Digital copy, n.d., Horsley Collection, Ref. No. CT1887, Cumbria Image 
Bank, Carlisle. 
 

 

This assertion that one is then able to recognise the rules of masculinity was part of a wider 

recognition that, as part of working in the industrial towns, exercise always needed to be 

done: “In the literature about Victorian public schools, for instance, there is scant 

acknowledgement that the typical school boy had been molded by his mother or nanny for 

some years before they entered school, and that feminine absence conditioned his emotional 

development during adolescence”.121 

Michael Roper’s and John Tosh’s book, Manful Assertions: Masculinities in Britain since 1800 

(1991), gave focused analysis of the changed duties of men since 1800.  This area of research 

helps to generate an interpretation of the ideologies which may have sprung from Victorian 

thought and how that may be connected to wrestling; further still, how men adorned 

themselves with embroidered motifs to reflect either their own masculinity or, indeed, their 

own heritage according to their connection to the landscape to which they may associate.  

 

                                                        
121 Michael Roper and John Tosh, (Eds). Manful Assertations: Masculinities in Britain since 1800 (London: Routledge), 3. 
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Bruce Haley in The Healthy Body and Victorian Culture (1978) and J. A Mangan in Athleticism 

in the Victorian and Edwardian Public School (1981) refer to sport as “a performance and 

construction of masculinity passed down through the education institutions of Victorian 

Britain.  Indeed, the sociology of the body has stimulated research on embodiment, queer 

studies and sexuality which can certainly be applied to schooling”.122 

 

Manliness here is problematic.  In the framework of this research, addressing ‘masculinity’ is 

necessary when drawing a link to the demonstration of masculinity in Cumberland and 

Westmorland Wrestling.  Both a dichotomy and a paradox have existed to this day between 

the mining and steel-making industries of West Cumbria, the lead mining industry of North 

East Cumbria, the shipbuilding industry of Barrow-in-Furness, the nuclear power station 

complex of Sellafield on the periphery of the protected Lake District National Park and the 

spectacle of wrestlers involved in the 'performance of tradition', in intricately embroidered 

costumes, depicting symbols of pre-industry in the English Lake District on post-industrial 

sites.  It is this spectacle, couched in dichotomy and paradox that is the focus for this 

landscape-based chapter (See image below for the type of costume worn by men in this 

period, Fig.49). 

                                                        
122 See Various contribs., Manufacturing Masculinity: The Mangan Oeuvre - Global Reflections on J.A. Mangan's Studies of  
    Masculinity, Imperialism and Militarism, (Berlin: Logos Verlag, 2017) esp. Mike Huggins, Towards a neo-‘athleticism’:  
    Mangan, masculinity and schooling. 
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Fig. 49. Unknown, Portrait of unknown wrestler, Digital copy, n.d., Horsley Collection, Ref. No. CT 01874, Cumbria Image Bank, 
Carlisle 
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Folk Art 

This section of the chapter addresses Folk Art and photographic practice (which began prior 

to academic research at Ulster University), featuring photographs of wrestlers’ costumes 

worn by the people who have wrestled. Before the wrestling has taken place ‘in the field’, the 

wrestlers are photographed against a white backdrop so as to isolate the wrestler from 

distracting contextual information.  

Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane produced Folk Archive in 2005, a publication to accompany their 

Turner prize-winning entry* . The publication is a collection of images of different events that 

have been set up to celebrate events organised and produced in the first person.  The 

collection of work gathered praise in the art world for its original take on depicting art in the 

first person.  Of particular interest here was the inclusion of a Cumberland and Westmorland 

wrestlers.  Placing this work amongst the other works demonstrated that this form of 

wrestling is being disseminated as part of a limited, folk historical context.  

Folk Archive (2005) devotes two pages to Cumberland and Westmorland wrestlers. 

Additionally, alongside the two images, is a small descriptive section about the wrestling 

costume. This brief mention of the sport is unsatisfactory in terms of its dissemination of its 

peculiarity within the context of the book. Therefore, this method of collecting work almost 

like an anthropologist seems to be the manner in which Deller has approached the collection 

of imagery.  Deller has ‘appropriated the image’ and as such, his approach is not about the 

image making; it is the evidence of having the image there to view.  Therefore, the image itself 

is the ‘item’ and it is the ‘collection of items’ that is uppermost.  Tom Morton writes in the 

contemporary art magazine, Frieze:  

Laid out in a display case like exhibits in a tumbleweed-blown provincial museum, the 
costumes of Cumberland and Westmorland wrestlers are startling objects, if only for 

                                                        
* Treading the fine line between art and anthropology, Deller and Kane have selected over 280 elements to form an archive 
which provides a snap-shot of the state of contemporary folk art in the UK. 
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the beautifully stitched floral designs that curl across their wearers’ buttocks. This 
D.H. Lawrence-like reframing of masculinity as something intertwined with the fecund 
stuff of stamens and petals wouldn’t play on a national stage (no TV hard man would 
be seen dead in rose-patterned briefs), but in this small community of wrestling 
enthusiasts it seems to make sense.123 

 

The lack of evidence and limited nature of Deller’s work are both refreshing and frustrating, 

and even harder to measure in the confines of this thesis.  By the artist’s own admission, Folk 

Archive leaves more out than it leaves in.  These problems, for the very nature of the term 

‘folk art’, may have greater currency in Britain now than ever before.  Recent books and 

exhibitions have clearly played a part, some being monographs on particular topics, others 

broad surveys.124 As Tanya Harrod mentions in Crafts Magazine (2014), regarding Deller’s 

exhibition All That Is Solid Melts Into Air:  “This is not a measured account of working class 

struggle, a visual equivalent of the writings of E.P.Thompson or Eric Hobsbawn or Gwyn A. 

Williams. All That Is Solid Melts Into Air is history lite, but there is enough here to shock and 

awe”.125 

The accompanying exhibition catalogue contains articles from Martin Myrone and others who 

create a discourse about folk art, namely in the exhibition at Tate Britain in 2014.  The general 

tone of the debate is sceptical and responds to other critics who generate doubt as to the 

feasibility of this burgeoning collection of art works.  It is unknown territory to discuss folk art 

curated by the Tate, so to read a passage like:  

The very thought of folk art makes me queasy’, and assert that ‘it is quite hard to 
envisage fully functioning British folk art.  Other places - Bavaria, Catalonia, Poland –
seem to have more of it.  Think of folk art here and you surely feel a simultaneous 
sense of loss.  It’s gone. The modern world got it feels like this is, perhaps, a risky 
exhibition to host. Such artwork is produced but little is known or written about how 

                                                        
123 Tom Morton, “Folk Archive”, Frieze Magazine, 93 (September 2005), 134. 
124 James Ayres, American and British Folk Art, (Exh. cat., organised by the American Museum in Britain and John Judkyn    
   Memorial, 1976); British Folk Art, (London 1977); English Naïve painting, 1750-1900, (New York, 1980); The Art of The People   
   in America and Britain, 1750-1950, (Exh.cat., Cornerhouse, Manchester, 1985); A Celebration of British and American Folk Art. 
125 Tanya Harrod, Crafts Magazine, (March/April 2014), 96. 
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it fits into the canon of art history.  Writing about art which is so closely concerned 
with the past is hard to understand.126 

 

Martin Myrone briefly mentions how these words from Waldemar Januszczak help to expose 

our notion of folk art.  He goes on to suggest that other wider European versions of folk art 

are not as translatable as those in Britain.  Perhaps, the reason for such an assumption is the 

identification of this work happening as a result of Britain’s early industrialisation furthering 

our disconnection to and unfamiliarity with the rural.  This notion certainly does connect with 

ideologies and principles of the Lakeland Arts Revival which, according to Sara Haslam, is an 

offshoot of the Arts and Crafts stylistic.  The Arts and Crafts in the English Lake District did, 

indeed, fully reject industrialisation by the promotion of work produced by hand.   

This is something to be explored later but may have some bearing on issues relating to the 

debate on the emergence of folk art and its dissemination today.  Developing a contemporary 

response to a regional version of the Arts and Crafts is something that concerns Adam 

Sutherland from the Grizedale Arts organisation based at Lawson Park, a historic site 

overlooking Coniston Water in the English Lake District.  

As part of developing a deeper understanding of the curatorial approach, Sutherland 

commissions and directs art projects at the organisation.  Working from a converted cottage 

built above the steep valley beside Coniston Water, he can only be visited by invitation.   

 

After correspondence with Adam via e-mail, arrangements were made to visit him and talk 

about issues relating to this research.  Correspondence took place prior to a visit to discuss 

issues related to this research which followed a visit to Abbot Hall Art Gallery in Kendal to view 

an exhibition which Sutherland co-curated, The Nuisance of Landscape, October - December 

2014 (Fig. 50).  Held in this classical building, The Nuisance of Landscape was compiled from 

                                                        
126 Waldemar Januszczak, Power to the People, Sunday Times, (15 May, 2005) 
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years of commissioned projects produced by artists during residencies at Grizedale Arts.  A 

conversation took place with Adam Sutherland which was recorded.  However, no new 

findings or additional knowledge were established from this conversation; therefore, content 

from this meeting does not feature as part of the final thesis submission.  

 
 
The exhibition showcased recognised artists who had caught the eye of international 

audiences - most notably, commissioned artist Laure Provost who conducted a residency at 

Lawson Park and, later, came to critical acclaim by winning the Turner Prize in 2013 for her 

ceramic work inspired partly by Kurt Schwitters who once lived in Ambleside and worked from 

his Merzbarn at Cylinders Farm near Elterwater in the English Lake District.  Laure Provost 

gathered huge amounts of press, winning the Turner Prize in 2013 and pushing the English 

Lake District and herself into the public eye. What Sutherland has managed to achieve is a 

successful fostering of artists who engage directly with the landscape of the English Lake 

District.  It is the working landscape and the fabric of these ‘interruptions’ from the protected 

beauty of the English Lake District which drove his methodology. 

 

Important to Grizedale Arts, John Ruskin’s house Brantwood is close to Lawson Park and so 

Sutherland’s approach feeds off and corresponds with this connection.  Sutherland’s ideas are 

steered by prevailing Ruskinian ideas concerned with social reform and a deeper connection 

to nature.  Indeed, his remit as a resident of Lawson Park is to feed this modern approach into 

the fabric of the region’s artistic output. The Grizedale website mentions: 

Central to our ethos is the aim of implementing a more valuable function for art 
through a unique, cross-disciplinary education programme with a range of activities – 
all of which function to develop contemporary art in new directions; working beyond 
the Romantic and Individualist frameworks that have dominated thinking of the past 
200 years of art history.127 

 

                                                        
127 “What We Do,” About, Grizedale Arts, last modified July 26, 2020,  http://www.grizedale.org/about/. 
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Fig. 50. Unknown, The Nuisance of Landscape: Grizedale – The Sequel Art Installation, Digital copy of publicity photograph, 2014, 
Museum of Lakeland Life and Industry, Abbot Hall, Kendal. 
 
 

 

The model of custodianship, in the area which Ruskin actively promoted in his lifetime, is 

based on the usefulness of the art.  This thought is demonstrated most clearly in the way 

Adam Sutherland steers and discusses the methods of Ruskin to engage with and generate a 

response to the English Lake District. This functional methodology has a vivid past best 

implemented through the teaching of John Ruskin at Oxford University in 1873 (Fig.51):  

‘Ruskin’s Road’ was an educational module initiated by John Ruskin for 

undergraduates at Oxford University in 1873.  The students’ task involved building a 

road to connect two villages across a marsh, with Ruskin instructing his students that 

the road should be useful, beautiful and educational.  The students, including Oscar 

Wilde, managed to construct half the road before going home for holidays.128 

 

                                                        
128  Sarah Lincoln, “The Nuisance of Landscape: Grizedale Arts, Coniston”, Enclave Review (Spring, 2015), 16. 
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Fig. 51. Joseph Nash, Amateur Navvies at Oxford – Undergraduates 
Making a Road as suggested by Mr. Ruskin, Digital copy of wood engraving, 42.0 cm × 25.6 cm @ 300 dpi, 1874, London: 
AKGimages. 

 

This process of interdisciplinarity connects communities through its ‘maker methodology’ -  

linking Ruskin, Grizedale, ‘usefulness’ and the manner in which the costume is produced in 

the first person to reflect an Arts and Crafts aesthetic, linking the conception of the costume 

(from nature), its processes (art) and its usefulness to an expression of land and identity.   

 

Developing understanding of an interdisciplinary approach to landscape is central to this 

chapter.  Therefore, the origins of the English Lake District and early thinking from literary 

figures have been highlighted in connection to the pastoral and the picturesque, ideas of 

Englishness and preservationism, antiquity of dress, folk art and, finally, a contemporary 

response to the landscape.   

 

The antiquity of dress addresses a wider argument which concerns itself with the Victorian 

mentality, emboldened by the vigour of work and leisure.  Sam Smiles is used to underpin 
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dress and costume in 19th century England to establish a connection of dress to the costume 

of sport and landscape.   

 

Finally, the brief mention of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling costume as an item of 

folk art is established to illustrate the addition to knowledge that this research into landscape-

based costume brings.  The photographs of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling costume 

add to the interdisciplinary nature of this research, linking the landscape and identity to a 

contemporary dissemination.  
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Chapter Three. Photography	
Documenting the Vernacular 
 

    
Philip Larkin, Annual Sports & Gala, Bellingham Show, Digital copy of original photograph, n.d., In The Importance of Elsewhere: 
Philip Larkin’s Photographs by Richard Bradford, 2015, London: Frances Lincoln Publishers. 
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The chapter focuses on archival photographs used to inform the study of costume as empirical 

data but, most importantly, to feed into the interdisciplinary research on the community of 

wrestlers.  This continues to develop competitive contests based on an almost evangelical 

adherence to the past and the paradox that this attitude has on the setting in which the sport 

is still practised.  Therefore, what is uncovered is a history of photographic practice and a 

clearer understanding of how this research reveals a deeper, more informed version of 

landscape-based photography.  Furthermore, it investigates the consolidation of previous 

photographic practices alongside a new body of photographs.  The resultant new work 

produced has been edited and produced as a photobook, theorising issues pertinent to 

research methodologies used.  This chapter - and accompanying practice - marks the end point 

to this ethnographic study into the themes of landscape, costume and photography.  

 

Archives  

This section explains a departure in the project which came about following an examination 

of image archives, charting the history of the costumes and their role in the creation of identity 

of the particular landscape.  Particularly, the examination uncovered how consistent the 

costumes were in terms of the particular landscape.  Furthermore, the images revealed how 

consistent costumes were in terms of design and how photography had been a part of that 

process of their social use.  The archive images were examined initially for information in order 

to learn more about this sporting phenomenon of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling 

and the unique costumes.  Subsequently, the archive helped to shape the technical, aesthetic 

and theoretical approaches.  

 

 Understanding the photographic element to this study is an important component of this 

interdisciplinary thesis.  Therefore, uncovering archival photographs of the sport gives this 

analysis a rigour which supports any contemporary interpretation.  The photographs 
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researched at Carlisle Library offer a vivid visualisation of the sport, placing it within a context 

defined through costume and landscape and, now, photography.   

 

An appropriate starting point is to investigate the photographic collections from across the 

different areas of Cumbria.  The most comprehensive collection of material has been gathered 

from Carlisle Library where a number of boxes in the Local Studies section contain a variety of 

photographic materials aiding the research.  These artefacts range from early plate 

photographs (circa 1900) reproduced as digital prints, snapshots of the sport donated by the 

general public, note books, letters, and medals.  The loose artefacts are identified either by 

the photographer’s signature stamped on the image with addresses or studio details printed 

as a means of advertising the photographer’s business.  In other instances, where no 

identifiable mark has been imprinted, librarians have made rough notes attached to some 

photographs, speculating on dates and locations, mainly to help the digitisation of the images 

to upload to the internet.  These digitised images are held in the Cumbria Image Bank  section 

of the Cumbria Libraries’s webpages (http://www.cumbriaimagebank.org.uk) where the 

public is able to access these records.    

 

Finding a detailed photographic history of the sporting culture of Cumbria was difficult.  A 

number of locally-produced books by publishers in the area exist, offering evidence of the 

prevailing sporting heritage, mainly in a romantic sense.  However, one publication stands out, 

offering more information than others on the sport and its culture.  Grasmere Sports - The 

First 150 Years depicts a sporting heritage specific to Grasmere.  The book concentrates on 

the amateur sporting event of Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show, occurring every year on 

August Bank Holiday weekend in which wrestling plays a major part.  Other sports include fell 

running, hound trailing, track racing and ferret and dog displays.  In the book are good quality 

digital scans of older photographs from 1900 to 2000.  Published in 2002 by Roy Lomas, the 
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book offers important photographic work scrutinised in this chapter. Through the research 

which Lomas conducted, two prolific photographers emerged - Baldry and Mason.  

 

Roy Lomas himself was contacted by email, requesting information on the two photographers 

who had, more or less, photographed Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show since the sport 

was founded.  Lomas wrote in response to the email: “I have no details about Mason, other 

than he took over from Baldry and his son at Grasmere and had a shop in Ambleside”.  He 

continued: “Baldry was originally the local schoolmaster; helped in raising a local cricket team 

with the man who became the first secretary of Grasmere Sports; started taking photographs, 

then moved into Real Estate. His son took over, won several medals in European competitions 

and probably was responsible for at least some of the photos in the book credited to Baldry 

before Mason took over”.  He was also asked if there was an archive of Baldry’s and Mason’s 

photographs anywhere in the English Lake District.  Lomas replied: “All Baldry's plates 

[negatives] were damaged…Apart from the photos available in Machell's Some Records of 

Grasmere Sports, I managed to photograph copies of some photos that individuals possessed. 

There are no 'action' photos as you can well imagine and the costumes do not show much in 

the way of design, unlike the ladies costumes”.129 

 

Discovering Some Records of Grasmere Sports by Machell and Grasmere Sports - The First 150 

Years by Lomas significantly increased the breadth of visual material available.  Developing an 

understanding of the content used in the books supplemented an interest in several 

photographic materials researched at Carlisle Library where the largest collection of material 

is held about the sport and accompanying correspondence.  One such photographer Fred 

W.Tassell, operating out of Carlisle as a commercial photographer, documented the sport of 

the time.  A number of these photographs are used in the previous chapter on Costume and 

																																																								
129 Email correspondence with Roy Lomas. 22nd April 2016 
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work most effectively to identify accurately the design of the embroidery and function to aid 

the identification of the costume itself.  The photographs which Fred W. Tassell produced 

were used to publicise the sport (Fig.52), depicting the wrestler ‘taking hold’ in a studio 

environment.  The image from 1909 is clearly used to publicise the sport as part of a 

newspaper advertisement.  The other images included for analysis (Figs.53/54) depicts 

wrestlers in a ‘line-up’, stood as if the photographer had directed the wrestlers for the 

photograph.  On the reverse of the photograph, a note is written with the inscription ‘For 

neatest costume’, clearly a note from the library staff describing the purpose for the 

photograph.  As part of the wrestling contest, participants are judged on the neatness of the 

costume and a prize awarded.  

 

The writer, Roy Lomas dedicated a section of his book, Grasmere Sports - The First 150 Years, 

to the sporting heritage of Grasmere and to the photographer, William Baldry.  Baldry is the 

one photographer who has produced the most detailed photographs about this sporting 

heritage.  His collection of photographs were collated and used for illustrative purposes to 

document the annual sporting occasion of Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show.  Lomas wrote: 

 

William Baldry was an early convert to photography and recognised its potential. He 
became the official photographer for the Sports Committee in 1872, and it is largely 
due to him, son Hermann, and another photographer called Mason from Ambleside, 
that so many photographs of those early days exist today, through Hugh Machell’s 
excellent book published by Charles Thurnham of Carlisle in 1911.130  

 

 

 

 

																																																								
130 Roy Lomas, Grasmere Sports - The First 150 Years. 2002. (MTP Publications, 2002), 135. 	 
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Fig. 52. Fred W. Tassell, Annual Sports & Gala - Saturday 31st July 1909, Digital copy of newspaper advertisement, 1909, Horsley 
Collection, Ref. No. N/A, Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
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Fig. 53. Fred W. Tassell, Annual Sports & Gala – Group photograph of wrestlers, Digital photograph of original, 1910,  
Horsley Collection, Ref. No. 3A 796.8 Front, Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 54. Fred W. Tassell, Annual Sports & Gala – Group photograph of wrestlers (reverse), Inscription: “CUMBERLAND AND 
WESTMORLAND WRESTLERS CIRCA 1910. THE SPORT IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF OUR FOLK CULTURE” and “For neatest 
costume”, Digital photograph of original, 1910, Horsley Collection, Ref. No. 3A 796.8 Reverse, Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
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Through the research of Lomas, it is understood that William Baldry became the photographer 

of Grasmere Sports and contributed to Hugh Machell’s book about Grasmere.  These early 

photographs (Figs. 55/56) by Baldry were produced at a time of increased photographic 

development.  “The Great Exhibition was held in 1851 and it is quite possible that Baldry would 

have visited the Crystal Palace, if he was living in Whitechapel at the time”.131  Lomas, in his 

section about the photographer, states an upbringing in Whitechapel, London and his move 

to Grasmere, later to become a respected member of the largely middle-class community.  

Furthermore, his interest in photography at that time (1900) was still a burgeoning art form 

and used largely by the middle-classes as a way of documenting the pastimes of that era.  

 
Fig. 55. Unknown, Grasmere Sports – 1875, Digital photograph of original book photograph, 1911, In Some records of the 
annual Grasmere Sports by Hugh Machell, Carlisle: Charles Thurnam Publisher, Horsley Collection, Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle 
 
Baldry, therefore, used early photographic processes to develop an interest in staging his 

photographs to use as the ‘official’ photographs for the Grasmere event. These images later 

became part of the now rare publication, Some Records of the Annual Grasmere Sports by 

																																																								
131	Ibid, 136. 
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Hugh Machell, published by Charles Thurnham of Carlisle in 1911.  As a consequence, in these 

images (1875-1911) is seen a formality with the acts of wrestling and the poses reproduced 

as photographs.  This formality lent itself to the limitations of photography at that time and 

has become a stylistic in all of the images Baldry produced.  However, it is not the technique 

which defines these pictures – it is both their empirical information which has informed the 

study of the costume as set out in the previous chapter and the setting which becomes a 

repeating motif.  This motif of the location, therefore, informs the later imagery which became 

more invested in the sense of place and the multi-layered imagery which defined 

contemporary photographic projects focusing on sporting heritage and class. 

	
Fig. 56. Unknown, Grasmere Sports 1891, Digital photograph of original book photograph, 1911, In Some records of the annual 
Grasmere Sports by Hugh Machell, Carlisle: Charles Thurnam Publisher, Horsley Collection, Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle.	
 

Another photographer found in the archives of the Carlisle Library is  J. Henry Hogg  (Fig.57) 

who offers good quality photographs depicting the action in 1909.  The ‘traditional’ costume 

seems only to be worn by one competing wrestler; additionally, on closer inspection of the 

photograph, it seems to show a crowd of spectators in the far distance, suggesting the 

wrestling action is now an established sporting contest.  The image by J. Henry Hogg  looks to 
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have been produced using the development of dry plate photography by using Isochromatic 

snapshot plates, a dry-plate process which saw the use of a mechanical shutter without the 

use of a tripod; therefore, the use of a creative, free-flowing perspective without the long 

exposure times and smelly chemicals.  

 
Fig. 57. J. Henry Hogg, Wrestlers in action, Digital photograph of original photograph, 1909, Horsley Collection, Ref. No N/A, 
Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
 

If these images produced towards the end of the 19th century are to be understood, it is 

important to consider the quick development of photography from its first invention to its 
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acceptance as a credible art form:  the invention of photography and its relationship to the 

depictions of landscape by Joseph Nicephore Niepce (1827); then, the release of research into 

the photographic process by a network of enthusiasts into chemistry and optics, first started 

by Louis-Jacques-Mande Daguerre (1839) and Henry Fox Talbot’s earlier unreleased claims 

into inventing the process (1835).  Henry Fox Talbot patented the Calotype (Beautiful Picture) 

in 1841.  These significant events in photographic history which preceded William Baldry and 

others give his imagery and other commercial photographic practitioners a context for the use 

of photography which saw a shift from a technical process to art.  For instance, David Octavius 

Hill and Robert Adamson produced artistic portraiture of Newhaven Fishermen (1845), 

Frederick Scott Archer’s adaption of the Calotype (1848), Robert Howlitt’s portraits (1857), 

the mass production of Carte De Viste (1860s) and P.H Emerson’s and T.F. Goodall’s landmark 

photographic landscape project Life and Landscape on The Norfolk Broads (1886).  

 

 
Fig. 58. C. G. Mason, Grasmere Wrestling Academy. July 1st 1911. 11st Stone Belt + £5 added money, open to the world. 
Presented by Francis Nicholson, President. Won by Andrew Lowther, Keswick, Digital photograph of original photograph, 1911,  
Francis Nicholson Collection, Ref. 3A 796.8 within Horsley Collection, Ref. No. 11536, Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle. 
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In this spirit of advanced use of photography, the work being produced by photographers C.G. 

Mason (Fig.58) and S. J. Priest (Fig 59) - both dates unknown - chose to produce imagery 

conforming to setting.  For instance, Baldry - the most prolific wrestling photographer who 

contributed many of the images for Hugh Machell’s book - produced many formal, group 

images of wrestlers.  This rigidity and formal quality is defined by the era in which the images 

were produced and by the understanding that early photography was still a process for those 

who could have afforded to produce photographs and the unknown qualities and terror that 

the invention of photography brought to society as a whole. 

 
Fig. 59. S. J. Priest, The Late Thomas Longmire, Troutbeck – Champion of England, Digital photograph of original photograph, 
n.d., Horsley Collection, Ref. No. N/A, Cumbria Image Bank, Carlisle.  
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Roger Robson, the previous chairman of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling 

Association, has provided important material in this research study contained in the Costume 

chapter.  Roger holds a small proportion of the Horsley Collection - which is also housed in the 

archive at Carlisle Library - at his home.  On inspection, it is a revealing contribution to 

previously unseen photographic material.  The collection of images which Roger Robson holds 

mainly consist of personal images he has photographed when compiling a weekly column for 

the local newspaper, The Cumberland News, on wrestling.  These images, loosely contained in 

boxes and filing cabinets, are at his home near Carlisle.  The mixed images are dated from the 

period c. 1900 to the present day.  Also, for a number of years, he has been the author of a 

fanzine, Inside Hype (Fig.60), named after a wrestling move (Inside Hipe) first coined by the 

Cumberland and Westmorland Association.  The play on words between the use of wrestling 

terminology and the content is particularly important in terms of the function of the 

magazine.  The design of this fanzine is produced for the community of wrestlers who collect 

and use it to keep up to date with the latest results of the sport.  Inside Hype magazine 

precedes this research in that it shows continuity of the past and the role of landscape and 

costume in the construction of a local identity and the important role of photography had in 

preserving the wrestling identity. However, an important distinction to make here is that the 

method of documentation is not intentionally used in the same way as this work.  
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Fig. 60. David Ellison, Inside Hype - Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Fanzines in Roger Robson Collection, Digital 
photograph, 2015, David Ellison Archive.  In speaking to ex-wrestler and Chairman of the Cumberland and Westmorland 
Wrestling  
 

Association, Roger Robson, it was the intention to discover his love of wrestling and how he 

has engaged with the sport for over 40 years as wrestler and commentator.  This has formed 

part of Chapter 5, ‘Class and Costume’ and feeds into the use of the Horsley Collection.  This 

collection of over 100 photographs collected by Bob Horsley – also, an ex-wrestler and 

columnist for the local paper, The Cumberland News - is held at Carlisle Library, Cumbria.  The 

collection, originally, is understood to have been collected privately as a photo album, 

consisting of significant events in the wrestling community.  Thus, a rich, untouched collection 

of photographs exists, offering a rare insight into the sport of Cumberland and Westmorland 

Wrestling from a unique perspective. 

 

Finally, through personal photographs, combined with others selected from the Horsley 

Collection, they are referenced as empirical data to analyse a photographic documentary of 

the romanticized picturesque as seen through costume.  A critique of the existing trends into 

the embroidered motifs of contemporary costumes of teenage wrestlers offers a comparative 
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research model.  Once a full collection of data is completed, a clear analysis can be made 

between the embroidered symbols stitched onto wrestling costumes and an innovative 

interpretation of the picturesque landscape. 

 
Fig. 61. Unknown, Cumberland Wrestling, Digital scan of original photograph, 1899, Horsley Collection, Ref. CT01876 – Cumbria 
Image Bank, Carlisle. 
 

Several images from the Cumbria County Library Archive offer interesting study material into 

the leisure events where wrestling was practised.  Previously, this material has been part of 

various research papers on either the history of leisure in the North of England or the 

development of sport in the post-industrial North.  The uniqueness, therefore, in this 

photographic material (Fig. 61) is evidenced in the study of clothing and as well as class.  For 

instance, to develop an understanding of the type of costume, the wide perspective captures 

the crowd in the far distance and the judges positioned close to the action.  As John Berger 

suggested in August Sander’s image Young Farmers (1914), the image is  understood through 

the profession of the person depicted and an informed speculation on the clothing worn.  

Berger develops this line of enquiry in his essay The Suit and the Photograph (1980) when 

analysing the photographs from Sanders body work Man of the 20th Century.  Berger cites 
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Goethe’s remark : “There is a delicate form of the empirical which identifies itself so intimately 

with its object that it thereby becomes theory”.132   

 

This analysis of images depicting wrestling is strengthened by the volume of images 

representing these contests; none more so than in the photographic collection at the Armitt 

Museum in Ambleside:  

 

An important element of the Armitt is its photographic collection which includes 
approximately 23,000 photographic albums, prints, portfolio work and glass plate 
negatives. Predominant is the Herbert Bell collection (c.1880–1930).  Bell was the 
Armitt librarian and a noted photographer.  His collection comprises several thousand 
images including early landscape photography and images of local working people.  
Bell also made a key study entitled ‘Domestic and Military Architecture’ which 
documents important local buildings, some of which have since been demolished.  
The J. W. Brunskill Collection includes some 17,000 glass plate negatives, the life’s 
work of Windermere photographer James Brunskill. These are largely portraits of 
exceptional quality, nearly all of which are named and date from the 1860s to 1900.  
Clearly these are of great value to anyone interested in local family history.133 
 

The clarity of this research is not dependent on a close analysis of early photographers 

featuring photography but it is most clearly defined by its association to the way a personal 

perspective has been offered by the heritage of the landscape and its adaptation of its Arts 

and Crafts inspired costume; also, its connection to other contemporary practices which can 

elevate this work from a regional perspective to a national and internationally recognised 

project.  Therefore, it is necessary to develop further the location and sites of this practice in 

relation to other significant contemporary work that focuses on place and identity.  Influences 

from examples of folk art (see Figs. 62/63) are obvious to see in the style of pose and 

decisiveness of capturing a fall and particular pose.  This alludes to the popular term ‘the 

decisive moment’ coined by Henri Cartier Bresson, capturing that defining moment where a 

composition comes together in the split second of the press of the shutter.  During the process 

																																																								
132 John Berger, Understanding a Photograph. (London: Penguin Classics,2013), 28. 
133 “J W Brunskill; The Brunskill Collection,” Armitt Museum, accessed July 24, 2020, https://www.armitt.com. 
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of research both in terms of picture taking and choosing images from various archives - it is 

important to recognise defining portraits from the trawl of imagery (see Figs 65/66). These 

images are striking portraits and necessary to be included in the final publication.  

	
Fig. 62. Unknown, Tom Sayers (1826 – 1865) - Prize fighter, Oil on pane, 73cm x 57cm, 1840, Compton Verney: British Folk Art 
Collection. 
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Fig. 63. Unknown, Boxers, English Provincial School. Prize fighter action, Watercolour, 34cm x 42.2cm, 1850, Compton Verney: 
British Folk Art Collection 

	

 
Fig. 64. David Ellison, Dog Fall at Kirkheaton Show – Tek Hod Series, Digital photograph, 2011, David Ellison Archive. 
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Fig. 65. Unknown, Wrestlers before action at Grasmere Show, Digital copy of photographic print, n.d., Roger Robson Collection. 
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Fig. 66. Unknown, Wrestler - Geoff Wilson, Digital copy of photographic print, n.d., Roger Robson Collection 
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In order to generate new knowledge, developing an understanding of how this research 

contributes to other documentary studies within photographic practice, is also important to 

this thesis.  Therefore, the photographic practice is researched both in terms of its technique 

and process.  Additionally, sport is looked at in relation to the post-industrial landscape and 

comparisons established in relation to other Landscape and Costume chapters.   

 

Therefore, the curation is broken up into venues that have exhibited this research.  Firstly, 

beginning at the Towner Gallery, Eastbourne where the work was shown in 2012 in Collective 

Observations: Folklore and Photography – from Benjamin Stone to Flickr, then onto Tullie 

House Museum and Art Gallery, Carlisle where the work was part of a solo exhibition, Tek 

Hod: The Faces and Fields of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling in 2012/2013.  It ended, 

most recently, at Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool where the work was exhibited in a fashion 

context in North: Identity, Photography, Fashion in 2018, further ‘touring’ at two venues, 

Somerset House, London and The Civic, Barnsley in 2019 as North: Fashioning Identity.  

 

Through researching in detail the photographic collection about this sport and its landscape, 

the practice-led approach is dedicated to ‘making sense’ of previously exhibited work to 

develop an un-researched part of photographic documentary practice.  This is done using 

wrestling costume as a ‘motif’ to uncover the origins of an invented, ‘traditional’ notion of 

landscape.  Furthermore, it functions as empirical research in terms of how the work has 

previously been curated using artefacts to generate notions of Englishness.  This revaluating 

of previous exhibitions is pitched alongside more informed perspectives through the 

production of new work during the three-year doctoral scholarship. The new work has been 

edited into a book which resolves and marks the end point to this ethnographic study into 

landscape-based wrestling.   
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One seminal documentary by Irish poet and television producer Paul Yates is a narrated piece, 

Masters of the Canvas (1992), a feature documentary on masked wrestler Kendo Nagasaki.  

The programme features a Peter Blake painting from a portrait taken by Terence Donovan of 

Nagasaki posing in full costume.   

 

Roland Barthes essay The World of Wrestling (1972) refers to the spectacle of wrestling and 

notes: “In the ring, and even in the depths of their voluntary ignominy, wrestlers remain gods 

because they are, for a few moments, the key which opens Nature, the pure gesture which 

separates Good from Evil, and unveils the form of a justice which is at last intelligible”.134  

 

His essay unravels the myth of performance through its semiotic deconstruction. Conversely, 

contemporary artists Jeremy Deller, Alan Kane and Bruce Haines published Folk Archive (2008) 

to accompany the touring exhibition at the Barbican Art Gallery in London.  The project 

celebrates folk art's dynamic and influential role in British society, featuring an extensive 

range of vernacular work as well as documentation of events, drawings and paintings, many 

with a narrative or commemorative element.   As part of the exhibition, a wrestling jersey was 

exhibited alongside other objects of folk art in an exhibition which - although it has 

ethnological elements included in it - is clearly framed within contemporary art concerns.   

 

This art-based survey has assisted in the formulation of a set of problems and challenges in 

the research trajectory concerned with offering not only an ethnologically informed analysis 

of folk cultural formations in the English Lake District but also providing contemporary 

comment on the significance of these today. 

 

																																																								
134 Roland Barthes. Mythologies (London: Vintage Classics, 1972), 14. 
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Fig. 67. Paul Hill, Wrestlers in action at Grasmere Sports, Digital copy from documentary photography project - Early Work 
(1966-1974), n.d., http://www.hillonphotography.co.uk/projects/early_work.php 

	
Meanwhile, contemporary additions to documentary discourse pertinent to this research, 

relating to ‘rural life’ include work by Paul Hill in his documentary photographs Early Work 

1966-1974.  The image (Fig.67) of two wrestlers falling in a tangle of arms and legs at Grasmere 

Sports is a modern development to the archive of imagery and widens the conversation which 

emerges in the visualisation of leisure in the landscape.  Paul Hill develops similar 

compositional structures to that most celebrated documentary photographer, Tony Ray 

Jones.  Photographed in black and white, using a wide lens, Hill captures the absurdity of this 

decisive moment.  The falling of two entangled wrestlers in a field where onlookers, 

suggesting spectators, are also partaking in this scene.  Only a lonely onlooker or, in this case 

an umpire, looks on although his attention is not fixed to the action; his body and low posture 

suggest a deep attention to a close fall, resulting in a decision.  However, all that is felt in this 

image is the melancholy of its action. 

 

The British photographer, Raymond Moore (Fig.68), focused more intently on Cumbria as a 

space than Paul Hill, in particular its post-industrial landscape.  Raymond Moore developed a 
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practice inspired by American photographers by visiting the U.S. in 1968.  He worked with 

photographer, Minor White, at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and was influenced by 

Harry Callahan and Aaron Siskind.  He had his first major solo show in 1970 at the Art Institute 

of Chicago and was influenced by Hugo van Wadenoyen's seminal Wayside Snapshots 

produced in 1947.  As a consequence, Moore's black and white photographs of the Cumbrian 

coast are studies in the 'vanishing and melancholic', capturing images which, 'flit across the 

face of things and are gone'.135  

  
Fig. 68. Raymond Moore, Flimby, Digital copy of original photograph from documentary project on Cumbria - Every So Often, 
1983, British Council – Visual Arts Collection, http://visualarts.britishcouncil.org/collection/portfolios/every-so-often 

	
 

The Dutch photographer, Hans Van Der Meer (Fig.18), has produced a study of amateur 

football pitches in his publication European Fields: The Landscape of Lower League Football 

(2006).  This publication is celebrated for its attention to an ‘amateur aesthetic’ achieved by 

the elevated perspective of the view, distancing the ‘action’ from its ‘landscape’.  

 

																																																								
135 James Hyman Collection  
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The ‘action’ of the game unfolds in the frame of the camera.  All that Van Der Meer needs to 

do is push the shutter.  So, it is carried out in different settings which, on reflection, hold 

similar characteristics to the way in which the sport of the wrestling is photographed.  It is 

understood that Van De Meer elevated his camera to capture the action of sport and, in so 

doing, developed a dialogue with the landscape in which the action is played out.  In fact, the 

repetition of this imagery from an elevated perspective is often likened to European landscape 

painting.  Van De Meer (fig.69) is looking at the ‘grass roots’ of football and so develops our 

understanding of these fields through what they represent.  The view is flattened largely 

through the elevation of the camera and the lens of the photographer.  So, in elevating the 

perspective and the larger plane of the focus, the greater the scene is understood in terms of 

its setting and its post-industrial location. 

 
Fig. 69. Hans Van Der Meer, Bradford, England, 2004, Digital copy from documentary project in book, European Fields: The 
Landscape of Lower League Football, 2006, Gottingen: Steidl Verlag. 
 

The now iconic scholarly masterpiece examining class, The Making of the English Working 

Class by E.P. Thompson (1963), is central to understanding working class history.  As a social 

historian, Thompson does not directly write about the dress of working people but describes 
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the study of the working class as a historical phenomenon.  As set out in the preface, 

Thompson explains the significance of choosing ‘making’ in its title.  He explains class not as a 

‘structure’ or a ‘category’ but a ‘historical phenomenon’ originating from the act of 

making.  That study of rural life in England is of central interest to this research particularly to 

understanding the class distinction between the gentrification of dress found in the spectators 

in the Horsley Collection of photographs in Cumbria County Council’s archive collection and 

the stripped-down appearance of the wrestlers, suggesting a class divide. 

	
Fig. 70. Julian Germain, Front cover and inside cover of Steelworks. Consett, from Steel to Tortilla Chips, 1990, Digital copy, 
http://www.juliangermain.com/publications.php	
	
 

 

Julian Germain’s Steelworks project (Fig.70), which incorporated his own photographs and 

those of local newspaper photographs from Consett in North East England, was incredibly 

successful and marked a popular method of producing archival, working photography.  His 

joint creative directorship of the publication, Useful Photography, which publishes found 

photographs on chosen concepts in collaboration with Erik Kessels, Claudie De Cleen, Hans 

Aarsman, and Hans van der Meer is relevant to this research when discussing the 

dissemination of vernacular photographs. 

 

Julian Germain was met informally in Hexham where he lives and works and, again, in Belfast 
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whilst displaying his work as part of a collaborative exhibition at Belfast Exposed Gallery 

(2015).  His use of press and personal family photographs to document the lives of others was 

one of the first of its kind in a photographic art context.  His use of vernacular imagery began 

in the 1990s before the use of found, press photography in an art context.  Therefore, his use 

of the vernacular is important to establishing ‘art photography’.   

 
Fig. 71. John Darwell, [Untitled] from Scratching the Surface Series, Digital photograph, 1993, Courtesy of John Darwell Archive. 

	
Similarly, John Darwell alludes to the post-industrial landscape of Cumbria choosing to focus 

on the English Lake District. The area has often been pictured in pastoral and bucolic terms in 

landscape painting and touristic representations. More recently photographers have 

approached this landscape in more ironic terms.  

 

These industrial sites appear as a rupture within the rural idyll.  The image from contemporary 

photographer John Darwell from his Scratching the Surface series produced in 1993 (Fig.71) 

alludes to this rupture.  Industrial modernity is writ large in this landscape portrayal, the 

pastoral idyll is eclipsed.  
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Therefore, the poses in the portraits in this project are very simple (Fig. 72).  Choosing to 

mimic vernacular photographs (see archival images) where pose is more about getting a 

technically accurate photograph whilst using the simple camera equipment rather than 

anything else, wrestlers are normally stood facing the camera, in profile or 45 degrees from 

the camera lens.   This awkwardness or reluctance of the person is emphasised rather than to 

obtain a striking pose.  The portrait is best captured in that liminal moment between 

awkwardness and sheer focus and termination for the wrestling that is going to take place.   

The lighting is very simple – the portrait is photographed with available daylight.  No ‘fill-in’ 

flash is used, making the image vary slightly in consistency when looked at in a series.  The 

balance of light is dependent on the type of weather on the day.  In some instances, it is simply 

a case of putting up a gazebo-like tent with white panels which soften the daylight into even 

softer light.  

                         
Fig. 72. David Ellison, Examples of portrait set-up on location at Ambleside Sports and Grasmere Lakeland Sports and Show, 
Digital photographs, 2016, David Ellison Archive. 
 

 

The portraits were produced in the field of the wrestling event, often, using a ‘background 

stand’ consisting of two upright lighting stands and a crossbar to hold either a roll of paper or 
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fabric to be rolled out as a background.  This form of portraiture is not unique; in fact, the 

earliest photographers used cloth as backdrops to isolate the object (or person) for 

reproduction.  Perhaps, most dramatically, Richard Avedon created his In the American West 

(1985) series of portraits using 10x8 film in the same way.  Capturing his sitters in supreme 

detail - using a team of assistants in dry and bright lighting conditions - he was able to engineer 

the bright weather and equipment to achieve maximum detail to document the people 

travelling across the American West.  Furthermore, he was able to achieve wide apertures to 

capture the finest of quality.   

 

Using this same method (without the weather and a team of assistants), it was possible to 

travel lightly from each location and set up a backdrop in any condition.  Using a canopy or 

gazebo, it was possible to pitch up like a trader at any event where it was thought the wrestling 

was taking place and the costume would be worn for performance.  Often the costume was 

not worn and ‘plain clothes’ wrestlers would compete without the ‘ceremony’ of changing 

clothes (Figs. 73/74).  The motivation was not solely to capture the costume; instead, it was 

to capture the competitors. Traditional costume would be worn when something was ‘at 

stake’ e.g. the championship of a certain weight division or the calibre of the event with a 

large attendance.  A series of images is produced and a contact sheet (Fig. 76) is used to 

choose a powerful image (See Fig. 75 for the final image included in the finished book).  
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Fig. 73. David Ellison, Wrestling at Westmorland Show, Digital photograph, 2011, David Ellison Archive. 
 
 

 
Fig. 74. David Ellison, Tight decision at Ambleside Sports, Digital photograph, 2016, David Ellison Archive. 
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Fig. 75. David Ellison, Ben Brocklebank at Ambleside Sports, Digital photograph, 2016, David Ellison Archive. 
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Fig. 76. David Ellison, Digital Contact Sheet of portraits of various wrestlers, Digital photographs, 2005, David Ellison Archive. 
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Dissemination of the Research 
 

  
Fig. 77. Paul Murray - Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestler, Publicity flyer for Collective Observations Exhibition at Towner 
Art Gallery, Eastbourne, Digital copy, 2012, David Ellison Archive. 
 
 
 

o Collective Observations (2012), Towner Art Gallery, Eastbourne 
 
 
The exhibition at the Towner Art Gallery in Eastbourne, COLLECTIVE OBSERVATIONS: Folklore 

& Photography – from Benjamin Stone to Flickr (Fig.77) opened to the public on the 13th 

October, 2012  and closed on the 13 January, 2013.  The exhibition featured contributions 

from Faye Claridge, Matthew Cowan, Doc Rowe, Sir Benjamin Stone Collection, Homer Sykes, 

Brian Shuel, Sara Hannant, Tom Chick, Henry Bourne and Flickr.  All the artists featured in the 

exhibition had developed, documentary practices. The exhibition highlighted how fast 

technology had changed.  Since the exhibition ended, Flickr does not hold the same popular 

appeal that it enjoyed in 2012.  

 

Perhaps equivalent exhibitions which feature mixed media and Instagram feeds, for instance, 

will adopt the same methodology as recreated in the exhibition at the Towner Gallery: “Since 
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Sir Benjamin Stone established the National Photographic Record Association (NPRA) in 1897, 

photographers have had a fascination with the rites and rituals of Britain”.136   

 

The Towner Gallery exhibition was curated by the Museum of British Folklore, headed by 

renowned Art Director, Simon Costin.  As the gallery stated at the time, the exhibition 

explored ‘the complimentary relationship between photography and folklore practice’.  It 

achieved this through featuring contemporary photographers such as Faye Claridge, Matthew 

Cowan and Doc Rowe, alongside archive images from the Benjamin Stone Collection, Flickr 

and more. As this statement reveals, the exhibition deals with a broad range of issues without 

one particular focus: 

There are 720 recorded events, rites and customs practised in the UK each year, and 
folklore is reflected in every element of our community, life and values.  Folklore is a 
vibrant element of ‘Britishness’ and a living cultural heritage that links the past to the 
present, helping us to understand our communities and cultures as well as our shared 
humanity. 
 
The medium of photography captures the ephemeral moment that is the heart of folk 
activity. Folklore resists being pinned down; the vast majority of folk activity has not 
been documented in a tangible or lasting form by its participants.  However, in its 
acting out of traditions which may be hundreds of years old, we find the essential 
similarity between folklore and photography: despite existing in the here and now, 
both activities are an act of remembrance. Photographs act as a repository of these 
fleeting happenings and constitute an artefact of folklore in themselves. 
 
Collective Observations will consider the enduring appeal of vernacular traditions as 
rich subject matter for image makers, and explore how photographers have 
consistently turned their lenses toward the spectacle of these archaic customs – 
whether by documenting events (like Homer Sykes and Sara Hannant), making 
portraits (Henry Bourne, David Ellison) or taking a more conceptual approach 
(Matthew Cowan, Tom Chick). Photographs from the image repository of our times, 
Flickr, reflect that folklore is constantly adapting to new circumstances and remains 
as relevant today as ever. At the same time, we find ourselves in the midst of a cultural 
renaissance – an upsurge of interest in folklore through music, art and dance, and a 
growing trend and desire for people to reconnect with their communities, heritage 
and environment. The Museum of British Folklore resonates and responds to our 
growing yearning for connection and community as it undertakes a series of 
exhibitions across the UK on its journey towards a permanent physical home.137 

																																																								
136 “Exhibition,” Towner Gallery, last modified, July 26, 2020, https://www.townereastbourne.org.uk/exhibition/collective-
observations-folklore-photography-from-benjamin-stone-to-flickr/.  
137	Ibid., “Exhibition,” Towner Gallery, last modified, July 26, 2020, 
https://www.townereastbourne.org.uk/exhibition/collective-observations-folklore-photography-from-benjamin-stone-to-
flickr/. 
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Fig. 78. David Ellison, Installation of exhibition - Tek Hod: The Faces and Fields of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling (Left) 
and Wrestling in the gallery space, Tullie House, Carlisle (Right), Digital photographs, 2012, David Ellison Archive. 
 

 
 

Fig. 79. Exhibition Poster for Tek Hod: The Faces and Fields of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling - Tullie House Museum 
and Art Gallery, Carlisle, Digital copy, 2012, David Ellison Archive. 
 
 

o Tek Hod (2013), Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery, Carlisle.  

This research focuses on generating a  contemporary response to ‘folk culture’.  Therefore, 

the methods used to exhibit this work seemed at odds with other forms of display of folk art.  

In this instance, exhibited in a provincial gallery (Fig.79), the images were displayed alongside 

artefacts and objects from the sport in a self-contained white cube which was annexed to a 

permanent display of regional costume and curiosities.  In order to gain access to the 
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exhibition space (a white cube), visitors were required to traverse other rooms containing 

permanent displays.  

 

The words of Tom Morton writing for Frieze rang in the ears when passing remarks over the 

method of display which Jeremy Deller chose for Folk Archive at Tate in  2005: “Laid out in a 

display case like exhibits in a tumbleweed-blown provincial museum”.138 The exhibition at 

Tate Britain in 2005, was of course a parody of such provincial galleries.  

 

Therefore, this challenge to transform a provincial gallery and elevate the folk curiosity to a 

higher level of significance required strategies to integrate artwork and performance from the 

community into the gallery space.  Making a contemporary display in a smaller gallery - which 

was a space more for the interests of the local community as it was for any modern expression 

of tradition - was foremost in the mind (and, an anxiety which curators and museum staff at 

Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery, Carlisle had whilst commissioning money to stage the 

exhibition).  

 

One local artist submitted a painting of the costume (name unknown) which hung in the 

gallery space and, most significantly, a wrestling contest was staged on the opening night of 

the exhibition (Fig. 78).  The wrestling match took place in the cafeteria where mats were laid 

to soften the space to accommodate the wrestling.  This performance integrated the subjects 

who participated in the exhibition by posing for the final images which were hung in the 

gallery space and it also made the exhibition feel more accessible to art goers and non-art 

goers.  

 

 

																																																								
138 Tom Morton, “Folk Archive”, Frieze Magazine, 93 (2005), 134. 
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Fig. 80. David Ellison, Installation shot of North: Identity, Photography, Fashion Exhibition – Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool, Digital 
photograph, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
	

o North: Identity, Photography, Fashion (2018) - Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool 

 

Critical to this practice-based PhD is the exhibition North: Identity, Photography, Fashion (Figs. 

80-82) which explored the way the North of England is depicted, constructed and celebrated 

in photographs, artworks and fashion collections. The show brought together collective 

visions of the North, unpicking themes which regularly appear in design and media.  

 

The exhibition was a direct result of deeper thinking in this research area through the 

articulation and cultural significance of the North of England. The exhibition brought new 

audiences to the research results as part of a cross-disciplinary exhibition, incorporating 

fashion and music culture as the cultural legacy of the North.  Fashion garments included a 

Raf Simons parka from the renowned AW 2003 Control Collection which featured graphics 
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from Peter Saville’s archive.  Additionally, new collaborative work such as a project by 

Hacienda designer, Ben Kelly, and American fashion designer, Virgil Abloh, who is a long-term 

admirer of the sound and graphics of 1980s Northern England.  The exhibition featured work 

by fashion’s most notable image-makers like Jamie Hawksworth and Alasdair McLellan.  

Additionally, work by contemporary artists such as Turner Prize winners, Mark Leckey and 

Jeremy Deller.  

 

It was co-curated by Lou Stoppard, a writer and broadcaster and editor-at-large of 

SHOWstudio, Nick Knight’s fashion platform, alongside Adam Murray, an academic at 

Manchester School of Art and London’s, Central St.Martins.  The exhibition ran from 6th 

January to 19th March 2017, and registered figures of over 10,000 visitors in the first three 

weeks of the exhibition, an average of 560 each day.139 These figures, undoubtedly, 

demonstrate the popularity of the exhibition, pointing to the appetite for a critical unpicking 

of the tropes and themes that appear regularly in design and media taking into account the 

rich cultural history of the region.140  

 

Adam Murray, an academic and co-curator of the exhibition has written about the 

dissemination of fashion image-making for online fashion platform SHOWstudio.  In the text, 

The Constructed North, he concentrated his analysis on editorial stories in fashion magazines 

produced by commissioned photographers of the 1980s and 1990s, which depicted the North 

of England, often continuing the tropes connected with a cliched perspective of the North.   

He mentions, when analysing this material, that a large portion of images were employing 

cultural citation to introduce a dialogue between past and present.141  To combat these same 

																																																								
139 Open Eye Press Release North: Identity, Photography, Fashion (2018) 
140 Ibid., Open Eye Press Release North: Identity, Photography, Fashion (2018) 
141 ‘The Constructed North’ SHOWstudio as part of the project ‘North’. (2016) * Adam Murray explores the way the North of 
England has been presented in fashion imagery, referencing editorials involving Corinne Day, Kate Phelan, Alasdair McLellan 
and more.     
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tropes continuing, Murray suggested that this latest exhibition had been curated to highlight 

these tendencies and reimagine contemporary photographic within the framework of this 

misrepresentation.  

In the promotion of this exhibition, press and media coverage was significant, 
featuring on BBC Radio 4 Front Row; BBC regional news North-West Tonight; BBC 
Radio Merseyside; The Guardian (named it amongst the top exhibitions to visit 
nationally in 2017); The Financial Times; Dazed; i-D; The Creative Review; Wallpaper 
as well as international fashion press titles such as W, Vogue Paris and V.142  

 

Through this publicity, a key aim of the exhibition would be to rework the tropes that were 

‘rehashed and recreated year on year, season on season’. The cultural historian Dave Russell, 

who writes about the North, in his book Looking North writes:  

The real skill will be in learning to look beneath the clichés and habits of imagination 
that lie at the heart of these myths.  With this in mind, the exhibition is both about 
the style and cultural heritage of the North, and the ways in which ideals of it – the 
clothes, the music, the smells, the houses, the men, the women, the communities – 
have spread and, in turn, been shaped by others through visual representations.  It is 
about the evolution of tradition, character and identity as much as it is photography 
and fashion. 143 

 

Featuring Virgil Abloh, Adidas, Gary Aspden, Shirley Baker, Claire Barrow, John Bulmer, Elaine 

Constantine, John Davies, Corinne Day, Brett Dee, Jeremy Deller, David Ellison, Jason Evans, 

Simon Foxton, Nik Hartley, Jamie Hawkesworth, Alice Hawkins, Humphrey Jennings, Stephen 

Jones, Ben Kelly, Scott King, Nick Knight, Greg Leach, Mark Leckey, Glen Luchford, Stephen 

McCoy, Alasdair McLellan, Peter Mitchell, Thom Murphy, Paul O’Donnell, New Power Studio, 

Gareth Pugh, Martin Roberts, Michael Robinson, Michelle Sank, Peter Savile, Christopher 

Shannon, Raf Simons, David Sims, John Skelton, Paul Smith, Ewen Spencer, Humphrey 

Spender, Maxwell Sterling, John Stoddart, Matthew Stone, Dave Turner, Rob Williams, Tom 

Wood. 

																																																								
142 Op cit. Open Eye Press Release, North: Identity, Photography, Fashion (2018) 
143 Ibid., Open Eye Press Release, North: Identity, Photography, Fashion (2018) 
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Fig. 81. David Ellison, Exterior frontage of Open Eye Gallery, advertising North: Identity, Photography, Fashion Exhibition,  
Digital photograph, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
 

 

 
Fig. 82. David Ellison, Interior installation shot of North: Identity, Photography, Fashion Exhibition – Open Eye Gallery, Liverpool,  
Digital photograph, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
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Fig. 83. David Ellison, Interior installation shot of North: Fashioning Identity Exhibition - Somerset House, London, Digital 
photograph, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 

 
 
 

o North: Fashioning Identity (2018) Somerset House, London.  

Following the large visitor numbers of North: Identity, Photography, Fashion at Open Eye 

Gallery, Liverpool, curators Lou Stoppard and Adam Murray scaled up the Open Eye exhibition 

to fit the much larger space at Somerset House.  Working under a slightly different exhibition 

title, North: Fashioning Identity. Truth, Myth and the spaces in-between in visual 

representations of the North of England (Fig. 83), the exhibition received a total of 19,492 

visitors across its three-month run, an average of 211 per day.144  

 

Within the framework of this study, it is important to recognise the promotion that the 

exhibition received, elevating my work and this research to a higher level of significance:  

Press interest in North: Fashioning Identity was consistently high in the lead up to the 

exhibition, its opening and throughout the run. Early support came from popular 

titles, such as Stylist, who dedicated a major feature in its fashion special to the show. 

Time Out also selected the exhibition as one of its top ‘unmissable events’ for Autumn 

																																																								
144 ‘North: Fashioning Identity’ exhibition pack.   
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2017.  Campaign highlights included a segment on BBC Breakfast, which increased the 

exhibition’s reach.  The Guardian was also a strong supporter of the show, promoting 

it through an Eyewitness double-page spread in the main paper, as a top 10 event in 

the guide and in a chronicle of Northern men’s style online. Inspired by North: 

Fashioning Identity, i-D developed a week of online content.145 

 

Displaying within a bigger gallery space like Somerset House certainly generated visitor 

numbers and attracted visitors who would not have seen the exhibition either as part of the 

solo showing in Carlisle in 2013 or at the group showing at Open Eye Gallery in Liverpool.  

Therefore, significant press coverage and promotion across London brought this work to 

people who would not have necessarily seen the work before.  

 

This final showing establishes this research as part of a major successful group exhibition 

and is documented in an exhibition catalogue featuring several pages to this research and its 

wider aims (Fig.84).   

																																																								
145 Ibid., ‘North: Fashioning Identity’ exhibition pack.   
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Fig. 84. David Ellison, Catalogue publications accompanying North: Fashioning Identity Exhibition - Somerset House, 8 
November 2017 – 4 February 2018. Digital photograph, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
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The Photobook 
 

 
Fig. 85. Unknown,  Page layout from an Icelandic wrestling manual – GLÍMA KENNSLUBÓK Í GLÍMU ÚTG: ÍPRÓTTASAMBAND 
ÍSLANDS, Digital photograph, 2017, David Ellison Archive. 
 
 

The Icelandic wrestling manual, Glima, is an example of a vernacular design which influences 

the final published book.  The links between Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling and 

Glima Wrestling are through the Celtic forms of wrestling which tie Northern England, 

Brittany, Cornwall, Scotland and Icelandic wrestling.  As part of a commissioned trip to Iceland 

in 2013, a project about the European Championships of the International Federation of Celtic 

Wrestling* was documented and published.  Whilst in Iceland, a visit to the former Icelandic 

wrestler, Olafur Oddur Sigursson who was contacted in advance of the trip, was made.  Aiding 

the trip, he gifted a book about the sport of Glima Wrestling (Fig. 85).  The book contains 

photographs and drawings of wrestlers photographed inside in a gymnasium. The 

photographs are functional, almost illustrative as if it were a catalogue.  It is this style of 

vernacular design which influences the final photo book.  

																																																								
* See the link for published article. http://www.port-magazine.com/art-photography/a-thousand-words-david-ellison/ 
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The small, London-based publisher, CentreCentre, has agreed to publish the project under the 

title, TEK HOD: Embroidered Wrestlers of the North.  This book is principally about the North 

of England but, more specifically, about rural life focusing on the English Lake District and the 

post-industrial towns which surround the Lake District National Park.  It tells a contemporary 

story about how ‘tradition’ manifests itself in the people of the rural North.  A vehicle for this 

re-telling of the narrative is wrestling. Historically, much scholarly research has been done to 

expand the connection between nature and the romantic condition which has been extended 

upon and developed to find gaps in knowledge which lead to a contemporary retelling of rural 

Cumbria. 

Further still, investigating the picturesque in landscape painting has been written about widely 

focusing, in the main, on the romantic poets.  Wordsworth and Coleridge have been analysed 

rigorously as has John Ruskin as a critic and polymath and resident of Coniston in the central 

English Lake District.  However, no contemporary analysis has been done to investigate the 

‘working landscape’ of Cumbria and the North, focusing on the stories of the generations of 

families who have worked the land as farmers.  Not until, James Rebanks’s book The 

Shepherds Life in 2016 has this story of the working lives of people been researched using 

photography. Therefore, this book has a focus on leisure, specifically on the costume worn by 

wrestlers who compete dressed in hand-embroidered costumes.  

 

This links the aesthetic of the Arts and Crafts movement in the English Lake District, Lakeland 

Arts Revival, to the aesthetics of the hand-embroidered costumes, by tracing the aesthetics 

of the embroidered vests, analysing 20 different vest designs and comparing them to the type 

of arts and crafts embroidery seen in museum collections.  Like for instance, Annie Garnett, 

who set up her own studio to furnish domestic spaces influenced by the ideology which John 
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Ruskin who, amongst other things, encouraged the cottage industries of the English Lake 

District.  John Ruskin was based in Coniston and, like other notable figures in the English Lake 

District, indirectly helped to bring about the National Trust. 

 

Lou Stoppard has written an essay about the project – the essay will look at the embroidered 

wrestling costume as a fashion garment.  Lou Stoppard is known for her cultural analyses of 

clothing specifically her recent curation of the exhibition on the hoodie at Het Nieuwe 

Instituut, Rotterdam (2020) which gathered huge publicity amongst her many other 

achievements.  Lou Stoppard has interviewed the embroiderers of the costumes and has 

chosen to analyse their embroidered motifs. Finally, new insights have been found into the 

cultural significance of this costume.  The book features these vests (below) which have been 

especially embroidered by Mrs Hayhurst and Mrs Brocklebank for the front cover. 

CentreCentre creates limited edition books from unexpected collections, projectsand 
archives. We believe in taking inspiration from the mundane and the 
overlooked, bringing ideas to life by celebrating visual culture on the periphery.146   

 

Led by graphic designer Patrick Fry, CentreCentre has quickly become recognised as an 

awarding winning, innovative designer of books displayed in the best specialist bookshops in 

the UK, Europe and worldwide.  They are stocked internationally through esteemed arts 

distributors Art Data (UK) and Idea Books (Europe).  Through this distribution network, they 

have sold over 1500 bespoke artists books.  CentreCentre books are sold in many outlets such 

as Foyles; Tate Modern; Tate Britain; Arnolfini – Bristol; Colours May Vary – Leeds;  Artwords 

– London; Rivington St & Broadway Market; London Centre for the Book Arts; Donlon Books 

– London; Volume – Paris; Magma – London; Magma – Manchester; Architectural Association 

– London; Village – Leeds; Kettles Yard – Cambridge; Foyles - CXR – London; RIBA – London; 

																																																								
146 https://centrecentre.co.uk 
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South London Gallery; Tender Books – London; Baltic – Gateshead; and Photographers' 

Gallery – London.  

 

A digital copy of the book is included to view as part of this PhD thesis.  The book itself has 

been designed in a B5-sized portrait book which divides the practice into three sections.  First, 

the landscape section is a series of documentary photographs which depict the wrestling ring 

and the periphery, a journey-like series of photographs which show the narrow lanes, the 

spectators and officials.  Archival photographs are the second part of the book, creating a look 

at rare and unseen photographs of the sport through the ages.  The final section contains a 

series of portraits of the wrestlers, posing against white backdrops. These three sections are 

split by two essays by Lou Stoppard and the author which culturally underpin the 

photographs.      

 

After consolidating the photographic research as part of doctoral analysis and reflecting on all 

the imagery curated as part of exhibitions at Tullie House Museum and Art Gallery, the Towner 

Gallery, Open Eye, Liverpool and Somerset House, London, the research project is realised as 

an accompanying photobook presented alongside the PhD thesis.  

 

Taking the form of a photobook, the book exists as a narrative-based book which depicts 

wrestlers and costume as abstract symbols of modernity.  The design and content of the book 

in this format have been carefully developed to reflect the unique design of the costumes.  

The book is seen and presented as an historical document which adds to the critical 

articulation of folk art.  

 

Collaborating with embroiderer, Nora Hayhurst, the front cover features a scanned 

reproduction of hand-sewn embroidery. The book is published by CentreCentre and designed 
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by Patrick Fry who has digitally reproduced the embroidered motifs to be part of the finished 

photobook (Fig.86).  

 
Fig. 86. David Ellison, A proposed front cover for Tek Hod: Embroidered Wrestlers of the North, Digital photograph and text, 
2019, David Ellison Archive. 
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Conclusion 
New Knowledge  
 
 
         

 
 
David Ellison, Mrs Nora Hayhurst, an embroiderer of the wrestling vest used for the front cover of the forthcoming book, Tek Hod: 
Embroidered Wrestlers of the North, looks at a page from Transfer Designs for Embroidery by Anne-Marie Bodson and Josette Vinas y 
Roca, 2019, Digital photograph, David Ellison Archive. 
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As set out in the leading questions of this thesis through empirical exploration and analysis: In the 

depiction of costume inspired by landscape and the participating rural landscape communities, how 

has our contemporary relationship to the land generated an interdisciplinary dialogue?  In addition: 

What current rural identities associated with the documentation of mobility, marginalisation and 

exclusion are reflective of a romantic tradition of viewing landscape? Original research and new 

knowledge has been established in relation to the research questions which are detailed in this 

concluding chapter.  

 

In drawing the thesis to an end, it is important to highlight and re-emphasise a number of prominent 

concerns.  The new research, containing archival and personal photography, is edited and produced 

as a photobook, theorising issues pertinent to a practice-led research methodology.  This practice 

marks the end point to the ethnographic study into the themes of costume, landscape, and 

photography. Original research has been uncovered in Chapter Two. Landscape and Identity The 

Ancient Region which establishes a lack of detail in Edgelands (2012) to the unique regional dichotomy 

between the nuclear power stations of Sellafield, the submarine shipbuilding industry in Barrow-in-

Furness and the paradox of wrestlers dressed in intricately embroidered costumes in the English Lake 

District.  Therefore, this research adds knowledge in this particular area. 

 

The main contribution of this PhD research makes clear the link to the promotion of embroidered 

hand-skills during the Arts and Crafts Movement of previously unskilled workers in the English Lake 

District.  This stylistic of embroidery which Annie Garnett promoted is seen in the embroidered 

wrestling costumes.   It can be asserted that the Arts and Crafts stylistic with its cultural awareness of 

the importance of nature and beauty in the everyday can be seen in the performance of the sport of 

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling.  This research fills a gap in a number of areas, one of which 

is that landscape-based research supports the claim that skills practised during the Arts and Crafts 
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Movement in the English Lake District were key in establishing a connection with the vernacular, and 

the principles that the Arts and Crafts Movement sought to develop.  

 

Another significant and original aspect of this research is the breadth of material contained in the 

publication TEK HOD: Embroidered Wrestlers of the North, published by Centre Centre. The book 

brings together aspects from all sections of the thesis into a coherent and contemporary study of rural 

dress.  The book contains an essay from fashion and cultural commentator, Lou Stoppard which brings 

the book to a wider readership from a regional perspective into a national and international 

readership. The essay will look at the embroidered wrestling costume as a fashion garment. Lou 

Stoppard is famed for her cultural analysis of clothing. Her curation of the recent exhibition into the 

hoodie at Het Nieuwe Instituut, Rotterdam, from December 1, 2019 – March 12, 2020 gathered huge 

publicity amongst her many other achievements.  

 

Another significant contribution to knowledge is evidenced through out  by interpreting the landscape 

by linking research into the picturesque to historical research into dress and costume.  This historical 

perspective on the romantic poets and painters of the English Lake District examines how the Arts and 

Crafts aesthetics may manifest this romantic legacy more than any other regional/aesthetic ideology.  

 

The books, Some Records of Grasmere Sports by Hugh W Machell and Grasmere Sports - The First 150 

Years by Roy Lomas, significantly increased the breadth of visual material.  This prompted an interest 

in photographic materials at Carlisle Library where the largest collection of material is held on the 

sport and accompanying correspondence.  Photographers Fred W. Tassell, Baldry and Mason worked 

as commercial photographers who documented the sport and provided the visual material from which 

to closely scrutinise the wrestling costume in order to generate new knowledge from photographic 

research into the rural North.  A number of these photographs have been used to accurately identify 

the flora in the design of the embroidery examined by Prof. David Ingram who specialises in botany 
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and the Arts and Crafts Movement in the English Lake District.  These observations function to aid the 

identification of the costume itself.  

 

This research develops positive analyses of flowers and plants which have been embroidered onto 

wrestling costumes.  Arguably, the most relevant and unique element to this research is the 

identification of the precise flora as well as fauna embroidered onto the costumes.  As it is possible to 

see, between the examples of embroidery from Annie Garnett and the embroidered wrestling 

costumes, there is a direct correlation between the ideology of the Arts and Crafts era and the type 

of embroidery inspired directly from the unique landscape of Cumbria. 

 

Therefore, in drawing this thesis to a close, a number of points need to be reiterated, none more so 

than the criticism that has been established alongside the antiquity of dress and folk art.  Coniston- 

based art consultants, Grizedale Arts, conceive of art projects based on the enormous cultural heritage 

of the English Lake District. This research and practice fill a gap in knowledge that generates new 

trajectories in researching the picturesque. 

 

Reaching outside of Cumbria is particularly important to generating new knowledge and gaps in 

established thought.  It generates a wider axis: a way of engaging with the post-industrial landscape 

in setting up something of a paradox.  Previously, the ‘romance’ of the English Lake District spoke 

directly to tourists.  Specifically, to those interested in developing an engagement with landscape and 

this traditional spectacle.  However, the costumes of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling 

straddle romantic aesthetics, generating new narratives which are reflective of ongoing connections 

to this ancient region.  

 

Central to this thesis is the generation of new dialogues and fresh research into interdisciplinary 

approaches to landscape.  Therefore, the origins of the English Lake District and early thinking from 
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literary figures have been highlighted in connection with the pastoral and the picturesque; for 

instance, ideas of Englishness and preservationism, antiquity of dress, folk art and a contemporary 

response to landscape.  

 

Research into the antiquity of dress addresses a wider set of questions which concern themselves with 

the Victorian mentality, emboldened by the vigour of work and leisure.  Sam Smiles is used to underpin 

dress and costume in 18th century England to establish a connection between dress of the time to the 

costume of sport and landscape.  Finally, the rigorous analysis of Cumberland and Westmorland 

Wrestling costume across all three chapters is researched as an item of folk art, illustrating the 

addition to knowledge in landscape-based costume.  The photographs of Cumberland and 

Westmorland Wrestling costume add to the interdisciplinary nature of this research, linking its 

meaning to landscape and cultural identity to a contemporary dissemination.  

 

The researching of embroiderer Annie Garnett and her commercial enterprise, Windermere 

Industries: The Spinnery, looks at the Arts and Crafts embroiderers and unskilled workers she 

employed in producing her celebrated garments.  This legacy is where this research into costume 

places itself.  In the spirit of rural Victorian arts and crafts is seen the ‘elevation of skill’, providing a 

legacy which would have been passed down through the men and women she employed.  

 

It is undeniable that certain Arts and Crafts characteristics exist in the costumes researched achieved 

through the accuracy of depiction and identification by plant scientist, Professor David Ingram. 

Through the analyses of four costumes by Ingram, certain flora recur in the embroidered costumes, 

proving the claim that these vernacular costumes are inspired in some way by the plant life which 

exists in the area.  
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This practice-led research has combined new thinking into the regional-specific arts and crafts 

aesthetic.  Furthermore, generating a vernacular response to the ideology of early thinkers like John 

Ruskin and the working people who combined the noble act of wrestling with the adornment of nature 

to represent the spirit of competition and creativity.   
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List of Amendments From Faculty RGFC 

All these issues were amended in the copy submitted to UREC. Amendments can be found 
in the protocol, RG1a, RG2 and consent/assent form sections of the document. 

1. Peer review did not indicate how this application should proceed, however I think this was simply 
an oversight of the peer reviewer and this should be confirmed with the reviewer. Overall, the peer 
reviewer was positive regarding the research, the value of it and noted the applicants work history in 
this area. 

2. Interviews with named art consultancies (no questions supplied but these should be requested) 

3. Interview will also be held with the wrestlers that agree to have their pictures taken. Questions are 
supplied and no issues identified. However, will these interview be audio recorded as there is no 
mention of this. We should enquire and confirm as this will have an impact on the consent forms. 

4. No information sheets were supplied for any participant group, i.e. art consultants, those being 
photographed or for absent parents. 

5. No mention of the interviews will be recorded – if so, this will need to be added to the consent 
sheets. 

 
6. No contact details of the research team are provided on consent forms as there are no 
information sheets. 

 
7. Consent forms…point 3…inconsistent with other information provided. For example, names may be 
used in exhibition as discussed in this application but this  is not consistent with the consent forms. 
Amendments are required to bring this in-line with the requirements of the study. 

8. No parental/guardian consent form shown. 

9. Pictures will also be taken to include the wrestling that may also include spectators. CI indicated 
that such photography of a public event would not normally require consent, however as this is a 
research project and a book may be developed from this research as well as exhibition, I would 
questions these other individuals being captured in these photos, in addition others captured cannot 
withdraw. As a result I would like further clarification on the legal aspects of this type of photography. 

10. Anyone for whom an appropriate consent cannot be gained will be excluded, for example an 
under 16 for whom a parent or other responsible adult to give consent cannot be identified. 

11. Assent will be achieved from participants under the age of 16 and consent will be provided by an 
adult that has attended with them. Question arises is that adult is not the participant’s parent or 
guardian. No consent form shown that will be sent to the parents / guardians asking for consent to use 
pictures? 

12. Consent will be gained to use names or confidentiality was discussed satisfactorily. 

13. Addresses will be required so that photos can be sent to participants. How will CI maintain names 
and addresses in a secure manner? This requires an answer. 
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Dr. Cherie Driver – Suggested Amendments 
 

1 Consent forms: you say you are filming the volunteers; you don't mention anything about this in 
the application. Either you delete this from the consent form or you deal with it in the RG1a and the 
project descriptor/protocol. Please see consent forms for amendments 

 
2 Consent forms: should have a sub-point that if participants don't want to be identified by name 
in the title then a pseudonym (or other title) will be agreed. Or alternatively not to use them at 
all. Please see amended consent/assent forms 

 
3 Consent Forms: The title of the forms – these are confusing, we don't know who is getting what. 
Please title each form as being either consent or assent, who it is for and what the purpose of that 
aspect of the project is. The one that is most clear is Assent Form C – because it states who it is for and 
what its purpose is, the Wrestlers and you are undertaking interviews. Please do the same for all the 
rest. Following this please amend section 8 and elaborate in bullet points who each consent or assent 
form is for and what aspect of project permission is being sought. The consent forms have been 
amended to make it clearer. A consent form and an information sheet has been scraped and all other 
forms have been relabeled. 

 
4 You have two Consent Forms labelled A – one for photographs and one for Absent Parent. All 
consent/assent forms are correctly labelled 

 
5 Information sheets don't contain many of the requirements an information sheet should have. 
Please follow the guidelines in the document attached. Page 6…. I have viewed the attached 
document and amended information sheets accordingly 

 
6 In both the Assent Form D photography and consent A absent Parent, point 3 you say the 
photographs may be published in the future and will require further permission. If you are going to 
seek further permission, we need to see the protocol, procedure and consent forms for that aspect. 
How will you maintain the contact data for that long period of time? You need to say how you are 
going to maintain the data on individuals and that their contact details are maintained and secured as 
required in Section 13 Care of Personal Information of the Rg1a Form. Might it be better to seek 
permission for that aspect now and for that line of the form to say "I understand the photographs 
may be published and/or published in the future" Please see all consent/assent forms for clarifications 

 
7 In Section 7 Subjects, you state you are interviewing related professionals but in section 6 you say 
consultants and then you include interview questions for professionals and consultants. Please clarify 
and be consistent across the Rg1a. Confirm the number of participants involved overall. You also 
name four people with occupations in the research protocol / descriptor that relate to these 2 
categories. 
Please see sections 6 and 7 for clarifications 

 
8 There are some formatting issues in Karen's CV, track changes are showing on the document. Please 
see pages 48-52 

 
9 Please append an RG1e for the next submission Please see page 28 
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UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER RESEARCH GOVERNANCE RG1a 

APPLICATION TO UNDERTAKE RESEARCH ON HUMAN SUBJECTS 

 

SECTION A 
 

Chief 
Investigator 

 
Title of 
Project 

 
 

Student and 
course (if 
applicable) 

 
Additional 
Investigators 

 
 
 

Declaration - Chief Investigator: 
 

I confirm that 
• this project meets the definition for research in category* (please insert) 
• this project is viable and is of research or educational merit; 
• all risks and ethical and procedural implications have been considered; 
• the project will be conducted at all times in compliance with the research description/protocol and 

in accordance with the University’s requirements on recording and reporting; 
• this application has not been submitted to and rejected by another committee; and 
• Permission has been granted to use all copyright materials including questionnaires and similar 

instruments 
 

Signed: Date: 

 
 

*In addition, you should complete form RG1d for all category D research and form RG1e for both 
category B and D research 

PLEASE REFER TO THE NOTES OF GUIDANCE BEFORE COMPLETING THIS 
FORM. (Available from the Research Governance website at 
http://www.ulster.ac.uk/research/rg/) 

 
All sections of this form must be completed (use minimum font size 11). If the 
form is altered in any way it will be returned unconsidered by the Committee. 

 
This form should be used for research in categories A, B and D 

 
Do not use this form for research being conducted in collaboration with the 
NHS/HPSS (category C). 

Once complete, this application and all associated materials must be submitted for peer review 

Dr. Joseph McBrinn 
Dr. KayLynn Deveney 

B 

Mr David Matthew Ellison 

Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes worn in 
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling 

Professor Karen Fleming 
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SECTION B 
 

1. Where will the research be undertaken? 

 

2. a. What prior approval/funding has been sought or obtained to conduct this. research? Please 
also provide the UU cost centre number if  known 

 

b. Please indicate any commercial interest in/sponsorship of the study 

 

3. Duration of the Project 

 

Peer Review 
 

• Those conducting peer review should complete form RG2 and attach it to this form (RG1). RG1, 
RG2 and all associated materials should then be returned to the Chief Investigator. 

 
• Depending upon the outcome of peer review, the Chief Investigator should arrange to submit to 

the Filter Committee, resubmit the application for further review or consider a new or substantially 
changed project. The application must not be submitted to the Filter Committee until the peer 
review process has been completed (except as permitted below) 

 
• Please note that peer review can be conducted by the Filter Committee if time and capacity 

allow. This is at the discretion of the Chairperson of each Filter Committee and is subject to 
change. 

On public and private land allocated for country fetes, community gatherings, 
agricultural exhibitions and sheep trials. A fixture list of over 40 locations in 
Cumbria and Northumberland are available to choose from for the project. (See 
figure 9) 

None 

 
Filter Committee 

 
• The application must be considered by the Filter Committee in accordance with the 

requirements of the University 
 

• The Filter Committee should complete form RG3 and write to the Chief Investigator 
indicating the outcome of its review 

 
• Depending upon the outcome of the Filter Committee review, the Chief Investigator 

should arrange to proceed with the research OR submit to the University’s Research 
Ethics Committee OR resubmit the application for further review OR consider a new or 
substantially changed project 

 
• The Filter Committee should retain a complete set of original forms. 

None 

Start: late April 2014 End: OCT 2016 Duration: 2 YEARS 6 months 
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4. Background to and reason(s) for the Project 
 

Please provide a brief summary in language comprehensible to a lay person or non- expert. Full 
details must be provided in the description/protocol submitted with this application (see Notes of 
Guidance) 

 
This PhD research (Student- David Ellison) uses photography research to document the 
organisers and participants of a northern English regional sport called ‘Cumberland and 
Westmorland wrestling’. The fieldwork for the project will be undertaken by PhD student 
and is set in the English Lake District National Park and in towns and villages in Cumbria and 
Northumberland. 

 
David Ellison aims to document a little-known phenomenon and through photography it will 
capture this moment in its performance. Other research is investigating historic archives. 
Many of those taking part in Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling wear a distinctive hand 
embroidered costume of cotton vest, cotton long johns and velvet underpants. 

 
Through open question interviews he will investigate the background of the costumes with 
the participant community. He has been a professional photographer and has already had 
some engagement with this sport both as a photographer and as an amateur participant. 

 
These costumes are worn in public and frequently photographed and filmed by bystanders. 
However, a rigorous study into the sport and the wider cultural context has not been 
undertaken. 

 
The amateur sports men and women of all ages will be documented using a stills camera as 
they stand wearing their costume in front of a neutral white backdrop at or near to the 
sporting venue. He will not intervene in what they are wearing. 

 
In addition, a series of wider documentary landscape photographs featuring the wrestlers 
competing outdoors on grass at agricultural shows and country fetes whilst spectators watch 
the wrestling competition will be produced. Finally moving image and audio will be filmed 
capturing everything the still photographs fail to capture. For instance, the build-up to each 
rural fete event; car traffic, logistics, loudspeaker announcements, weather conditions, and 
anything of general interest to the making and organisation of the locations for wrestling. 
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5. Aims of the Project 
 

Please provide a brief summary in language comprehensible to a lay person or non- expert. Full 
details must be provided in the description/protocol submitted with this application (see Notes of 
Guidance) 

The research aims to examine the phenomenon of embroidered, Cumberland and 
Westmorland wrestling costumes. 

 
• How and by whom are the costumes designed and produced? 
• How do the hand-embroidered wrestling costumes act as a reflection of the 

regional landscape in Northern England? 
• How do the hand embroidered wrestling costumes fit into existing 

knowledge of rural and Celtic folk art 
• How do the designs reflect the unique rural and mountainous landscape 

including the relationship to other scholarly writing e.g. Landscape and 
Englishness by David Matless? 

• Other contextual information and participant reflection. 
The outcome will include a written thesis and original photographic artworks as part of a 
PhD. 

 
David Ellison will publish a book that resolves the PhD study into a sequenced and 
coherent series of photographs that celebrates this regional style of hand-sewn 
embroidery, alongside his style of documentary image making. 
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6. Procedures to be used 
a. Methods 

 
Please provide a brief summary in language comprehensible to a lay person or non- expert. Full 
details must be provided in the description/protocol submitted with this application (see Notes of 
Guidance) 

 
Part 1. A series of interviews with art consultancy, Grizedale Arts, photographer Julian Germain, 
curators Timothy Prus and Pete James will establish a trend in photographic history that uses ‘found’ 
photographic imagery to inform a dialogue between contemporary photographic practice and 
vernacular costume. 

 
Part 2. This research intends to use the ‘Horsley’ collection of photographs; this is an archive of 
amateur photographs and newspaper cuttings that documented the sport of wrestling circa 1880 – 
present day. Now held in Cumbria County Council the photographs contained in the archive have the 
potential to trace the evolution of wrestling costume and its association with the working-class 
agricultural labourers who wore the costume. This part of the research does not require ethical 
approval. 

 
Part 3. Visual research practice will comprise of a series of portraits photographed against a plain 
white backdrop picturing the wrestler wearing the costume. In addition, a series of landscapes will be 
produced featuring the wrestling competition. 

 
Part 4. Research subjects will be invited to discuss their costume in an interview of mainly open-
ended questions. 

 
Together with the archives and press records described above, other literature and practice will be 
reviewed to explore the documentation of phenomenon among amateur photographers, 
participant/enthusiasts, press and established photographers. 

 
Most of the participants of this sport are teenage up to forty years of age and most are male. 

 
When photographing the participants, several precautionary steps have been taken to respect the 
moral and ethical rights of the subjects including children. In addition to the assent /consent procedures 
detailed on pages 33-47 

• Their parent or guardian will accompany the researcher at all times. 
•  The gazebo tent in which the photograph will be taken has windows that are open making 

the inside visible. 
• The participant can opt out at any time 
• A free photograph with a further copy of the information sheet will be sent to the parent to 

confirm what the photograph looks like (at that point they could still opt out) 
This is a documentary photography project of a small amateur organisation run by volunteers who 
arrange and orchestrate wrestling events at country shows and agricultural events. Therefore, context 
photographs will include the wrestlers in a wider scene to include spectators, and judges to add a 
contextual element to the project. The landscape that surrounds the events the narrow country roads, 
the car parks before the field of competition and the people who hang around will be featured. Such 
photography of a people at a public event is legal and does not require consent, in the context of this 
research they are populating a public spectacle and they are not individual subjects. Press, professional 
and amateur photographers regularly photograph the crowd and participants on public land. However, 
it is the researcher’s intension to work ‘sympathetically’, making himself known to the people spectating 
to avoid any unnecessary annoyance. 
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b. Statistical techniques 
Please provide details of the statistical techniques to be used within the project 
description/protocol (see Notes of Guidance) 

 

7. Subjects: 
 

a. How many subjects will be recruited to the study (by group if appropriate)? 
 

Interviews with related photographic professionals; Photographer (Julian 
Germain), art consultancy (Grizedale Arts), and curators (Pete James and 
Timothy Prus). 

4-6 

Interviews with wrestling participants 20-25 

Documentary Photographs of participant subjects 20-25 

 
 

b. Will any of the subjects be from the following vulnerable groups – 
 

 YES NO 
Children under 18 X  

Adults with learning or other 
disabilities. 

 X 

Elderly people  X 
Healthy volunteers who have a 
dependent or subordinate 
relationship to investigators 
 

 X 

Other vulnerable groups  X 
 
 

If YES to any of the above, please specify and justify their inclusion 

c. Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
Please indicate, with reasons, the inclusion criteria for the project 

There are no complex statistical techniques - such quantitative data as will be 
gathered will be simple e.g. dates of production, costs. The research is qualitative. 

The participants of the sport are mostly male and aged approximately 12 years old to 
age 40. Most are aged 20-35. The research aims to include any consenting subject. 
This research arises from David Ellison’s previous work as a professional 
photographer that was produced as an exhibition and gained considerable attention. 
He now seeks to research the phenomenon as part of his PhD and to include the next 
generation of young amateur wrestlers this is essential to trace the evolution in 
costume design from circa 1950 to current fashion trends in teenage boys and girls. In 
addition, tracing the evolution of a sport that only permitted men to compete until 
1998 to allow women and young females the right to wear the embroidered costume 
and participate alongside men is therefore in the interest of an open and fair 
investigation. 
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Please indicate, with reasons, any exclusion criteria for the project 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d. Will any inducements be offered? If ‘Yes’, please describe 

For the individual subject photographs and participant interviews: 
Any consenting person competing at an advertised fixture. Most will be wearing 
embroidered wrestling costume. Wrestlers who do not wear the costume and who 
compete are also included in order to explore their motivations. 
Names may be confidential by agreement (see below) 

Due to the potential for identification in the images, it is not possible for participants to 
be anonymous and anyone requiring anonymity will be excluded. 

 
The volume of participants will be determined by the practical limit on numbers to be 
photographed at any individual event. 

Yes. The researcher will produce a professional quality print and send a free copy in the 
post to the person(s) who agree to take part. This acts in two ways, first it’s an act of 
good will to the person(s) involved. Second it functions as a check that the subject and 
their parent /guardian are happy with the image. In previous experience as a 
professional photographer no person(s) objected to the selection of images used in 
exhibitions in any way. 
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e. Please describe how and where recruitment will take place 
 

Capturing the authentic costume in situ is an essential consideration. It is not practical 
to send a consent form to prospective subject’s days in advance as it’s impossible to 
gauge who might be available on the day and all the wrestlers are not known to the 
organisation. Prior registration does not take place for these events and recruitment 
must therefore take place live at the event. 

 
Potential subjects will be chosen by the researcher based on their attendance at the 
event in a costume. No other age, gender, religion or disability measure will be 
applied. All is fair in sport. If the person is wearing a costume relevant to the research 
they may be invited to contribute to the research and a number of participants not in 
costume may be included. 

 
Potential subjects will be identified on the day of competition before they compete. 
They will be given the information sheet and able to see previous photographic work 
by the researcher. This will give them a ‘cooling off’ period of at least an hour to 
consider the option of opting in and having a picture taken or choosing not to have a 
picture taken. 

 
In addition, they can withdraw later when they receive the photograph. For any 
participant under 18 in addition to their own assent form consent from a parent or 
other responsible adult who has accompanied them will be sought. The fieldwork 
photography takes place in public. 
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8. Ethical implications of the research 
Please provide an assessment of the ethical implications of the project 

The opportunity to take an information sheet along with a copy of the consent form applies 
as usual. Consent forms have been drawn up for the following participants- 

 
• Consent Form (A) –Parent(s) or other responsible adult of a child aged under 18 

Assent form D & E will also be completed by the young participant. 
In the absence of a parent or guardian at an event, an alternative responsible adult who 
has accompanied them to the event may sign the consent form (e.g. a best friend’s parent, 
an older sibling, grandparent, club leader). A photographic print will be sent to the parents’ 
address of the participant after the event with a further copy of the information sheet. 

 
• Consent Form (B) – Adult Subject 

Participants aged over 18 years old. 
 

• Consent Form (C) - Interviews – Art Consultants/Curators/ Photographers 
Interviewed art professionals (art consultants, curators and photographers), all of whom 
will be over 18 years old. 

 
• Assent Form (D) - Under 18 Wrestler -Interview 

Any person under 18 who is interviewed. An appropriate responsible adult will consent 
using form A 

 
• Assent Form (E) - Under 18 Subject – Wrestler photography 

Any person under 18 who is photographed. 
 

The work undertaken does not intervene, or encourage participating subjects to wear 
costumes they wouldn’t wear or feel comfortable wearing. 

 
Information sheets and consent forms will be handed out at the advertised event. Consent 
will be sought from all adult participants. Any person(s) under the age of 18 who is chosen 
as a potential subject will give their assent to taking part and a consent form will be signed 
from their parent, guardian or other responsible adult who has accompanied them to the 
event. Some under 18s may have travelled to the advertised event with another 
responsible adult for example a parent of a fellow competitor. Should this arise the 
researcher will seek their consent. It is anticipated that a parent or other close relative will 
accompany most under 16s. An image will be sent to all adult subjects and to the parental 
address of all under 18 subjects with a further copy of the information sheet that includes 
information on how to opt out. This will confirm the image. 

 
Prior to becoming a researcher David Ellison was a professional photographer and took 
photographs of the wrestlers with the full permission of their parents or responsible adults. 
No issues were raised; people welcomed the opportunity to be recorded. The organisers 
of the sport know him and clearance has been granted in the form of a formal letter 
(attached). They have sanctioned his work for two previous exhibitions. Furthermore, a 
wrestling demonstration was conducted at the private viewing of the exhibition at Tullie 
House Gallery, Carlisle. This opportunity gave the persons taking part in the exhibition to 
see their image hung in the gallery, further reinforcing the transparency and value of the 
photographic practice. This was very well received by the subjects. 

 
The researcher’s previous practice indicated that gaining consent from older adults 
was more problematic than youths. 
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9. Could the research identify or indicate the existence of any undetected healthcare 
concern? 

 

Yes No 
 

If Yes, please indicate what might be detected and explain what action will be taken (e.g. 
inform subject’s GP) 

 

10. Risk Assessment ** 
Please indicate any risks to subjects or investigators associated with the project 

 
 
 

**If you wish, you can use form RG1c – Risk Assessment Record (available from the Research 
Governance website) to help you assess any risks involved 

 
11. Precautions 

Please describe precautions to be taken to address the above 

12. Consent form 
 

It is assumed that as this study is being conducted on human subjects, an information sheet 
and associated consent form will be provided. A copy of 

Usual potential risk associated with fieldwork - travel and the use of photographic equipment in 
a public space. The researcher will leave a fieldwork plan with his supervisors. 
He will travel by plane to England and hire a car to travel to each event. 

 
• Photographic equipment is used on location in a public area. 

- Tripod, Camera, battery powered lighting. He will secure insurance for 
University equipment as usual. 

 
• A gazebo is used on location. He will pitch the gazebo on a site allocated by the organisers. 

The gazebo has two open windows allowing anyone to look in when a picture is taken. 
 

• Any person under the age of 18 will be accompanied by a parent or responsible 
adult to oversee the capturing of the portrait. 

• All travel is covered by his own travel insurance. 
• Photographic equipment is insured under a public liability with his own 

insurance company. When photographing at the events he will notify the 
organisers of the events and any documents they require are photocopied and 
handed to the organisers. Once again, as a professional photographer this 
procedure was carried out well in advance of the event. 

 
• He will use a new gazebo whilst on location which acts to neutralise the suns 

glare to create an even spread of light. He will pitch the gazebo on an area that 
was allocated by the organisers. The gazebo has two open windows allowing 
anyone to look in when a picture is taken. 

x 
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x 

the information sheet and form must be attached to this application. See Notes of 
Guidance. 

 
If a consent form is not to be used, please provide a justification: 

 
13. Care of personal information 

Please describe the measures that will be taken to ensure that subjects’ personal data/information 
will be stored appropriately and made available only to those named as investigators associated 
with the project. 

 
14. Copyright 

Has permission been granted to use all copyright materials including questionnaires and similar 
instruments? 

Yes No 
 

If No, please provide the reason 

 

Once you have completed this form you should also complete form RG1d for all category D 
research and form RG1e for both category B and D research 

The subject will be asked if they are comfortable for their name to be used in the 
research and any potential publication. 
In the past this has always been agreed. Should anyone not wish to be identified 
by name an alternative title will be agreed. 

There are no copyrighted questionnaires or other research materials. 
As is normal, the photographer will retain ownership of the image and he will 
allow the participant personal use of his or her own image. 
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Protocol 
David Ellison - PhD Research Ethical Approval 

 
 

Chief Investigator – Professor Karen Fleming 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

 
Project Contact – David Ellison 
Art, Design and The Built Environment PhD 
Candidate (Yr1) 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 
www.davidellison.co.uk 

 

‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes worn in Cumberland 
and Westmorland wrestling’ 

Project Background 

David Ellison aims to explore the cultural significance of embroidered motifs of the regional sport of 
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling. Embodying the idyllic picturesque image this costume 
represents, on the one hand, the celebration of rural life and, on the other, a view of human 
displacement depicted by vernacular embroidered symbols. Usually associated with nature, the 
costume embroidery is sewn by the family who wrestle, often abbreviating the initials of the wrestler 
and decorating with flora, fauna and the features of the native landscape. The costume is a cotton vest, 
velvet underpants and cotton long johns. An interesting aspect of the intricate needlework is that 
expensive material is used to embroider onto cheap cotton to make the designs potentially fragile after 
years of competition. 

 
Taking place in fields on the periphery of post-industrial towns and cities (see figure 4), the embroidered 
motifs on costumes worn by wrestlers, depicts flowers and nature that often contradict the setting 
referencing, in its stead, the natural world. 
The intricate embroidery of the costume reflects each wrestler’s heritage and ancestry, a storytelling 
through the land. This costume is a vehicle through which he explores the complex nature of the 
surrounding social and environmental landscape. The act of wrestling embodies the contradictory 
elements of nature, at once brutal and gentle, majestic and mundane. 

These wrestlers live within the site of my research, they respond to and engage with the land. The sites 
of events are on fields, across Cumbria and Northumberland, ranging from those of quintessential, 
picturesque, village fetes and agricultural shows celebrating the best nature has to offer; also, 
contrastingly, in gatherings on the scorched, post-industrial scrubland that exist outside the Lake 
District National Park. The spectacle of witnessing wrestlers wearing, what is essentially a piece of 
Victorian memorabilia re-appropriated, on the site of former industrial land, sets up a paradox, a scene 
that is incongruous, seemingly unbefitting the lie of the land. 

David Ellison has exhibited this piece of work prior to this research (see figure 1 and 
5) and has spoken about the project in Europe at international photography conferences (see figure 
2 and 6) bringing his work to an international audience. David Ellison dressed as a wrestler to address 
the audience in Amsterdam to create a taste of the project and for people to engage with the costume 
first hand as well as through his photographic project. Furthermore, Ellison feels it is important to 
engage with the people who wrestle and the community that contribute to its existence. To 
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illustrate this point, Ellison staged a live wrestling event (see figure 8) in the gallery café as part of the 
private viewing of the exhibition to bring the rural participants of the sport to an art gallery environment 
and to showcase the sport to wider audience. This gave the participants to see the photographic work 
exhibited on the gallery wall creating a sense of open transparency and for the people who visited the 
private for the pleasure of art to engage with the people who contributed to the project. 

Overall Aim of Investigation 

To create a coherent series of photographs documenting embroidered wrestling costumes to support 
a written thesis investigating landscape photography in the English Lake District. 

A publishing agreement for a photographic book plans to be finalised in 2015 in the second year of 
research. Building on previous professional practice the project plans to build on rigorous doctoral 
research incorporating archival materials collected from the Horsley collection at Cumbria County 
Council. (see Figures 3 and 7) 

Methods/Procedures 

Interviews will take place within the next six months involving arts professionals including; 
 

Julian Germain - Photographer Pete 
James – Public Curator 
Timothy Prus – Private Curator/Collector 
Grizedale Arts – Arts Consultancy 

 
Julian Germain uses photographs from local newspaper archives to combine with his own work style of 
photography as part of his published books. This will inform my own use of the local ‘Horsley Collection’ 
housed at Cumbria County Council to offer a broader contextual basis. 
Curator, Pete James at newly developed public library ‘Birmingham central Library’ will offer a different 
perspective to collecting and exhibiting work to that of Timothy Prus who controls a private budget for 
collecting and uses found photography in his vast collection of contemporary photography. Art 
consultancy Grizedale Arts will establish national and regional perspectives on art and are best placed 
to speak about how a regional culture has inspired their globally recognised art consultancy business. 

 
Interviewing wrestlers involved in the project will offer a truly unique perspective on this research. 
Therefore, moving image and audio will be an additional element to the practice furthering the scope 
of the data collection. The aim of capturing sound and movement will give the research a broader 
understanding of the event(s) in general. For instance, the tannoy system amplifies local music between 
announcements from the organised events. This footage will capture the unique visual and audio 
sounds that will inform notions of ritual, folklore and tradition which are all important to my written 
thesis. Only limited research has been done into the embroidered costumes particularly using 
photography as a medium to visualise the transience of competing at summer fetes. Therefore, 
documenting the summer season as the sport moves from village to town in Cumbria and 
Northumberland will provide opportunities to record the participants of the sport, before, during and 
after the person(s) has wrestled. 

 
The following procedure will be followed when undertaking photographic fieldwork; 
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Telephone general 
secretary of the 

agricultural show. 

Book a site to pitch 
gazebo/studio tent

Confirm insurance cover 
for e.g. public liability 

(prior to event)

Arrive on the day of 
event via car and unload 

equipment before 
general public arrive.

Make myself known to 
the sports organisers 

Before competition 
(when wrestlers have 
arrived) ask subjects if 

they want to participate. 

Ask participants, parents 
and guardians to fill in 

consent form

Allow 1 hour cooling off 
period

Ask the subject for a 
suitable opportunity to 

have a photograph taken 
and sign consent form.

Print and send chosen 
photograph to the 

subject
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Data Analysis 

Copies of the data will be stored in a safe and secure locked cabinet in the research institute. The data 
will be stored for 10 years. All accompanying documents including consent and assent forms will be 
housed in a locked cabinet. 

Pete James, Chair of the ‘Committee of National and Photographic Collections’ (CNPC) and Head of 
Photography at Birmingham Central Library provided a supporting reference for the research students 
proposal prior to his acceptance for doctoral research. Furthermore, Pete James has acquired 12 
archival inkjet photographic prints by the research student. 

The ‘Committee of National and Photographic Collections’ is made up of 12 national archives 
exchanging ideas and sharing procedures and good models or practice. Pete James acquisition of 
Ellison’s work suggests that Ellison’s work is recognised as potentially of national importance. Ellison’s 
work has developed a rigour that has been strengthened by early validation by such regarded figures in 
the industry. 

Good Practice 

As a way of informing the participants after the photo shoot he will send out in the post a free 
photographic print to participant to have as a record. This ‘act of good will’ gives the person(s) taking 
part in the research a finished photograph. This process is used by many top professionals working as 
documentary photographers. Most notably, University of Ulster, visiting Professor Martin Parr (see 
figures 11 and 13) a distinguished master of photography uses this same process. Parr photographed 
the rural town of Hebden Bridge in the 1970s for several years documenting village life. For instance, 
he documented the architecture of the Methodist churches and the parishioners from that community. 
When this work came to an end he displayed the photographs he took at the locally accessible village 
hall where all the people he 
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photographed were able to get a copy of the photograph they were pictured in, as an act of good will. 

This successful model reinforced his desire to make his working process transparent, open and ethical. 
Parr belongs to prodigious photo agency Magnum recognised worldwide as a respected and established 
organisation for photo journalism and documentary/art photographers. As does fellow photographer 
and lecturer at University of Ulster Donovan Wylie. He like Parr, photographs on public land and 
includes people in his photographic work without seeking permission as the law permits 

Legal Aspects – Photographing in Public 

Several legal restrictions apply to the use of photography. First, ‘The Counter- Terrorism Act 2008’ is 
most commonly referred to in association with the use of photography in a public space. This applies to 
specific photographic reproduction(s) of constables or a member(s) of the armed forces to be used by 
someone preparing an act of terrorism. This does not apply remotely to the subject matter in my 
research. 

‘The Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1998’ outlines a complex list of allowances and restrictions to 
allowing the broadcasting or photographing on private and public land. In this legislation it states that 
photographing on public land is not restricted and is allowed. 

David Ellison uses the same method as Parr and Wylie for his professional work undertaken prior to 
doctoral research. The industry standard for commercial photography is to use a ‘model release’ and 
or ‘licence to use’ if a human subject is involved. The ‘model release’ and ‘licence to use’ form are drawn 
up by the ‘Association of Photographers’ (AOP) and can be obtained via their website in a pdf format. 
Alternatively, a hard copy can be purchased direct from AOP which includes a copy white/pink carbon 
copy receipt. The white copy is kept by the photographer and the pink copy by the model/subject(s). 
Alternatively, similar documents can be created independently and used as a legal document to allow 
photographers to retain copyright of the photographs produced. 

In this research study a consent/assent form(s) will be signed by the participating parent(s) or legal 
guardian along with an information sheet stating the nature of the research and an option to opt out 
of the research at any time. This is the most transparent, ethically rigorous model that can be 
implemented. The University of Ulster can be confident that the correct and proper ethical procedures 
have been taken to allow the participants a fair representation. 
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RG1e 
 

UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER RESEARCH GOVERNANCE 
 

DECLARATION TO BE ATTACHED TO ALL SUBMISSIONS TO THE 
UNIVERSITY’S RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 

 
APPLICATION TO UNDERTAKE RESEARCH ON HUMAN SUBJECTS 

 
This form must be completed in conjunction with forms RG1a for all category B studies and forms 
RG1a and RG1d for all category D studies 

 
Chief 
Investigator 

 
 

Title of 
Project 

 
 
 

Please ensure that you have completed the RG1a form in full (and also RG1d if your research is 
category D) and have attached the following: 

 
• a 6-page (maximum) description/protocol [ x] 
• a description of the statistical techniques to be used [ n/a] 
• an information sheet for subjects [ x] 
• a consent form [ x] 
• any questionnaires or interview schedules [ x] 
• a list of references where appropriate [ x] 
• a 1-page cv from the chief investigator [ x] 
• a RG2 (Peer Review) form [ x] 
• a RG3 (Filter Committee review form) [ x] 

 
If this checklist is incomplete or if any required items are not included, your application 
will be returned to you. 

 

 

Date: Amended version, 
17th April 2014. 

Signed: 

Declaration - Chief Investigator: 
 
I confirm that: 

• any comments arising from the peer review have been fully addressed to the 
satisfaction of the reviewer(s) and that the application form and associated 
materials have been amended to reflect these; 

 
• any comments arising from the Filter Committee review have been fully addressed 

to its satisfaction and that the application form and associated materials have been 
amended to reflect these. 

‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes worn 
in Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling’ 

Professor Karen Fleming 
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Potential interview questions for Wrestlers David Ellison - PhD 
Research Ethical Approval 

 
 

Chief Investigator – Professor Karen Fleming 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

 
Project Contact – David Ellison 
Art, Design and The Built Environment PhD 
Candidate (Yr1) 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 

 
 

About the wrestler and wrestling 
• How long have you been wrestling? 
• Does/did anyone else wrestle in the family? 
• How do you fit wrestling around your profession? (Potential follow on discussion 

of their job and any links to their work) 
 

About the costume construction 
• Who made the costume? (Potential follow-on questions about the maker’s relationship 

to wrestler, experience making other costumes for the interviewee and for others, the 
maker’s skill, training) 

• How was it made? (Potential follow-up about the ready-made parts (vest, leggings) 
and how the embroidery is made –hand machine. 

• How old is your costume? (Potential follow-on questions about durability, care repair, re-
use) 

• Do you ever embroider your own costume? (Potential follow-on questions about their 
input to design) 

• Potential follow up questions about cost of costume if it was a transaction of that type. 
□ 

About the costume design 
• Explain to me the motifs on the costume? (Potential follow-on questions about 

sources of patterns, inspiration) 
• Why did you or the designer choose those motifs on the costume? (Potential follow-up 

about sources, placement, preferences) 
• Do you think costumes have changed over the years? (Potential follow-on questions 

about how many costumes they have had, recollection of older costumes) 
• What will you do with your costume when you no longer use it? (Potential follow up on 

heirloom, recycled components, and exploration sentiment and values. 
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Potential interview questions for Wrestlers David Ellison - PhD 
Research Ethical Approval 

 
 

Chief Investigator – Professor Karen Fleming 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

 
Project Contact – David Ellison 
Art, Design and The Built Environment PhD 
Candidate (Yr1) 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 

 
 

About the wrestler and wrestling 
• How long have you been wrestling? 
• Does/did anyone else wrestle in the family? 
• How do you fit wrestling around your profession? (Potential follow on discussion 

of their job and any links to their work) 
 

About the costume construction 
• Who made the costume? (Potential follow-on questions about the maker’s relationship 

to wrestler, experience making other costumes for the interviewee and for others, the 
maker’s skill, training) 

• How was it made? (Potential follow-up about the ready made parts (vest, leggings) and 
how the embroidery is made –hand machine. 

• How old is your costume? (Potential follow-on questions about durability, care repair, re-
use) 

• Do you ever embroider your own costume? (Potential follow-on questions about their 
input to design) 

• Potential follow up questions about cost of costume if it was a transaction of that type. 
□ 

About the costume design 
• Explain to me the motifs on the costume? (Potential follow-on questions about 

sources of patterns, inspiration) 
• Why did you or the designer choose those motifs on the costume? (Potential follow-up 

about sources, placement, preferences) 
• Do you think costumes have changed over the years? (Potential follow-on questions 

about how many costumes they have had, recollection of older costumes) 
• What will you do with your costume when you no longer use it? (Potential follow up on 

heirloom, recycled components, and exploration sentiment and values. 
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Indicative Interview questions for Art Consultants/Curators David Ellison - PhD 
Research Ethical Approval 

 
 

Chief Investigator – Professor Karen Fleming 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

 
Project Contact – David Ellison 
Art, Design and The Built Environment PhD 
Candidate (Yr1) 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 

 
 

1. Name 
2. Job title- How you describe your professional activity and why do you prefer that 

description of your role? [prompt options include consultant, agent, curator, adviser, 
gallery manager etc.] 

3. Do you have any connections to the region apart from your job? 
4. Explain the history of [insert name their arts organisation e.g. Grizedale Arts, Pete James]? 
5. How do you curate photography? (Follow up discussion will include exploration of 

curation of named photographer or group exhibitions, use of found photographs and 
archive images by named or by anonymous photographers) 

6. How do you include the community in your practice? 
7. Is photography’s functionality something that interests you? 
8. Can you describe your view of the value of contemporary art and your experience 

of it’s changing relationship with functionality? 
9. What attracts you aesthetically to imagery intended for descriptive purposes? 

 
 

Conclude with discussion of any relevant projects or curation they have engaged in. (Interviewee 
will have the research Project information sheet) 
Researcher may have already identified a project, exhibition or intervention to discuss. 
For example -Questions for Grizedale: 
Explain your collaboration with Laure Prouvos (Turner Prize Winner)? 
Why have you moved away from art intended for the gallery walls? Discuss how this changes the 
utility and social engagement of the art. 
Can Photography be more socially engaged? 
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Indicative interview questions for Photographers David Ellison - 
PhD Research Ethical Approval 

 
 

Chief Investigator – Professor Karen Fleming 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

 
Project Contact – David Ellison 
Art, Design and The Built Environment PhD 
Candidate (Yr1) 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 

 
 
 
 

1. Name? 
2. How do you use photography? (Prompts may include documentary, artist making for 

exhibition, photographer for catalogues other commercial journalist [local, national 
sports]. 

3. Are you interested in a specific style of photography? 
4. Do you ever use imagery initially gathered or produced for a different purpose? How 

do you resolve work using imagery produced for another purpose? (Follow up may 
include discussion of amateur, anonymous, historical, outmodes format and 
technically ‘bad’ photography.) 

5. What attracts you aesthetically to the found images? 
6. Is there a specific region you investigate using photography? 
7. Do you have any connection to the area where you photograph? 
8. How do you respond to the places you photograph or collect? 
9. Do you have an opinion on photography’s functionality? (follow up discussion of the value 

of contemporary art and it’s switch to functionality? 
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Information Sheet – Art Consultant/Curator/Photographers 

Project Title 

‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes worn in Cumberland and 
Westmorland wrestling’ 

 
Invitation to Participate 

 
You are being invited to take part in a photographic research study David Ellison is carrying out as 
part of his PhD at the University of Ulster 

Before you decide whether or not to take part, it is important that you understand what the research 
is for and what you will be asked to do. Please read the following information and do not hesitate to 
ask any questions about anything that might not be clear to you. Make sure that you are happy before 
you decide to what to do. Thank you for taking the time to consider the invitation. 

 
What is the purpose of the Study? 

 
David Ellison aims to explore the cultural significance of embroidered motifs of the regional sport of 
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling. The costume is a cotton vest, velvet underpants and cotton 
long johns. The research will explore how the costume embroidery is designed and sewn by the family 
who wrestle, often abbreviating the initials of the wrestler and decorating with flora, fauna and the 
features of the native landscape. An interesting aspect of the time consuming and intricate needlework 
is that tremendous care and expense is applied to cheap garments that are then subjected to rough 
handling in competition use. 

 
Project Background 

David began photographing Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling in 2008 as a professional 
photographer. He is now working on his PhD and would appreciate your professional views on this 
subject. The sites of wrestling events are fields, across Cumbria and Northumberland. Some are 
quintessential, picturesque, village fetes and agricultural shows celebrating the best nature has to offer. 
In contrast, other gatherings are on the scorched, post-industrial scrubland that exists outside the Lake 
District National Park or in fields on the periphery of post-industrial towns and cities. 
The embroidered motifs on costumes worn by wrestlers depict flowers and nature that often contradict 
the setting, referencing, in its stead, the natural world. David is investigating how the intricate 
embroidery of the costume reflects each wrestler’s heritage and ancestry. This costume is a vehicle 
through which he explores the complex nature of the surrounding social and environmental landscape. 

 
What will happen to me if I take part? 

This is a voluntary process and it’s up to you to decide if you agree to be interviewed, we will agree how 
you are named or identified in the research. 

In addition, I will be photographing the costume of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestlers. This will 
form part of my doctoral research. I hope to publish this research as a book in 2015/2016. Details of 
the research and any future publications will be on my website. 

 

Chief Investigator: 
Prof. Karen Fleming 
University of Ulster 
E-mail Address: k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk Tel 
02895367267 

Project Contact: 
David Ellison 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 
www.davidellison.co.uk 
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Information Sheet – Adult Subject(s) 

Project Title 

‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes worn in Cumberland and Westmorland 
wrestling’ 

 
Invitation to Participate 

You are being invited to take part in a photographic research study. I am David Ellison, a professional 
photographer and a PhD student at the University of Ulster. Before you decide whether or not to take 
part, it is important that you understand what the research is for and what you will be asked to do. Please 
read the following information and do not hesitate to ask any questions about anything that might not 
be clear to you. Make sure that you are happy before you decide what to do. You can opt out later by 
contacting me. Thank you for taking the time to consider the invitation. This study is for a PhD at 
University of Ulster. 

What is the purpose of the Study? 

I aim to explore the cultural significance of embroidered motifs of the regional sport of Cumberland 
and Westmorland wrestling. I can show you similar photographs of my work. Embodying the idyllic 
picturesque image this costume represents, on the one hand, the celebration of rural life and, on the 
other, a view of human displacement depicted by vernacular embroidered symbols. Usually 
associated with nature, the costume embroidery is sewn by the family who wrestle, often 
abbreviating the initials of the wrestler and decorating with flora, fauna and the features of the native 
landscape. The costume is a cotton vest, velvet underpants and cotton long johns. 
An interesting aspect of the intricate needlework is that expensive material is used to embroider 
onto cheap cotton to make the designs potentially fragile after years of competition. 

 
Project Background 

My photographic work on Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling started in 2008 as a professional 
photographer and is now being developed as a research thesis into Cumbria and its unique landscape. 
The wrestling events take place in fields on the periphery of post-industrial towns and cities; the 
embroidered motifs on costumes worn by wrestlers, depict flowers and nature that often contradict the 
setting, referencing, in its stead, the natural world. 

 
The intricate embroidery of the costume reflects each wrestler’s heritage and ancestry, a 
storytelling through the land. This costume is a vehicle through which I explore the complex nature 
of the surrounding social and environmental landscape. The act of wrestling embodies the 
contradictory elements of nature, at once brutal and gentle, majestic and mundane. 

These wrestlers live within the site of my research, they respond to and engage with the land. The sites 
of events are on fields, across Cumbria and Northumberland, ranging from those of quintessential, 
picturesque, village fetes and agricultural shows celebrating the best nature has to offer; also, 
contrastingly, in gatherings on the scorched, post-industrial scrubland that exist outside the Lake 
District National Park. The spectacle of witnessing wrestlers wearing, what is essentially a piece of 
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Victorian memorabilia re-appropriated, on the site of former industrial land, sets up a paradox, a scene 
that is incongruous, seemingly unbefitting to the lie of the land. 

 
 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

I will photograph you in your wrestling costume in front of a neutral background after you have 
wrestled today. 

If you don’t mind, I will also ask you some questions about you and your costume. This interview will take 
about 10 minutes and if you agree, I will record it so that I can write about this in my thesis. 

This is a voluntary process and it’s up to you to decide if you participate. We will agree how you are 
named or identified in the research, usually that is simply by name or nickname e.g. ’John Smith’ or 
‘Smithy’. You will receive an archival quality print of the photograph in the post. 

This will form part of my doctoral research. I hope to publish this research as a book in 2015/2016. It may 
be included in a future exhibition. Details of the research and any future publications will be on my 
website. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Chief Investigator: Prof. 
Karen Fleming 
University of Ulster E-
mail Address: 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk Tel 
02895367267 

Project Contact: 
David Ellison 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 
www.davidellison.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 

You may keep this information sheet 
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Information Sheet – Under 18 Parent 

Project Title 

‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes worn in Cumberland and Westmorland 
wrestling’. 

Invitation to Participate 

Your child is invited to take part in a photographic research study. I am David Ellison, a professional 
photographer and a PhD student at the University of Ulster. Before you decide whether or not your child 
can to take part, it is important that you understand what the research is for and what they will be 
asked to do. I will also ensure that the young person agrees. Please read the following information and 
do not hesitate to ask any questions about anything that might not be clear to you. Make sure that you 
are happy before you decide what to do. You can opt out later by contacting me. Thank you for taking 
the time to consider the invitation. This study is for a PhD at University of Ulster. 

What is the purpose of the Study? 

I want to find out more about the cultural significance of embroidered motifs of the regional sport of 
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling. The costume is a cotton vest, velvet underpants and cotton 
long johns. The research will explore how the costume embroidery is designed and sewn by the family 
who wrestle, often abbreviating the initials of the wrestler and decorating with flora, fauna and the 
features of the native landscape. An interesting aspect of the time consuming and intricate needlework 
is that tremendous care and expense is applied to cheap garments that are then subjected to rough 
handling in competition use. 

 
Project Background 

My photographic work on Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling started in 2008 as a professional 
photographer and is now being developed as a research thesis into Cumbria and its unique landscape. 
I can show you similar photographs of my work. The wrestling events take place in fields on the 
periphery of post-industrial towns and the sites of wrestling events are fields, across Cumbria and 
Northumberland. Some are quintessential, picturesque, village fetes and agricultural shows celebrating 
the best nature has to offer. In contrast, other gatherings are on the scorched, post- industrial scrubland 
that exists outside the Lake District National Park or in fields on the periphery of post-industrial towns 
and cities. 
I want to record the embroidered motifs on costumes worn by wrestlers that depict flowers and nature 
that often contradict the setting, referencing, in its stead, the natural world. I am investigating how the 
intricate embroidery of the costume reflects each wrestler’s heritage and ancestry. This costume is a 
vehicle through which I hope to explore in my PhD Thesis the complex nature of the surrounding social 
and environmental landscape. 

 
What will happen if I agree that my child may take part? 
I will photograph the young person in their wrestling costume in front of a neutral background after 
they have wrestled today. You are welcomed to come with them and the tent is open and visible. 
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If you don’t mind, I will also ask you and your child some questions about them and the costume. This 
interview will take about 10 minutes and if you agree, I will record it so that I can write about this in my 
thesis. You can be present. 

This is a voluntary process and it’s up to you to decide if your child may participate. We will agree how 
they are named or identified in the research, usually that is simply by name or nickname e.g.’ John 
Smith’ or ‘Smithy’. You will receive an archival quality print of the photograph in the post. 

This will form part of my doctoral research. I hope to publish this research as a book in 2015/2016. It 
may be included in a future exhibition. Details of the research and any future publications will be on 
my website. www.davidellison.co.uk 

 
 
 

Chief Investigator: Prof. 
Karen Fleming 
University of Ulster E-
mail Address: 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk Tel 
02895367267 

Project Contact: 
David Ellison 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 
www.davidellison.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 

You may keep this information sheet 
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Information Sheet –Subject(s) aged under 18 Project 

Title 

How can contemporary landscape photography elevate a limited perspective to the sublime, when 
considering the figure and vernacular costume in the landscape. 

Invitation to Participate 

You are being invited to take part in a photographic research study. I am David Ellison, a professional 
photographer and a PhD student at the University of Ulster. Before you decide whether or not to take 
part, it is important that you understand what the research is for and what you will be asked to do. Please 
read the following information and do not hesitate to ask any questions about anything that might not 
be clear to you. Make sure that you are happy before you decide what to do. You can opt out later by 
contacting me. Thank you for taking the time to consider the invitation. This study is for a PhD at 
University of Ulster. 

What is the purpose of the Study? 

I am researching the embroidered motifs of the regional sport of Cumberland and Westmorland 
wrestling. I can show you similar photographs of my work. I am interested in how the costume looks and 
what the pictures on it represent. I have already discovered that costume embroidery is sometimes 
sewn by the family who wrestle, often including the initials of the wrestler and decorating with animals, 
plants and the features of the native landscape. 

 
As you know, the costume is a cotton vest, velvet underpants and cotton long johns. An interesting 
aspect of the intricate needlework is that expensive material is used to embroider onto cheap cotton 
to make the designs potentially fragile after years of competition. I would like to know what you think 
about this, who made your costume, and any stories you can tell me about it. 

 
Project Background 

My photographic work on Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling started in 2008 as a professional 
photographer and I am now studying for 3 more years to get a Doctorate. 

 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

I will photograph you in your wrestling costume in front of a neutral background after you have wrestled 
today. I will check with your parent or some other adult who is with you today that this OK and they 
can come with you. 

If you don’t mind, I will also ask you some questions about you and your costume. This will take about 10 
minutes and if you agree, I will record it so that I can write about this in my thesis. 

This is a voluntary process and it’s up to you to decide if you participate. We will agree how you are 
named or identified in the research, usually that is simply by 
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name or nickname e.g. ’John Smith’ or ‘Smithy’. I will send an archival quality print of the photograph 
in the post to your home address. 

This will form part of my doctoral research. I hope to publish the photographs in a book in 
2015/2016. They may be included in a future exhibition. 

Details of the research and any future publications will be on my website. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

My supervisor at University: Prof. 
Karen Fleming 

 
E-mail Address: 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Project Contact: 

My details: 
David Ellison 

 
Art, Design and the Built Environment PhD 
Candidate (Yr1) 

 
E-mail Address: 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 

www.davidellison.co.uk 
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Information Sheet – Absent Parent(s) 

Project Title 

‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes worn in Cumberland and Westmorland 
wrestling’ 

 
Invitation to Participate 

A person aged under 18 who is with you today is invited to take part in a photographic 
research study. 

I am David Ellison, a professional photographer and a PhD student at the University of Ulster. Before you 
decide whether or not they can to take part, it is important that you understand what the research is 
for and what they will be asked to do. I will also ensure that the young person agrees and I will also send 
this information and a copy of the photograph to their parent or guardian. 

Please read the following information and do not hesitate to ask any questions about anything that 
might not be clear to you. Make sure that you are happy before you decide what to do. You or their 
parent can opt out later by contacting me. Thank you for taking the time to consider the invitation. This 
study is for a PhD at University of Ulster. 

What is the purpose of the Study? 

I want to find out more about the cultural significance of embroidered motifs of the regional sport of 
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling. The costume is a cotton vest, velvet underpants and cotton 
long johns. The research will explore how the costume embroidery is designed and sewn by the family 
who wrestle, often abbreviating the initials of the wrestler and decorating with flora, fauna and the 
features of the native landscape. An interesting aspect of the time consuming and intricate needlework 
is that tremendous care and expense is applied to cheap garments that are then subjected to rough 
handling in competition use. 

 
Project Background 

My photographic work on Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling started in 2008 as a professional 
photographer and is now being developed as a research thesis into Cumbria and its unique landscape. 
I can show you similar photographs of my work. The wrestling events take place in fields on the 
periphery of post-industrial towns and the sites of wrestling events are fields, across Cumbria and 
Northumberland. Some are quintessential, picturesque, village fetes and agricultural shows celebrating 
the best nature has to offer. In contrast, other gatherings are on the scorched, post- industrial scrubland 
that exists outside the Lake District National Park or in fields on the periphery of post-industrial towns 
and cities. 
I want to record the embroidered motifs on costumes worn by wrestlers that depict flowers and nature 
that often contradict the setting, referencing, in its stead, the natural world. I am investigating how the 
intricate embroidery of the costume reflects each wrestler’s heritage and ancestry. This costume is a 
vehicle through which I hope to explore in my PhD Thesis the complex nature of the surrounding social 
and environmental landscape. 
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What will happen if I agree that the young person may take part? 

I will photograph the young person in their wrestling costume in front of a neutral background after 
they have wrestled today. You are welcomed to come with them and the tent is open and visible. I will 
send an archival quality print of the photograph in the post to their parent or guardian. If they are not 
happy for their child to be part of this research they can still opt out at that stage, and keep the 
photography. 

If you don’t mind, I will also ask the young person some questions about themselves and their costume. 
This interview will take about 10 minutes and if you agree, I will record it so that I can write about this 
in my thesis. You can be present. 

This is a voluntary process and it’s up to you to decide if the young person may participate. We will 
agree how they are named or identified in the research, usually that is simply by name or nickname 
e.g.’ John Smith’ or ‘Smithy’. 

This will form part of my doctoral research. I hope to publish this research as a book in 2015/2016. It may 
be included in a future exhibition. Details of the research and any future publications will be on my 
website. 

 
 
 
 

Chief Investigator: Prof. 
Karen Fleming 
University of Ulster E-
mail Address: 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk Tel 
02895367267 

Project Contact: 
David Ellison 
ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 
www.davidellison.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 

You may keep this information sheet 
 
  



One copy for the subject; one copy for the researcher.  
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Title of Project 
‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes 
worn in Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling’ 

 

Consent Form A –Parent, Guardian or other responsible adult of the Wrestlers aged under 18. 
 
 

Name of Chief Investigator 
Professor Karen Fleming E-
mail Address: 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

 
Researcher 
David Ellison 
E-mail Address: 
Ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk

 

Please initial 
 

I confirm that I have been given and have read and understood the information sheet 
for the above study and have asked and received answers to any questions raised [] 

 
I understand that the child’s participation is voluntary and that we are free to withdraw at any time 
without giving a reason and without our rights being affected in any way. [] 

 
I agree to them taking part in the above study by being photographed. 
I understand the photography may be exhibited and/or published in the future [] 

 
I agree to be them being interviewed [] 

I agree the interview being sound recorded [] 
I agree to the interview being filmed using a moving image recorder [] 

 
I agree to provide their parent or guardian’s postal address to the researcher in order to receive a free 
photograph in the post. 

 
Parent’s Name and address    

 
 
 

 

Relationship  of person giving consent: Parent or other (give details)    
 

I understand that their name or a nickname will used in the title of their photograph in the project and in any 
exhibition or publication of it. For example.’John Smith’ or ‘Smithy *Alternatively another suitable name/title can 
be used. 

 
The name of the subject to be used will be   

 
 

 
Name of Parent or guardian or other accompanying adult Signature Date 

 
 

 
Name of researcher Signature Date 



One copy for the subject; one copy for the researcher.  
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Title of Project 
‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes 
worn in Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling’ 

 

Consent Form B –Photographic Subject(s) aged over 18 (Wrestler) 
 
 
 

Name of Chief Investigator 
Professor Karen Fleming E-
mail Address: 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

 
Researcher 
David Ellison 
E-mail Address: 
Ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 

 
 

Please initial 
 

I confirm that I have been given and have read and understood the information sheet 
for the above study and have asked and received answers to any questions raised [] 

 
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time without 
giving a reason and without my rights being affected in any way. [] 

 
I agree to take part in the above study by being photographed. 
I understand the photography may be exhibited and/or published in the future [] 

 
I agree to be interviewed [] 

I agree to my interview being sound recorded [] 
I agree to my interview being filmed using a moving image recorder [] 

 
I agree to provide my postal address to the researcher in order to receive a free photograph in the post. Name 

and address _ 

 
 

 

I understand that my name or a nickname will used in the title of my photograph in the project and in any exhibition 
or publication of it. For example .’John Smith’ or ‘Smithy *Alternatively another suitable name/title can be used. 

 
The name to be used will be    

 
 
 
 

 
Name of Subject Signature Date 

 
 
 

 
Name of researcher Signature Date 
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Title of Project 
‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes 
worn in Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling’ 

 

Consent Form C – Interviews Art Consultants/Curators/Photographers 
 

(To be signed by person(s) interviewed) 
 
 

Name of Chief Investigator 
Professor Karen Fleming 

 
E-mail Address: 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

 
Researcher 
David Ellison 

 
E-mail Address: 
Ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 

 
 
 

Please initial 
 

• I confirm that I have been given and have read and understood [] 
the information sheet for the above study and have asked and received 
answers to any questions raised. 

 
• I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am [] 

free to withdraw at any time without giving a reason and without 
my rights being affected in any way. 

 
I agree to being sound recorded using an audio recorder. [] 

 
• I agree to being filmed using a moving image recorder and audio [] 

recorder. 
 

• I understand that my name will used in the write up of the project [] 
and in connection to the study in printed and electronic form. 
*Alternatively another suitable name/title can be used. 

 
• I understand the research may be exhibited and/or [] 

published in the future 
 

• I agree to take part in the above study. [] 
 
 

The name by which I will be identified is    
 
 

 
Name of Subject Signature Date 

 
 
 

 
Name of researcher Signature Date 

 
One copy for the subject; one copy for the researcher. 
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Title of Project 
‘Investigating and documenting the decorated costumes 
worn in Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling’ 

 
Assent Form D – For Participants aged under 18 

 

Name of Chief Investigator 
Professor Karen Fleming E-
mail Address: 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.uk 

Researcher 
David Ellison 
E-mail Address: 
Ellison-d@email.ulster.ac.uk 

 
 
 

Please initial 
 

I confirm that I have been given and have read and understood the information sheet 
for the above study and have asked and received answers to any questions raised [] 

 
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time without 
giving a reason and without my rights being affected in any way. [] 

 
I agree to take part in the above study by being photographed. 
I understand the photography may be exhibited and/or published in the future [] 

 
I agree to be interviewed [] 

I agree to my interview being sound recorded [] 
I agree to my interview being filmed using a moving image recorder [] 

 
I agree to provide my postal address to the researcher in order to receive a free photograph in the post. Parent’s 

Name and address    

 
 

 

I understand that my name or a nickname will used in the title of my photograph in the project and in any exhibition 
or publication of it. For example.’ John Smith’ or ‘Smithy *Alternatively another suitable name/title can be used. 

 
The name to be used will be    

 
 
 

 
Name of Subject Signature Date 

 
 
 

 
Name of researcher Signature Date 

 
 
 

One copy for the subject; one copy for the researcher. 
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Information Sheet – Under 18 Parent 

Project Title 

‘Investigating and documenting the decorated 
costumes worn in Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling’. 

Invitation to Participate 

Your child may have told you that they when they attend a wrestling competition they were invited to 
take part in a photographic research study. I asked permission from an adult who accompanied them to 
the wrestling. 

I am David Ellison, a professional photographer and a PhD student at the University of Ulster. Before 
deciding whether or not your child can remain in the project, it is important that you understand what 
the research is for and what they were asked to do. I ensured that the young person agreed. Please read 
the following information and do not hesitate to contact me with any questions about anything that 
might not be clear to you. You can still decide to opt out of the research by contacting me. Thank you 
for taking the time to consider the invitation. 

What is the purpose of the Study? 

I want to find out more about the cultural significance of embroidered motifs of the regional sport of 
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling. The costume is a cotton vest, velvet underpants and cotton 
long johns. The research will explore how the costume embroidery is designed and sewn by the family 
who wrestle, often abbreviating the initials of the wrestler and decorating with flora, fauna and the 
features of the native landscape. An interesting aspect of the time consuming and intricate needlework 
is that tremendous care and expense is applied to cheap garments that are then subjected to rough 
handling in competition use. 

 
Project Background 

My photographic work on Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling started in 2008 as a professional 
photographer and is now being developed as a research thesis into Cumbria and its unique landscape. 
There are similar photographs of my work on my website. The wrestling events take place in fields on 
the periphery of post-industrial towns and the sites of wrestling events are fields, across Cumbria and 
Northumberland. Some are quintessential, picturesque, village fetes and agricultural shows celebrating 
the best nature has to offer. In contrast, other gatherings are on the scorched, post-industrial scrubland 
that exists outside the Lake District National Park or in fields on the periphery of post-industrial towns 
and cities. 
I want to record the embroidered motifs on costumes worn by wrestlers that depict flowers and nature 
that often contradict the setting, referencing, in its stead, the natural world. I am investigating how the 
intricate embroidery of the costume reflects each wrestler’s heritage and ancestry. This costume is a 
vehicle through which I hope to explore in my PhD Thesis the complex nature of the surrounding social 
and environmental landscape. 

 
What happened? 
As you can see in the enclosed image, I photographed the young person in their wrestling costume in 
front of a neutral background. Anyone who was with them was welcomed to come with them and the 
tent was open and visible. 

With their permission, I will also ask your child some questions about them and their costume. This 
interview lasted for about 10 minutes and with their agreement, I will 
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record it so that I can write about this in my thesis. Once again, anyone with them could be there 
too. 

This was a voluntary process and it’s up to you to decide if your child may participate. We 
agreed how they are named or identified in the research, usually that is simply by name or 
nickname e.g.’ John Smith’ or ‘Smithy’. 

I promised to send you an archival quality print of the photograph in the post. 

This will form part of my doctoral research. I hope to publish this research as a book in 
2015/2016. It may be included in a future exhibition. Details of the research and any future 
publications will be on my website. www.davidellison.co.uk 

 

Please contact me if you have any questions 
 
 

Chief Investigator: 
Prof. Karen 
Fleming 
University of 
Ulster E-mail 
Address: 
k.fleming@ulster.ac.
uk Tel 02895367267 

 
 

Project Contact: 
David Ellison 
ellison-
d@email.ulster.ac.uk 
www.davidellison.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 

You may keep this information sheet 
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Appendices  
 
 
1.0 

Plant scientist, professor David Ingram has provided additional clarifications on the wrestling costume. 

Here, this research benefits from identifications from six images provided to Ingram, for accurate 

depictions:   

 

1.1 Analysis - Number One 

Ingram suspects the design to depict ‘Hybrid Tea’, cultivar ‘Etoile de Hollande’, bred in 1919 or a 

‘Crimson Glory’, bred in 1935 or a ‘full-blown rose flower’.  
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1.2 Analysis - Number Two 

 

Ingram goes on to offer a more detailed analysis of the costume in this second image by photographer, 

Fred W. Tassell.  Ingram identifies Asteraceae; syn. Compositae; Anemone nemerosa; Ranunculaceae 

[Buttercup family]; Sorbus aucuparia.  

 

Ingram remarks: “The second man from the left has quite a lot on his briefs, but the only clear image 

is of a multi-petalled flower, which could be a Common Lawn Daisy (Bellis perennis) or another wild 

or garden member of the Daisy family (Asteraceae; syn. Compositae); or perhaps might be (but more 

unlikely) a Wood Anemone (Anemone nemerosa; Ranunculaceae [Buttercup family])”. Ingram 

continues by picking out flowers in the wrestler (third from the left): “…has leaves visible on his briefs; 

the leaf to the left of his groin looks fern-like; the leaf to the right of his groin is compound, with five 

pairs of leaflets and a single terminal leaflet - rather like a Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) compound leaf. 

The Rowan is very common in Lakeland and is seen on many fells in the county. In many ways, the 

Rowan has become an emblematic in the county”.  
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1.3 Analysis - Number Three 

 

 

In this example (case study 03) The image was produced by J.Wilkinson, of Wigton (1900). Ingram 

identifies the flowers as “Clematis species or cultivars (perhaps Clematis montana), or perhaps a 

Periwinckle (Vinca minor or Vincs major), all common garden plants”.   
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The significance of the depiction of common garden plants is significant in the framework of this study. 

The vests are embroidered through a direct connection to commonly available garden plants, 

suggesting the design was produced by working class participants. 

 

1.4 Analysis - Number Four  

This image - a front of vest taken from wrestler, Tom Harrington (MBE) - provides a more rigorous 

analysis to the high-quality image.  

 

Ingram begins the complicated task of identifying each floral depiction:   
 

Starting from the pale yellow flower at the top and working round clockwise: 
Pale yellow flower: looks like a wild Buttercup, Meadow Buttercup of similar (Ranunculus 
acris ???), but impossible to be sure exactly which species. There seems to be one petal too 
many since Ranunculus species normally have 5, not 6, but the embroidery is 
so imprecise that this is probably just an error or 'poetic licence'.  The flowers are pale 
enough to possibly be Primrose (Primula species), but Primrose petals are usually heart 
shaped, not pointed, as here. 

 
Bright orange flower: could be an attempt at a garden Nasturtium (Tropaeolum magus), but 
a very crude attempt if so. 

 
Blue flower: possibly a wild or garden violet (Viola species), but a crude attempt. 

 
Pink flower with divided petals: possibly a wild or garden Pink Campion (Silene dioica) or the 
related species with even more divided petals, Ragged Robin (Lychnis flos-cuculi), a wild 
flower of wet grassland. 
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Dark red flower pointing right: looks real, but can't think what; perhaps a garden 
Snapdragon? (Antirrhinum cultivar). Clearly based on a real plant, but not certain what. 

 
Pink flower pointing left: no idea. 

 
Dark red flower with jagged petals: garden Pink or Carnation cultivar (Dianthus species 
cultivar). 

 
Dark yellow flower: possibly a garden Potentilla or another member of the Rosaceae family 
(petals look heart-shaped), but seems to have two whorls of petals, so could be something 
else. 

 
Big blue flower: don't know; could be an attempt at a big flowered Campanula cultivar. 

 
Brown and orange flower: no idea. 

 
Blue flower with ragged petals: looks like a garden or wild Cornflower (Centaurea cyanus). 

 
Bluish mauve flower at very bottom: looks as though it is based on something real, but can't 
think what. 

 
Flower with pointed red and pink petals: don't know. 

 
Pairs of pink flowers: looks as though it is based on something real, but can't think what. 

 
Group of three small blue flowers: could be a small flowered Campanula such as wild 
Harebell (Campanula rotundifolia). 

 
Ragged yellow flower: possibly a weed Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale). 

 
Orange daisy-like flower with brown centre: possibly a garden Blackeyed Susan (Rudbeckia 
hirta) or a garden Helenium cultivar, certainly a garden member of the daisy family  
(Asteraceae). 

 
Orange and yellow flower; light and dark purple flower; and pink flower with four pointed 
petals: looks as though they are based on real flowers, but very imprecise and I can't think 
what. 

 
As with the Tom Harrington vest, everything seems to me to be based on real flowers, I 
think, but the interpretation is so loose and the embroidery so imprecise that in many cases 
it is impossible to say exactly what.1 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                        
1 Email correspondance (26th April 2016) with Hon Prof. David Ingram regarding further information of precise botanical naming of floral 
depictions on a selected number of costumes. 
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1.5 Analysis - Number Five 
 

 

“These flowers are nicely embroidered, but to me they look very stylised and not based accurately on 

real plants. That said, there is an echo of a pansy in the centre flower, but only an echo, and echoes 

of daisies in some of the other flowers.  The two white flowers either side of the central flower look 

like Common Lawn Daisy (Bellis perennis)”.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
2 Email correspondence (26th April 2016) with Hon Prof. David Ingram regarding further information of precise botanical naming of floral 
depictions on a selected number of costumes. 
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2.0 Each Fixture in a Wrestling Season 

Number Location  

1 Heathergill 

2 Sedbergh  

3 Northern District YFC Field Day (Wigton) 

4 Northumberland Show (Hexham) 

5 Killington 

6 Cumberland Show (Carlisle) 

7 Roman Wall Show (Brampton) 

8 Lowgill 

9 Quernmore 

10 Stanegate Festival (Newbrough) 

11 Alston Gala (Alson) 

12 Ullswater County Show (Patterdale) 

13 Skelton 

14 West Cumbria Vintage Rally (Distington) 

15 Haltwhistle  

16 Great Eccleston  

17 Penrith 

18 Coniston 

19 Ambleside  

20 Langholm Common Riding (Langholm) 

21 Beetham  

22 Cockermouth 

23 Cartmel Show 
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24 Ings 

25 Powburn  

26 Garstang  

27 Gilsland 

28 Lunsdale 

29 Appleby  

30 Dalston  

31 Slaley 

32 Forestburngate 

33 Allendale 

34 Gosforth  

35 Torver  

36 Crosby Ravensworth  

37 Grayrigg  

38 Holm Show (Newcastleton) 

39 Bellington 

40 Millom 

41 Grasmere 

42 Silloth 

43 Ennerdale  

44 Rothbury  

45 Hesket Newmarket  

46 Lowick 

47 Harbottle 

48 Loweswater 
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49 Wolsingham 

50 Westmorland Show (Kendal) 

51 Stanhope  

52 Whitfield  

53 Egremont 

54 Borrowdale 

55 Langholm Show 

56 Eskdale 

57 Alwinton 

58 Wasdale  
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3.0 Photobook -TEK HOD: Embroidered Wrestlers of the North  
 
4.0 Audio recordings of Adam Sutherland (Grizedale Arts) and Roger Robson (Wrestler) 
(See digital submission) 
 



David Ellison Embroidered Wrestlers of the North



2 3

Tek Hod

Embroidered Wrestlers of the North



4 5



6 7



8 9



10 11

Fields and Faces  
of Cumberland  
and Westmorland 
Wrestling

David Ellison

Sum doluptat. Andiscidi cum siti-
is sandunt officiet explige ndica-
bo. Nam quam qui di arumque lisit 
quae quas sit, ad el id et ullorep 
errorehent laboreh endae. Loris 
dis dolore eic te venihiliqui ist, 
coreicae nis re est, odi amus inc-
torerem hitas et dolorem face-
premolut quo cor am quia cuptati 
ossitaspitam volores cimendae 
perum ullaciis dolupis arupta nis 
inihil maionseque simi, vid qui 
dolo odit a nonserspis a non com-
molorero quidit, alique velit reiur, 
venimus damus, sit que magniet, 
quiandebis nita as eatate volupta 
testect emquossedi tem nisi-
tius doles autemped unt, seque 
pliquatius molupiti sa verspelibus 
et ommolup idelliti que corat velis 
saniat et, occulla boremqu iamus-
dam hictur rerferum, archiciandis 
aut qui ommodis ento et, voles 
dellab incid minum volectiur mos 
mos voluptiae magname nihillit as 
molestotate cusam lab ium, que 
cora cus non expla quiam ius, sita 
estrum rest officae volorit lab ip-
sam con enimoditendi te porendi 
squiae nos nobis audi odi opta 
quuntur?
Ugia de videlen ihictas susanda 
epremporerum et occuptatur, 
ommoluptate eium dolupis id 
eatibus ciissimi, consequi aut 
re peremquiam cus et rem. Et 
ommo velluptatus aut et volor 
simos escius quiaept invelenUll-
est parciatem nit aut vel eum ent, 
tem. Cabo. Sed ereheni optae 

prature cerepudit eos est, ulpa 
isti accum ut volupta quae net vel 
excessi tiaspedisto et perferum 
debit labo. Henisi occaeri one-
caes cimuscium aditincit magnim 
que repedisquis remque eaqui 
commo es re volupit lat.
Evellorroria ex eum inctia venihi-
catias ipsaper itius.
Fugit, sim aut magnam, quaesed 
eic te et quae as maio con none 
lam necti dolupta si cus, acea 
volupti untectur simusciis namus-
cia corum venissum arum qui bea 
volore volorem. Nem adipsapiet, 
sitassimin num quianda quae. 
Nem aut omnimpo rerion et pra-
tia dolore eseque occum essim 
que qui restrum alit porum quia 
aliquaspero dolupta tibusdae 
volorerectur magnis eserspera 
vera quiat vendi officitae. Archica 
boriassunt.
Pe nossume ndellandam que 
dit lique es voluptat que venis 
ditatur, qui nis enecum eseque 
corem quo te dit qui cus evendu-
cil maionecea cum ium qui venet 
acerum quiatus dolessi con necto 
vent et invelia nus, con rem inver-
or aut magnim renis aut pa cori-
bus mod quatati bearum con est 
et vollanihilis quatuscit, ut dolor 
ra quo et ommodis quamusam, 
aut plabo. Et ute la sendand elici-
dunt ut reptae cullia dici voloriam 
Sum doluptat. Andiscidi cum sitiis 
sandunt officiet explige ndicabo. 
Nam quam qui di arumque lisit 
quae quas sit, ad el id et ullorep 



12 13



14 15



16 17



18 19



20 21



22 23



24 25



26 27



28 29

Embroidered 
Wrestlers  
of the North
 
Lou Stoppard

Sum doluptat. Andiscidi cum siti-
is sandunt officiet explige ndica-
bo. Nam quam qui di arumque lisit 
quae quas sit, ad el id et ullorep 
errorehent laboreh endae. Loris 
dis dolore eic te venihiliqui ist, 
coreicae nis re est, odi amus inc-
torerem hitas et dolorem face-
premolut quo cor am quia cuptati 
ossitaspitam volores cimendae 
perum ullaciis dolupis arupta nis 
inihil maionseque simi, vid qui 
dolo odit a nonserspis a non com-
molorero quidit, alique velit reiur, 
venimus damus, sit que magniet, 
quiandebis nita as eatate volupta 
testect emquossedi tem nisi-
tius doles autemped unt, seque 
pliquatius molupiti sa verspelibus 
et ommolup idelliti que corat velis 
saniat et, occulla boremqu iamus-
dam hictur rerferum, archiciandis 
aut qui ommodis ento et, voles 
dellab incid minum volectiur mos 
mos voluptiae magname nihillit as 
molestotate cusam lab ium, que 
cora cus non expla quiam ius, sita 
estrum rest officae volorit lab ip-
sam con enimoditendi te porendi 
squiae nos nobis audi odi opta 
quuntur?
Ugia de videlen ihictas susanda 
epremporerum et occuptatur, 
ommoluptate eium dolupis id 
eatibus ciissimi, consequi aut 
re peremquiam cus et rem. Et 
ommo velluptatus aut et volor 
simos escius quiaept invelenUll-
est parciatem nit aut vel eum ent, 
tem. Cabo. Sed ereheni optae 

prature cerepudit eos est, ulpa 
isti accum ut volupta quae net vel 
excessi tiaspedisto et perferum 
debit labo. Henisi occaeri one-
caes cimuscium aditincit magnim 
que repedisquis remque eaqui 
commo es re volupit lat.
Evellorroria ex eum inctia venihi-
catias ipsaper itius.
Fugit, sim aut magnam, quaesed 
eic te et quae as maio con none 
lam necti dolupta si cus, acea 
volupti untectur simusciis namus-
cia corum venissum arum qui bea 
volore volorem. Nem adipsapiet, 
sitassimin num quianda quae. 
Nem aut omnimpo rerion et pra-
tia dolore eseque occum essim 
que qui restrum alit porum quia 
aliquaspero dolupta tibusdae 
volorerectur magnis eserspera 
vera quiat vendi officitae. Archica 
boriassunt.
Pe nossume ndellandam que 
dit lique es voluptat que venis 
ditatur, qui nis enecum eseque 
corem quo te dit qui cus evendu-
cil maionecea cum ium qui venet 
acerum quiatus dolessi con necto 
vent et invelia nus, con rem inver-
or aut magnim renis aut pa cori-
bus mod quatati bearum con est 
et vollanihilis quatuscit, ut dolor 
ra quo et ommodis quamusam, 
aut plabo. Et ute la sendand elici-
dunt ut reptae cullia dici voloriam 
Sum doluptat. Andiscidi cum sitiis 
sandunt officiet explige ndicabo. 
Nam quam qui di arumque lisit 
quae quas sit, ad el id et ullorep 
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errorehent laboreh endae. Loris 
dis dolore eic te venihiliqui ist, 
coreicae nis re est, odi amus inc-
torerem hitas et dolorem face-
premolut quo cor am quia cuptati 
ossitaspitam volores cimendae 
perum ullaciis dolupis arupta nis 
inihil maionseque simi, vid qui 
dolo odit a nonserspis a non com-
molorero quidit, alique velit reiur, 
venimus damus, sit que magniet, 
quiandebis nita as eatate volupta 
testect emquossedi tem nisi-
tius doles autemped unt, seque 
pliquatius molupiti sa verspelibus 
et ommolup idelliti que corat velis 
saniat et, occulla boremqu iamus-
dam hictur rerferum, archiciandis 
aut qui ommodis ento et, voles 
dellab incid minum volectiur mos 
mos voluptiae magname nihillit as 
molestotate cusam lab ium, que 
cora cus non expla quiam ius, sita 
estrum rest officae volorit lab ip-
sam con enimoditendi te porendi 
squiae nos nobis audi odi opta 
quuntur?
Ugia de videlen ihictas susanda 
epremporerum et occuptatur, 
ommoluptate eium dolupis id 
eatibus ciissimi, consequi aut 
re peremquiam cus et rem. Et 
ommo velluptatus aut et volor 
simos escius quiaept invelenUll-
est parciatem nit aut vel eum ent, 
tem. Cabo. Sed ereheni optae 
prature cerepudit eos est, ulpa 
isti accum ut volupta quae net vel 
excessi tiaspedisto et perferum 
debit labo. Henisi occaeri one-

caes cimuscium aditincit magnim 
que repedisquis remque eaqui 
commo es re volupit lat.
Evellorroria ex eum inctia venihi-
catias ipsaper itius.
Fugit, sim aut magnam, quaesed 
eic te et quae as maio con none 
lam necti dolupta si cus, acea vo-
lupti untectur simusciis namuscia 
corum venissum arum qui bea 
volore volorem. Nem adipsapiet, 
sitassimin num quianda quae. 
Nem aut omnimpo rerion et pra-
tia dolore eseque occum essim 
que qui restrum alit porum quia 
aliquaspero dolupta tibusdae 
volorerectur magnis eserspera 
vera quiat vendi officitae. Archica 
boriassunt.
Pe nossume ndellandam que 
dit lique es voluptat que venis 
ditatur, qui nis enecum eseque 
corem quo te dit qui cus evendu-
cil maionecea cum ium qui venet 
acerum quiatus dolessi con necto 
vent et invelia nus, con rem inver-
or aut magnim renis aut pa cori-
bus mod quatati bearum con est 
et vollanihilis quatuscit, ut dolor 
ra quo et ommodis quamusam, 
aut plabo. Et ute la sendand elici-
dunt ut reptae cullia dici voloriam
 Pe nossume ndellandam 
que dit lique es voluptat que 
venis ditatur, qui nis enecum 
eseque corem quo te dit qui cus 
evenducil maionecea cum ium 
qui venet acerum quiatus dolessi 
con necto vent et invelia nus, con 
rem inveror aut magnim renis aut 
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pa coribus mod quatati bearum 
con est et vollanihilis quatuscit, 
ut dolor ra quo et ommodis qua-
musam, aut plabo. Et ute la sen-
dand elicidunt ut reptae cullia dici 
voloriam Sum doluptat. Andiscidi 
cum sitiis sandunt officiet explige 
ndica nisitius doles autemped 
unt, seque pliquatius molupiti sa 
verspelibus et ommolup idelliti 
que corat velis saniat et, occul-
la boremqu iamusdam hictur 
rerferum, archiciandis aut qui 
ommodis ento et, voles dellab 
incid minum volectiur mos mos 
voluptiae magname nihillit as 
molestotate cusam lab ium, que 
cora cus non expla quiam ius, sita 
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